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SUlVIIVlARY

This informal history chronicles the Between 10,000 and 13,000 electrically
evolution of an ongoing Bonneville Power heated manufactured homes are built in the
Administration (Bonneville/BPA) effort to Pacific Northwest each year, accounting for
improve the energy efficiency of manufactured nearly 30% of the region's new electrically
homes. Over the past 9 years, Bonneville's heated homes (NWPPC 1991). Ali
manufactured housing projecthas undertakena manufactured housing in the United States has
great many impressive activities, including to meet federal building standards- which

include energy efficiency standards - set by the
1. developing numerous technical studies on the U.S. Departmentof Housing and Urban

energy performance of manufactured homes Development (HUD). Because these standards
that helped the industryto significantly were established in 1976 and are applied to
improve the energy efficiency of the broad geographic areas embracing a range of
manufactured homes constructed in the climate conditions, they fail to approach the
Pacific Northwest levels of cost-effective energy efficiency

developed in the Pacific Northwest. Although
2. establishing and fostering industry/ the Housing and Community Development Aet

government/private association work groups of 1987 instructed HUD to strengthen the
and enabling these groups to develop and national standards for manufacturedhousing and
work toward the achievement of common a new energy standard has been proposed and
regional goals developed, it has not yet been approved.

However, even the new standard will not
3. working with the manufactured housing approachthe levels of energy efficiency that are

industry in the Pacific Northwest to develop being achieved in the Pacific Northwest.
practical, energy-efficient designs and
feasible construction techniques to fabricate On April 1, 1992, a unique energy-
these designs efficiency program was established in the

Pacific Northwest: the Manufactured Housing
4. encouraging related component industries to Acquisition Program (MAP). MAP is a

design and bring to market more energy- cooperative agreement forged by the region's
efficient products electric utilities, Bonneville, and every one of

the region's manufacturers of factory-built,
5. providing a forum for the development of a "HUD code" homes. Through MAP, public

regionwide public-private cooperative and private electric utilities in the region
program and working with ali other provide financial incentives that permit
interested parties to ensure that every manufacturers to produce highly energy-
electrically heated manufactured home built efficient homes at a marketable price. These
in the Pacific Northwest will meet the homes far exceed the energy performance
nation's highest level of energy efficiency standards established by the HUD code, which

preempts any state or local building codes for
6. extending technical and programmatic this unique housing category. MAP acquires a

information to state agencies nationwide in valuable energy resource at an estimated cost of
an important information transfer and only about two-thirds the cost of the same
exchange effort, power from new generating plants (Bleything

1992). The voluntary energy performance
standards, developed and implemented through
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a first-of-its-kind public/private cooperative technical developments and into the paramount
venture, surpass any standards being appliedto achievement of those participating in the
manufactured housing elsewhere in the United project, Bonneville intends to provide readers
States. They are expected to save the region 7 the opportunityto see the processes and
to 9 average megawatts (AMW) a year - enterprise requiredto develop a successful
enough electricity to supply about 5,000 Pacific public/private venture. This readable, informal
Northwest homes with ali their annual electric history will permit those interested in the
power needs (Russell 1992). project the opportunity to "watch" as the

difficulties and obstacles created by diversity of
By documenting the evolution of its interest are ultimately resolved through

manufacturedhousing project from humble cooperation, understanding, and -- at times -- "a
beginnings through turbulent, often complex, little bit of luck."
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ACRONYMS

AAHX air-to-air heat exchanger

ac alternating current

ACH air changes per hour

Act (the) Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act

ADA airtight drywall approach

ALC Air Leakage Control

ANSI American National Standards Institute

BPA/Bonneville Bonneville Power Administration

CFC Criterion Formation Committee

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

Council/NWPPC Northwest Power Planning Council

COV coefficient of variation

CSPE Columbia Storage Power Exchange

CVA Columbia Valley Authority

DAPIA Design Approval Primary Inspection Agency

dc direct current

DMC Data Management Committee

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DSI direct service industry

DW double-wide

ECM energy conservation measure

EIS environmental impact statement

ELA effective leakage area

ELCAP End-Use Load and Conservation Assessment Program

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

FDAS field data acquisition system

FDR Franklin Delano Roosevelt

FmHA Farmer's Home Administration

FMHCSS Federal Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standard



FY fiscal year

GRI Glen River Industries

HUD U.S. Department of Housing andUrban Development

IAQ indoor air quality

IOU investor-owned utility

IPIA Inspection Primary Inspection Agency

JPPC Joint Power Planning Council

LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories

MAC Manufactured Housing Acquisition Committee

MAP Manufactured Housing Acquisition Program

MCS Model Conservation Standards

MEO most efficient organization

MHA Manufactured Housing Association

MHI Manufactured Housing Institute

MHTAG Manufactured Housing Technical Advisory Group

MPS minimum property standards

NCSBCS National Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards

NMHMHAS National Mobile Home Manufactured Housing Appraisal System

NORIS Northwest Residential Infiltration Survey

NRDC Natural Resources Defense Council

NWEC Northwest Energy Code

NWPPC/Couneil Northwest Power Planning Council

ODOE Oregon Department of Energy

Pa pascals

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PNCA Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement

PNUCC Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee

PNWRPC Pacific Northwest Regional Planning Commission

Power Plan (1986) 1986 Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan

PRISM Princeton Scorekeeping Method

PUC public utility commission

PUD public utility district
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RCDP Residential Construction Demonstration Project

RDAS Residential Data Acquisition System

RFP request for proposal

RSDP Residential Standards Demonstration Project

SAA State Administrative Agencies

SEO state energy office

SGC Super Good Cents

SRC Specifications Review Committee

SW single-wide

TLP The Levy Partnership

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority

UBC Universal Building Code

U, transmission heat loss coefficient

WPPSS Washington Public Power Supply System

WSEO Washington State Energy Office
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CHAPTER 1: THE SETTING -- A Region of Surprising Contrasts

Since 1983, the Bonneville Power needles; rodeos, county fairs, and opera; snow
Administration (Bonneville/BPA) has skiing, wind surfing, and polo. Yes, polo.
spearheaded an ongoing cooperative effort to
explore, quantify, and capture the energy "li'heLand
savings inherent in the Pacific Northwest's new
manufactured housing stock. To understand the The Pacific Northwest could be called a
motivation _nd course of this effort -- referred latecomer -- politically and geologically, lt is
to at different times by different program tides part of the last great geological addition to
but generally identified as the "manufactured North America and the newest major
housing project" -- it is necessary to know continental uplift on Earth (Norwood 1981).
something of the region's characteristics as well Before this, ti'.eshore of the ancient Pacific

the peculiar "rules of the road" that apply to roughly followed the outline of today's Rocky
energy in the Pacific Northwest. These are as Mountain western foothills and the Pacific
singular as the region itself. Northwest was a shallow submarine shelf.

Beginning about 300 million years ago, the
A unique region of surprising contrasts, the Rockies rose and then eroded, creating inland

U.S. Pacific Northwest resists easy seas and marshlands with a warm climate,
classification. In fact, it even lacks consistent tropical growth, and the Pacific Northwest's
boundaries. Some authorities include northern very own dinosaurs. About 72 million years
California and exclude Montana; some include ago, the second major uplift began, creating the
Idaho and some do not. As used in this report second Rocky Mountains and, later, the
and generally understood within the region, the Cascade and Coastal Ranges. No dinosaurs.
Pacific Northwest is defined as Bormeville's
primary power marketing area, which is Born in violence and volcanism, the Cascade
composed of four states -- Washington, Oregon, Range stretches in a north-south axis for 485
Idaho, and (western) Montana. Differences miles across Washington and Oregon (Findley
among these states are cultural, economic, and et al. I982). Huge solitary mountain peaks,
historical as well as geographic and actually volcanos deceptively covered in white,
climatological. Even within their borders, each punctuate the lower lying ridges and serve as
of these states has internal variations and awesome landmarks - Three Sisters, Hood, St.
contradictions. Helens, Rainier, Baker, to name a few - and

even today have the power to inspire, to awe,
Whatever it is, it's certainly not a region to maim, and to kill. Long a barrier to any

without variety. Many people do not realize kind of movement (people, water, power, etc.),
the Pacific Northwest not only has tall trees and the Cascades are "ajumble of cliffs, canyons,
virgin forests but also includes vast expanses of and dense forest" (Kimerling 1985).
high desert. Although it is often characterized
as an area of only mild maritime climate, some Numerous other mountain ranges dot the
sections of the Pacific Northwest undergo region - the Olympic Mountains, the Coast
severe winters and blistering summer heat. lt Range, the Selkirks -- with beauty and history
has vineyards and wheat fields and llamas and of their own. The eastern part of the Pacific
sheep; aluminum smelting and precision casting Northwest features steep mountains, rugged
and paper mills and state-of-the-art electronics, foothills, and precipitous canyons, including
lt has covered bridges, log cabins, and space Hell's Canyon of the Snake River, the nation's

deepest. None of these, however, affect the
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region's climate, culture, or economy as clearly temperaturesthan the areas inland. Areas in
and as markedly as the Cascades. northernIdaho and Montana, on the western

slope of the Continental Divide, have the most
The Climate extreme climate in the region.

"Climatic diversity is the hallmark of the West of the Cascades, temperaturesare
Pacific Northwest" (Kimerling 1985). This above freezing from 240-300 days per year.
diversity is created in large measure because the East of the Cascades, however, the freeze-free
Cascade barrier prevents both moisture and season is generally less than 120 days. In parts
moderate ocean temperatures from reaching the of the Cascades and Idaho, the annual freeze-
interior of the region. The region's other free period can be less than 30 days (Kimerling
ranges and features contribute to further 1985). These differences in temperature
variations in temperature and precipitation produce variations in amount and type of
within the broadly differentiated climate zones, precipitation, in vegetation, economies,
In general, the region west of the Cascades has lifestyles, and even attitudes.
much more precipitation and milder
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To the east of the Cascades, other ranges -- Columbia (Morgan 1962). It ultimately finds
the Wallowas, Bitteroots, and Selkirks - rise its southward course aboutmidway along
high enough to again capture large amounts of Washington State's northernborder, then curves
moisture from the air (Kimerling 1985). eastward to meet the Snake River. The flow
Fartheragain to the east, the western slopes of contributedby the Snake River system comes
the Rockies capture moisture which falls mostly from the highest, most inland reaches of the
(and heavily) as snow during the long winters region. In earlier times, the joined waters
(Norwood 1981). Spring rains and snow melt surged through the Cascades in a series of
produce... "fearsomerapids_ (Morgan 1962).

The Waters The People

According to Cree and Sioux legends According to prevailing theory, the first
recorded in 1766 -1767, the sources of the four human inhabitantsof North America reached
largest rivers in North America lay close Alaska from Siberia over a land bridge and then
together. From these sources, the Red River migrated to the southeast. That means they
flowed North, the St. Lawrence flowed East, reached the Pacific Northwest the same way
the Mississippi flowed South, and a "great that most of the later migrants did -- westward
stream" they called the Oregon flowed west over the Rocky Mountains to stop their trek in
(Morison 1965). That "great stream" was, of the high deserts or continuing over the
course, today's Columbia, a rush and realm of Cascades or through the Columbia Gorge to the
waterpowerful enough to brazen its way western valleys (Kimerling 1985). Undoubtedly
through the Cascade barrier to reach the sea some of the early inhabitants-- again, like some
and in the process carve a passageway and a of the later migrants -- reached the western
networkof waterways a thousand miles into the valleys from the seas, possessed as they were of
interiorof the continent, large ocean-going canoes (Findley et al. 1982).

Except for a few coastal streams in Oregon The question of when the land was first
andWashington, the Columbia watershed drains settled is an open one; research is even now
the entire region. The watershed is vast; it being conducted. Carbon-dating indicates that
roughly conforms to the boundaries of the humans inhabited the Snake River Plain as long
Pacific Northwest, unifying and defining the ago as 14,500 years and sites in Oregon have
region. At least one authority considers the been dated at 13,000 years old. Estimates on
Columbia to be the outstandingnaturalresource the total population range from 75,000 to twice
of the region (Norwood 1981). According to that number. What is known is that as a result
anothersource, it is among the three key of the variations in the land, the climate, and
physical features that most strongly influence the resources available, a wide variety of
the history and development of the region -- the cultures developed, eventually dividing into
Cascades, the Columbia, and the Strait of Juan over 125 distinct tribal groups (Kimerling
de Fuca (Kimerling 1985). 1985).

Formed by the Columbia and Snake River There was no agriculture and there were no
systems, the Columbia River basin covers domesticated animals except the dog before
259,000 square miles, with about 15%of this horses were introducedby the Spanish.
area lying in Canada where the Columbia Generally, the people who lived west of the
originates (Norwood 1981). The Columbia Cascades depended largely on food from the
rises deceptively. At its beginnin_i;,it is placid sea. They built substantial wooden houses,
and it flows north from a flat stret:chof glacial large enough in many cases for a number of
silt, 2,619 feet above sea level in eastern British families. East of the Cascades, hunting was the
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Subbasins in the Columbia River System

main source of food although fish were also with Europeanswere open and generous
important, particularly to the tribes with access (Morgan 1962). The inhabitantsof the region
to the salmon of the Columbia River. Even were nevertheless devastated by the arrival of
though the climate was severe in this area, the Europeans who carried diseases - smallpox,
housing was "not substantial, though more cholera, measles - to which the Native
clothes were worn by members of these tribes Americans had no resistance. By the mid-
than by the Coastal Indians" (Kimerling 1985). 1850s, both the immune systems and the

cultures of the Pacific Northwest native

This was an economy, by and large, of population had developed more resistance to the
abundance. The Indians of the coast had intruders, but the sheer number of immigrants
invented the ceremony of the potlatch - giving to the region had become impossible to resist
away surplus wealth - and their initial contacts (Kimerling 1985).
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(Morgan 1962). This achievement must stand
A lllNT OFHISTORY as a testament to any number of things -- the

human spirit, Jefferson's vision, the friendliness
Following the European discovery of America, the of the Native Americans, and the sheer audacity

Pacific Northwest was fast explored by the Spanish, and impressive human energy of the times.
who scouted the notl_ern extremities (in what is now

Oregon) of their Mexican empire in unpublicized Following the lead of Lewis and Clark, also
ventures in 1542, 1543, and farther north in 1603
(Kimerling 1985). The English also kept secret Sir moving overland, John Jacob Astor of New
Francis Drake's explorations in 1579, but later York expanded his American Fur Company into
announced his landing and his claim of "New Albion" (a the region in 1810. The Stars and Stripes were
term in use in some quarters for over 200 years) for unfurled over his bailiwick, Astoria, in 1811.
Queen Elizabeth 1. Neither the English nor the Spanish But elsewhere the Union Jack was brandished
took much intcrcst in the area until the late 1700s when

over a scattered, diffuse "New Albion" as theRussian expansion down the West Coast from Alaska
triggered a rash of voyages, international temper Hudson Bay Company built one of the
tantrums, and territorial claims. Not surprisingly, little strongest, most enduring trading networks in
of that pique matters today, the region. The Hudson Bay Company was

headquartered at Fort Vancouver on the
Two hundred years later, while the Revolutionary Columbia's northernbank in present-dayWar was being waged on the other side of the continent,

the English captain, James Cook, charted the coast from Washington.
Oregon to the Arctic h_ 1778. After his party searched

for the long-rumored passage through North America to By about 1825, the trading companies were
the Atlantic, Cook sailed on to "discover" Hawaii. Ten literally beginning to settle down; the Hudson
years ia'_er, the fast of a new breed, the Americans, Bay Company's Chief Factor, Dr. John
arrived in the Northwest by sca, in an expedition

captained by Robert Gray of Boston. In 1791, the MeLoughlin, seeing an opportunity to provision
British dispatched the vessel Discovery under the the trappers, merchants, and drifters dispersed
command of George Vancouver to survey the Northwest throughout the West, took an unusual step for a
coast, trader. He pioneered an agricultural economy,

encouraging retiring employees to settle locally
Early on the morning of April 28, 1792, Vancouver instead of returningto their origins.sighted a sail which turned out to be the Columbia

Rediviva, one of the two ships in Robert Gray's venture
(Morgan 1962). Joining forces, the two expeditions - This created a patchwork of varied
one American, one English - sailed north to the Strait settlements. For example, by 1836, 30 French-
of Juan de Fuea; the English Vancouver party continued speaking families were listed as living on the
inland to explore the amazing web of waterways. They French Prairie on the banks of the Willamette
named many locations that remain so tiffed today - River in Oregon (Kimerling 1985). TheMount Rainier, Bellingham Bay, and the Puget Sound
(Kimerling 1985). region's population pool was unique, embracing

Caucasians, Indians, and Polynesians -- often
(Continued) blended (there are references to Chinese as

weil). Records indicate an almost endless
mixture of race and culture-- French-Indian,
Scots-lndian, Owyhee (Hawaiian)-Indian,

The Dusty Trail French-Owyhee, Iroquois-Western Indian and
Negroqndian "for a black now and thenjumped

No account of the early events affecting the ship or came with his master across the plains"
region would be complete without mention of (Munnick 1972).
the first overland exploration of the area. On
November 7, 1805, the famed Lewis and Clark The uniquely blended population pool did
expedition, dispatched by Thomas Jefferson, not become significant, however. Within a few
reached the mouth of the Columbia by land decades, the Americans from the unknown land
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along the Oregon trail began in the 1840s
A IIINT ()F IIIS'I'()RY (conli,mc,i) bringing sctllcrs, nel Irad_rs, to lhc rcgi(m.

Incredibly, the ruts of the wagons that brought
While Vancouver remained in the Puget Sound arcs, the new breed are still visible on the high desert

Gray's party headed back South toward present-day today. The ruts, the New England piace
Oregon. On May 11, 1792, Gray finally discovered the names, the scale of the first new settlements
mouth of the "great stream" which although fabled as the

remain. But the spirit of the Northwest wasOregon they now named the Columbia aRer the
Columbia Rediviva. already here -- the newcomers found a

civilization already flourishing. They found
Cook'saccomplishments hadbeenwidely publicized that it was - and is -- difficult to impose one's

in 1784 and earlier accounts by crew members had also own order on the Pacific Northwest. It already
appeared. Now, Gray's and Vancouver's ,explorations had its own, thankyou very much.added new interest, ruing the imaginations of
entrepreneurs and adventurers on both sides of the

Atlantic (Kimerling 1985). Nevertheless, sheer numbers prevailed. So
many Americans came and dispersed so widely

The first trader of record though probably not in fact over the region south of the Columbia that their
was John Hanna, who arrived in 1785. Subsequent mere presence overshadowed England's long-
voyages and accounts brought traders from every quarter
- Americans, English, Austrians, Russians, French, standing claims to the area. Moreover, the
Spanish, Portuguese. Withmercantilefleetsbringing sca economy was changing -- as the Hudson Bay
otter furs to China via Macao and other products to Company's John McLoughlin had |brt_seen

places around the world, the traders _tablished outposts nearly two decades earlier; this meant that
throughout lhc region that endured well into the 19th England's stake in the region was dwindling
ccatury, about as rapidly as its share of the population.

The Northwest was not a prize - at least not in the Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia, became
late 18th and early 19th centuries - but it wasn't slighted unprofitable and was threatened by the
either. In many cases, for reasons lost in time, those Americans. In 1845, the Hudson Bay Company
who ventured into the region seemed reluctant to share moved its one-time flourishing Northwest
the information. In most eases, they were ardent about outpost north of the Strait of Juan de Fuca to

what they saw - and what they felt. George Vancouver, Vancouver Island (Morison 1965).not known for his poetry, said in 1791:

"The serenity of the climate, the innumerable England's declining stake in the area
pleasing landscapes, and the abundant fertility undoubtedly influenced Queen Victoria's
thai unas$isted natureputsforth, require only to foreign minister to agree to a compromise
be enriched by the industry of man with villages, between the longstanding U.S. claim tomansions, cottages, and other buildings, to
render it the most lovely country that can be sovereignty as far north as 54040 , (the border
imagined." of Russian Alaska) and the British counterclaim

fi)r ali lands northof the Columbia. The
The legacy of this early period endures today in lhc compromise would establish a border at the

patchwork of place names, the inability to credit any one 49th parallel as far west as the Puget Sound and
event or Indian tribe or other group of people to specific from there to the Pacific through the Strait ofdevelopments - or vice versa. There had been over 125

Indian tribes in the region, none dominant, and the same Juan de Fuca. Except for minor skirmishes
type of diversification and proliferation characterized the over the San Juan Islands in the Puget Sound,
somewhat shallow-rooted American and European forays the matterwas settled when the Senate ratified
into the Pacific Northwest up until the 1840s. President Tyler's proposal to accept this offer

on June 15, 1846. lt took 5 months for the

news of their finally-determined nationality to
reach the Northwest settlements (Morison

to the East, mostly of Anglo-Saxon lineage, 1965).
overwhelmed it. The great westward migration
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From 1846 onward the Pacific Northwest of being in this raw land were among the
became part of the United States and in its boldest risk-takers on the planet. Oregon gave
quirky way followed the mainstream of U.S. Edison his first commercial order for the
development - with somewhat less than a 5- untried incandescent system. A ship owned by
month time lag as communication and the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company,
transportation steadily improved. The first the $S Columbia, was equipped with Edison's
sector of the region to evolve from U.S. new incandescent light and like the SS
Territory to statehood was Oregon, in 1859, C_ifornia, only a year after the first are light
then Washington and Montana (1889) followed had appeared, it lit the docks of Portland in
almost immediately by Idaho (1890) (Kimerling July 1880. But this time something else
1985). happened. On September 4, 1880, wires from

the ship were stretched _ to the Clarendon
The Light Fantastic Hotel and incandescent lights strung over

Portland's First Street were illuminated by
By the 1880s, farms and ranches, cities and power generated on the SS Columbia (Tollefson

towns, mills and factories were being built 1987). lt was a truly electrifying event; it
throughout the region. The telegraph linked the convinced the region of the potential of
Pacific Northwest with the rest of the nation, Edison's invention and his scheme.
and its seaports -- Portland, Tacoma, and
Seattle - had never lost their ties with the That same year, George Weidler erected a
wider world beyond. In fact, in 1879, it was dynamo in his Portland sawmill to power an arc
through its seaports that the Pacific Northwest lamp system. Another Edison incandescent
found itself, not 5 months behind, but in the system sent to Halley, Idaho, lit a silver
forefront of developments in an exciting new smelting plant soon after the first steamship
field: electricity, system had been built. In 1882, Tacoma

installed the Washington Territory's first
The electric arc light first dazzled the world generator and in 1885 the region's first

at Philadelphia's 1876 Centennial Exposition. hydroelectric dam, in Spokane, powered a
Only 3 years later in 1879, the SS California dynamo operating 12 arc lights. Another 1885
equipped with six arc lights powered by the "first" was the region's first central system,
ship's engines docked in Portland. Pordand by installed to produce electricity for hundreds of
now had 40,000 residents, 10 times as many as bulbs, by the newly organized Seattle Electric
Seattle and a goodly share of the region's Lighting Company (Tollefson 1987).
321,000 souls (Tollefson 1987). In the same
year, "back East," Edison unlocked the secret The expansion of the Pacific Northwest and
of the incandescent bulb, without which electric the technical evolution of electricity coincided
illumination would have been no threat (except with nearly perfect timing. New electric
possibly for street lighting) to the gas lighting lighting systems began to glow (incandescent)
then in general use in urban areas. Arc lights or glare (arc) ali over the region at an
were too harsh and inflexible to serve as incredible pace. The world's first long-distance
general lighting. Edison's scheme, once he direct current (dc) electric transmission
developed a substitute for the softer, flexible originated in Portland (see Box) in 1889 and a
gas lamp, was to duplicate the gas distribution year later another Portland venture
system with electricity (Tollefson 1987). A demonstrated the potential for transmitting
bold plan, even for the times, even for Edison! alternating current (ac). That same year a

hydroelectric project at Snoqualmie Falls in
He was not alone; particularly in the raw Washington was one of two in the United States

Northwest where lighting systems had to be to test the new ac transmission methods,
built, not replaced, whose inhabitants by virtue serving as a model for a new technology -- the
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other was at Niagara Falls (Tollefson 1987). industry by controlling transmission facilities.
The emergence of the trolley ear -- Seattle, Alternatively, if a small local producer did not
Tacoma, Spokane, Boise, and Portland were ali merge with a holding company, the
establishing trolley systems as early as 1889 -- municipality took over the local electric
provided yet another regional impetus to systems. Both private and public power
construct central _ power stations, interests in the Pacific Northwest grew larger --

and the ritt between them grew wider --
throughout the early 1900s.

FIRST IlIGil
TENSIONPOWERLINE World War ! sharply escalated the national

need for power and put the federal government
The world's first long distance high-tenslon
power line began operation between Portland into the power business, building large
andWillamelteFallsby the WiilametteFalls generating plants in the South and East. This
ElectricCompany on led to proposals, as early as 1918, that a huge

June 3, 1889 federal dam -- Grand Coulee was already its
(Plaque in downtown Portland) name -- ought to be built to harness the mighty

Columbia (Tollefson 1987). Although this task
was too monumental to be seriously considered
at the time, increasingly larger hydroelectric

Water, Wattage Everywhere projects were being planned and built in the
region. More was learned about

Maybe it was the beaver who inspired the interconnecting power resources, leading to
phenomenon; more likely it was simply putting larger and more efficient networks. In 1928,
two facts -- one old, one new -- together. The private power interests started work on the
region's hunger for electric power was Rock Island dam, the first to be built on the
insatiable and it became clear that the ever- Columbia River. When the dam was begun,
present Cascades could perhaps do more than private power was "riding high" in the Pacific
impede transportation. Of course, not every Northwest as elsewhere. By the time the Rock
community could claim a natural waterfall, but Island undertaking was completed in 1932, the
ingenuity prevailed and many dams, small by private power industry -- like the entire country
today's standards, were built. Population -. was in the grips of the Great Depression.
growth drove the development of new power
resources; by 1910, after a decade of explosive (Public) Power to the People
growth, the population of the region reached
2,516,000 (an eight-fold increase over the In 1932, Franklin Delano Roosevelt (who
population in 1880 at the beginning of was then campaigning for the presidency)
electricity's development) and Washington made power an issue, urging strict control of
surpassed Oregon as the region's most populous interstate power. Speculation in utility stocks
state, had certainly contributed to the stock market

crash. Beyond this, he promised a Portland
As the utility industry expanded further and audience that the next great public power

faster than anyone might have imagined (except project in the United States would be on the
perhaps Edison) it became more and more Columbia River. lt was not campaign rhetoric,
diMcult for the multitude of small companies to Roosevelt quickly made good on his promise.
keep pace with the scale of the effort required During the summer of 1933 he made the
-- they were pressed beyond their limit by both decision to build the Grand Coulee and
technology and capital requirements. Engineers Bonneville dams (Tollefson 1987).
gave way to investment bankers and electric
holding companies began to dominate the
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would be meaningless. Customers were

"! always believe in the old saying of waiting. Washington State had solidly endorsed
morepower to you." the concept of public utility districts (PUDs)

while rejecting a proposal to construct state--Rooseveltat the Bonneville Dam
Construction Site owned transmissionlines. This forced
August 3, 1934 Congress to make a choice -- federal or private

transmission. There were other complications.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation was building
Grand Coulee andthe U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers was building the Bonneville Dam. A

The decision to build the dams was based on monumental reportpublished in 1936,
creating jobs as much as for anything else. developed in 1935 by the Pacific Northwest
When completed, however, neither the river Regional Planning Commission (PNWRPC),
nor the power picture in the Pacific Northwest outlined five alternatives (Norwood 1981):
would ever again be the san_e. The ultimate
result would be the nation's most productive • Marketpower through both constructing
hydropower system, a cornerstone of the agencies.
region's economy, and a system that would turn • Select one existing agency to generate and
deserts into cropland and spur industrialgrowth marketpower.
(NWPPC 1986). In a whirlwind tour of the
dam sites in August 1934, Roosevelt was • Create a new agency to generate and market
greeted wildly -- the workers at the Bonneville power.

Dam site saluted him with their steam shovels. • Create a Columbia Valley Authority (CVA).
Perhaps somewhat overcome, he was downright
giddy about his views on power (see Box) • Establish a federal power corporation to
(Norwood 1981). generate and market power.

When created on August 20, 1937, the The Bonneville Project Act created an
"Bonneville Project" was a stop-gap measure, agency that was none of these and dealt only
designed to deal only with the power available with the power from the Bonneville Dam. The
from the imminent completion of the Bonneville Corps of Engineers would generate the power,
Dam. Congress had failed to reach consensus but the new agency would be responsible for
on the scope of the new federal undertaking; transmission and, ultimately, marketing. It was
the issues were thorny and controversial, a temporary solution until an authority to be
technological and political. Interestingly, they called the CVA, patterned after the Tennessee
tended to focus on transmission -- the Valley Authority (TVA), could be established.
Northwest's forte. Transmission developments
and the increased efficiency of large power The Reins of Power
grids had provided the technical and economic
basis for the growth of the large holding Throughout the next two decades, the CVA
companies and the extent to which the federal legislation repeatedly suffered defeat in
government ought to participatewas the Congress, and the Bonneville Project (renamed
primary question. By 1937, the U.S. the Bonneville Power Administration in 1938)
government was an "old hand" in the dam emerged as the "only game in town." In 1940,
business -- it was less clear that it belonged or rather than have two federal agencies involved
wanted to be in the transmission business, in transmission, Executive Order 8526

established the Bonneville Power Administration

Without resolution of the transmission issue, as the responsible agency for transmitting the
however, the power generated at the new dams power from the Grand Coulee and gave it the
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authority to negotiate contracts for the sale of quadrupled the power available (NWPPC 1991)
its power (Tollefson 1987). Not unlike the - not bad for a temporary agency.
holding companies of the 1920s, Bonneville was
holding the reins. Summing Up

The initial authority granted Bonneville to A land of paradox then and now. Isolated
construct transmission facilities was the key to yet curiously cosmopolitan, sturdy and practical
subsequent developments in the Pacific yet capable of being driven by visions.
Northwest. By the early 1940s, high-voltage Fragmented yet strangely consistent, unit_,
transmission lines from the dams to a mammoth cooperative (Kimerling 1985):
Bonneville sub-station in Vancouver,
Washington, were in place. World War II There is an intangible cohesion to the
changed everything. What was thought to be region, an underlying characteristic that we
an incredible surplus of power turned out to be recognize as the Pacific Northwest. Despite
the right resource, in the right place, at the our d_/'erences, the gulf between us and
right time as Bonneville provided power for everyone else is sufficiently great that we
new aluminum smelting plants along the draw together. We share concerns even if
Columbia, for the shipbuilding effort, and for we do not agree about solutions... Our
the top secret ManhattanProject at Hanford, concerns mean little to those outside the
Washington. region and this relative lack of interest

draws us together, like members of a family.
The availability of relatively vast amounts of

power brought new industries to the Pacific *****
Northwest in a time of crisis and sparked
industrialgrowth beyond ali expectations. With The land andhistory are richer than one
one of the world's most powerful transmission might suppose. They have given rise to a
systems in place, Bonneville gained distinct breed of people at once conservative yet
Congressional authority to "wheel" power, highly individualistic. Friendly, yet reserved.
using its facilities to transfer power ibr others, Cooperative, yet cautious. Practical, yet
virtually ensuring Bonneville a central role in ingenious. The land, the waters, and the people
the Pacific Northwest power picture regardless combined to create a unique power system and
of whose power it was. The achievements of a unique society to harness and manage it. By
the next 40 years would dwarf anything that the late 1970s, it was also a system that was
had gone before. In the 1960s and 1970s, over outgrowing its resources and its charter.
10,000 added megawatts of power nearly
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CHAPTER 2: THE BACKGROUND -- A New Order

Any notion that the Pacific Northwest is Pacific Northwest would remain in the forefront
simply an area with cheap power, making of energy development -- no longer by building
lavish use of energy as a result of vast massive dams, incredible transmission facilities,
hydropower resources, is only vartially true. or international alliances, but by learning to use
While the region has the most extensive these singular resources more efficiently and
hydropower facilities in the nation with working together to achieve rather sophisticated
relatively low power rates and extensive use of new goals.
electric energy as a result, the idea that the use
of this energy in the Northwest is therefore Creating New Resources
undisciplined is not the case. How did the vast
resources and the disciplined use of energy - Broadly, the late 1940s and 1950s simply
somewhat a paradox, after ali - come to be? played out the script that had been written in

the i930s, building more federal danas on the
After World War II, when wartime Columbia and Snake Rivers to carry out

production ceased, the region was glutted with Roosevelt's original vision. These efforts
power. However, many of the wartime continued into the 1970s because of their scale
workers, like those who had come before, and complexity, However, the key
chose to remain in the region despite economic developments in the 1960s and 1970s were
uncertainty. With a growing and resourceful projects to increase storage, enhance efficiency,
population, the energy reserves were quickly and expand markets for federal hydropower
reduced to a mere surplus that was soon (Tollefson 1987).
eroded. Growth in power demand during the
1950s and 1960s was spurred by industrial More Dam_ - In 1952, the advent of a
growth, the extension of electricity into every Republican administration, more or less
nook and cranny of the region, and increased opposed to the expansion of the government's
per-capita consumption of electric energy. The role in the power business, did little to change
consumption of electricity in the region grew to the fact of continued dam-building on the Snake
levels nearly double the national average, as and the Columbia Rivers. What changed was
shown in Table 2.1 (NWPPC 1986). who built them. Many projects that were

originally planned as Corps of Engineer or
For three decades the 1950s, 1960s, and Bureau of Reclamation projects were

1970s -- the region's energy resources "privatized." The problem was that private
continued to expand, in herculean, creative, power companies had no interest in the non-
often dramatic, and sometimes imprudent ways. power aspects of the larger dams -- their
By the mid-1970s, as the nation faced its first irrigation, navigation, and flood control
peacetime energy crisis triggered by the functions -- and the dams weren't getting built
manipulation of world oil prices and supplies, it (Tollefson 1987).
was time to take stock, establish a more unified
power system, and plan for the future. By the second Republican administration the

government was back in the dam business -- a
Just as the region had pioneered the use of compromise had been reached whereby main-

electric power, the Pacific Northwest Electric stem dams would remain the responsibility of
Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980 the federal agencies, and private interests would
(referenced in this section as the Act) that be encouraged to build dams on tributary
resulted from this stock-taking ensured that the rivers, lt was during this period that Bonneville
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TABLE 2.1 - Per Capita Use of Electricity (kilowatt-hours per person)

Pacific United
Year Northwest States

1960 8,930 3,810

1970 14,790 6,800

1980 17,230 9,230

1982 16,330 9,000
Iii I I -_ I I li I I " : _il ,1 I I la II I Illl I-- II 1 I II = I i I

Source: NWPPC 1986
i, i i i ,, ,i i , ,., ,, i i ., i, . •

gained the authority to "wheel" power from Besides forcing the mid-Columbia PUDs into a
these varied projects -- PresidentEisenhower central rule in dam construction, regional
signedthe legislation on August 26, 1957. In uncertainty and concernsabout federal actions
the interim, Idaho Power had built damson the led to the formation of the Washington Public
Snake River and a series of dams had been Power Supply System (WPPSS) in January
scheduledto be built "privately" on the main 1957 (Norwood 1981). One concernwas that
stem of the Columbia. the region couldno longer rely upon the federal

governmentto keep pace with the region's
growing need for power. Another concernwas
an oft-rumored schemeto privatize the"But it remained for me to come to Oregon to

see the biggest dam the Army Engineers have Tennessee Valley Authority. Could Bonneville
ever built." be far behind? The public power interests in

-Vice President Richard Nixon at the dexiication the region claimed that WPPSS was, in part,
of The Dalics Dam. established to take over Bonneville if, indeed,
October 10, 1959 the government decided to divest itself of its

power functions and agencies (Tollefson 1987).

More Storage - Most of the dams constructed

But the Columbia was a different story. The during this period were run-of-river dams, with
idea of public power had become so ingrained no capacity for storage; they only compounded
in the state of Washington that the federal the problem. Water is the raw stuff of power
inertia simply coerced the PUDs on the in the Pacific Northwest and its availability was
Columbia into assuming the responsibility for the chief factor limiting the amount of power

building dams. The mid-Columbia PUDs set the system could li_ produce. In the
up consortiums of potential users, including spring, much water (and hence power) was lost
investor-owned utilities (IeUs), who financed over the spillways while in the fall and winter,
the dam construction effort in exchange for 50- reduced volume and stream fl_w limited the

year contracts for an agreed-upon percentage of amount of power available. Because the
the power the dams would produce (Tollef_on amount of run-off vari_, Bom_eville could only
1987). guarantee "firm" power up to the amount of

stored supplies in the lowest "water year." It"
The push for more private power .had the storage could be increased, stream flows could

unwanted effect of strengthening the role played
by public power in the Pacific Northwest.
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• The Columbia Storage Power Exchange

"Great storage works are necessary to equalize (CSPE) would be the means by which
the flow of streams and to save the flood utilities would purchase the Canadian share
waters." of the downstream benefits (the Canadian

-Theodore Roosevelt Entitlement).
Message to Congress
December 3, 1901 • Utilities operating dams on the Columbia

River would do so in a manner that would

maximize benefits by coordinating operations
as if the dams were ali operated by a single
utility.

be stabilized throughout the year and firm
power commitments could be increased. • Northwest utilities would have first call on

ali federal power generated in the region.
lt was not a new idea (see Box). As early as

1948, plans were afoot to significantly increase • An Intertie, composed of both ac and dc
the storage capacity of the Columbia River transmission lines, would be constructed to
system by building dams and storage facilities connect the Pacific Northwest and the
far upriver - in Canada. In the late 19508, Southwest to facilitate the sale of the
plans were drawn up for Canada to build three Canadian Entitlement, purchased by the
storage dams in British Columbia while the CSPE, to Southwest utilities.
United States would build one - in Libby,
Montana. After potential benefits and their The CoordinationAgreement - In 1961,
apportionment had been studied, the Canadian Bonneville began negotiations toward a
and U.S. heads of state signed the Columbia coordination agreement for operation of the
River Treaty on January 17, 1961, just days region's hydroelectric projects based on the
before the inauguration of President John F. "single utility concept," treating the system as
Kennedy (ToUefson 1987). though it had only one owner (Norwood 1981).

Cooperation wasn't a new idea either; regional
Under the terms of the treaty, Canada would utilities had informally cooperated for almost 20

be entitled to half the increased power benefits years. At the policy level, utility officials had
resulting from the improved stream flow control met since 1946 as the Tacoma Conference,
at each of the Columbia River dams in the which later became the Pacific Northwest
United States. Problems ranged ali the way Utilities Conference Committee (PNUCC).
from how to achieve these benefits to how to
market them. Canada had no immediate need The benefits of coordination would have
for this power and neither did the Pacific been sought in any case, but the needs of the
Northwest. Five basic ideas emerged from Columbia River Treaty increased the motivation
treaty negotiations and served as a catalyst for and accelerated the pace for the complex
other Bonneville actions simultaneously negotiations. After reaching understanding on
underway (Tollefson 1987): three interim agreements, the last covering a

10-year period, negotiations went into high gear
• The downstream benefits of Canadian in 1964 to attempt a 39-year agreement -- to

storage, shared equally by the United States cover the period for which the Canadian
and Canada, must be sold in the United Entitlement would be sold to the CSPE. On
States to provide the money to build the September 15, 1964, the Pacific Northwest
dams in Canada. Coordination Agreement (PNCA) was signed;

the PNCA will expire June 30, 2003.
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"ANADA

Columbia River Basin Hydroelectric Projects by 1987

The PNCA dialogues demonstrated that including British Columbia, with California as
Bonneville was willing to negotiate and open to far south as Los Angeles had been broached as
compromise, lt helped to encourage more early as 1919 (Norwood 1981). lt had also
regional participation in Bonneville operating been controversial nearly the entire time.
decisions, lt also established that the Agency Nevertheless, an interconnection would
would play a more active role in helping to undoubtedly have been built at some point.
determine and develop the region's future However, the need to find a market for the
power resources (Norwood 1981). Canadian share of the increased power

production was a spur to immediate action.
The Intertie - Also in connection with the California had long been wooed as a potential
Treaty, Bonneville revisited its long-standing customer for the vast amounts of nonfirm
plans for an lntertie with California. The power that were sometimes available; but, up to
concept of linking the Pacific Northwest,
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this point in the 1960s, California had insisted the aluminumproducerson the banks of the
on firm power commitments as weil. Columbia in Washington. But growth was

phenomenal. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s,
Bonneville was unable to make commitments electric load growth averaged 5.2% per year;

for firm power primarily because there was 10,000 average megawatts of new resources
little available at the time. Even if there were, were added during this period (NWPPC 1991).
the issues involved in selling low-cost federal
power outside the region, to fatten the region's After a few false starts, the region embarked
coffers at the expense (indirectly) of U.S. on an approachto develop a combined hydro-
taxpayers would have been difficult to resolve, thermal power operation. Bonneville called for
Selling surplus power that would otherwise go joint planning and launched the Joint Power
to waste was one thing, selling firm power was Planning Council (JPPC) on November 23,
likely to be much more controversial. The 1966 (Tollefson 1987). The JPPC developed a
availability of what had come to be known as 20-year plan, refined for program purposes to
the Canadian Entitlement provided Bonneville 10-yearprograms of specific plants and specific
the ability to "sweeten the pot" with firm power sponsors. The first 10-year Hydro-Thermal
without reducing its Pacific Northwest firm Power Program (Phase I) was approved by
power commitments by 1 kilowatt! President Nixon on October 27, 1969

(Norwood 1981). lt called for seven large
When Bonneville first studied the economics thermal plants (see Box - Hydro-Thermzl Power

and technology of dc transmissionin the late Program) to be constructed by private power
1930s, it was found to be an unfeasible and WPPSS.
alternative. Since that time, Swedish
developments had proved that dc systems were
an efficient means of moving large amounts of HYDRO-THERMAL POWER
power. After intense study, Bonneville opted PROGRAM
for the dc approach. On August 31, 1964, Phase I Thermal Plants

nresident Johnson signed authorizations to Jim Bridger/Wyoming (Coal)construct two 500-kV ac lines and two 800 kV
dc lines. Utilities built the California ac liaes Trojan/Oregon (Nuclear)
and Bonneville built the dc lines and one ac line Centralia/Washington (Coal)
in Oregon. Bonneville and Portland General WPPSS/Washington (Nucl_r)
Electric (an ineestor-owned utility) built the WPPSS/Washington (Nuclear)
second Oregon ac line. WPPSS/Washington (Nuclear)

The Hydro-Thermal Power Program
Bonneville had no authority to acquire

lt wasn't enough. In spite of the incredible generating resources. To facilitate the
effort -tr_,aties, finely wrought coordination development of the Phase I projects a procedure
agreements, new dc technology - the Pacific called net-billing was proposed. Bonneville
Northwest's resources were merely keeping would pay for project capability purchased by
pace with 1o_! growth. Bonneville had soTaght its preference customers by offsetting their
and obtained more water, more markets, and financial obligation in specific projects against
more efficiency, and had worked with the their monthly power bills. Adverse rulings by
region in a way once thought not possible, lt the InternalRevenue Service and high costs
had developed creative ways to market the ended this phase of the hydro-thermal program
peculiar resource - plentiful I month, in short in 1973 (NWPPC 1991). The three coal-fired
supply the next - via noafirm power conuJracts thermal plants were nevertheless built along
with direct service industa_es(DSIs) - mostly with Trojan, the private power nuclear facility.
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work on energy-saving measures and their
implementation (Tollefson 1987).

20.0rX1 .................................................................

1,_o [ ........ t_"7_'.... I "".._,'_/" In the meantime, Bonneville remained tied to
i._.000 ",7r_" "(/ " WPPSS' construction of nuclear plants 1 2,

and 3 through the net-billing arrangement.

_'_ Although it had the power to approve the
x WPPSS construction budget as a whole,

_.f_l

.:J" Bonneville had no financial control over:' specific aspects of the project. By 1978, the
< '_"' J cost overruns were staggering, yet Bonneville2..'_0

had no contractual power to change the
0._-- 1 .......

" -'-- _ situation1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Year

New Attitudes, New Approaches
Firm Electricity Loads and Resources

Nothing was working. On top of everything
else, 1977 was one of the lowest water years on

These facilities are listed among the generating record. In the fall of 1976, Bonneville was
resources in the region but how they were built forced to cut energy supplies to its direct
is unclear (NWPPC 1991). service industry clients and could no longer

supply "secondary" energy supplies to the
The WPPSS nuclear plants are another investor-owned utilities. Economic

story. Phase II of the Hydro-ThermalPower consequences were sudden; in 3 months the
Program called for utilities to take power from aluminum smelters had cut back productionby
their own shares of the generatingplants while 20% and laid off 600 workers. Since 1973,
Bonneville provided transmission and "shaping" private utility rates had soared after investor°
of the generation to fit power loads. WPPSS owned utilities had been denied firm power
nuclear plants 4 and 5 were the primary contracts(rollefson 1987).
facilities associated with this phase.
Environmentalists took the issue to court; the By now, the nation had experienced the oil
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) crisis in the early 1970s and energy
and the Sierra Club charged that Bonneville had consciousness was increasing. Following the
failed to fde an environmentalimpact statement work of its task force on conservation,
(EIS) regarding its role as a regional energy Bonneville had set up an Office of
supplier in Phase II. Another lawsuit filed by Conservation. By 1979, Bonneville was casting
the Port of Astoria charged thatBonneville had the major accomplishments of the early 1970s
failed to file _n EIS for a contract it had signed in another light, describing them as, at heart,
tO supply a new regional aluminumproducer conservation efforts (Norwood 1981). The
(Tollefson 1987). increased capacity of the dams achieved through

more uniform stream flows and the efficiency
Bonneville completed the six-volume, 3,100- gains realized through coordinated power

page EIS draft in August 1977. The EIS production were certainly a more prudent,
contained a conservation study that concluded efficient use of energy.
the region could meet a substantialpartof its
load growth through conservation. At this Simply jumping on the conservation
time, Bonneville took its first steps toward bandwagon wasn't going to solve the problems.
conservation, forming a task force to begin lt was time, regional leaders were arguing, to

take a long hard look at the energy situation in
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the Pacific Northwest, impose some order on it, • The second approachwas triggered by an
and develop more coordinated methods to deal offer from Bonneville's direct service
with the region's long-term power development, industrycustomers to consider higher rates
After all, Bonneville was _ only a temporary in exchange for long-term, 20-year
agency. And some of the problems were contracts. With these funds available, it was
undoubtedlydue to uncertainty, inside and proposed that Bonneville could set up
outside Bonneville and inside and outside the "exchange"contracts with utilities allowing
region, about what Bonneviile's role and them to buy federal power to serve their
authority ought to be. There was only one residential and small farm customers at cost.
place to turn for that kind of help - the U.S. Bonneville would purchase an equivalent
Congress; After all, power in the Pacific amount of power at the utility's higher
Northwest was.., average system cost. At the time this

revolutionary plan was broached, the idea
A Congressional Affair was that Bonneville could finance the cost

differential with the increased direct service

In recognition of the growing need for a industry revenues. However, the estimated
national energy policy and a more coordinated costs far outweighed the financial ability of
approach tO energy matters, the U.S. the direct service industries (chiefly the
Department of Energy (DOE) was established aluminum industry) to pay and this
by the Carter administration. On October 1, legislation foundered although the exchange
1977, Bonneville was taken from its provision had strong appeal (Tollefson
"temporary" assignment within the U.S. 1987).
Department of the Interior-- where it had been
for 40 years - and placed within the DOE. • The third approachgave top priority to the

acquisition of cost-effective conservation,
Bonneville's organizational identity was now followed by renewable resources.

more clear, but little else was certain. The Bonneville could acquire power from
focus had now shifted tO the "other" conventional plants only after these
Washington -- Washington D. C. - where resources were exhausted and/or not cost-
several approaches to the Pacific Northwest effective. The region's governors offered an
energy situation were being reviewed. There amendment to include a regional power
were at least three attempts at comprehensive council. Proposed legislation to mitigate the
legislation over more than a 3-year period effects of power projects on the region's
before the final version was adopted: fisheries was merged with the power-related

provisions into a single piece of legislation.
• The first bill was drafted by the PNUCC and Concerns and disagreements over

presented to the Pacific Northwest Bonneville's role on the proposed council
Congressional delegation in May 1977 and questions about the constitutionality of
(Tollefson 1987). It would permit an arrangement that could result in state
Bonneville to purchase power, thus backing control over a federal agency prevented this
up financing for new resources. However, legislation from being passed during the
utilities had the final decision on which 1979 session (Tollefson 1987).
plants would be added to the federal power
supply. Public power interests were In 1980, the U.S. House of Representatives
concerned that this approach could damage began the fourth and final attempt to draft
their preference rights -- their first call on comprehensive regional power legislation. The
federal power. The effort suffocated over final Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning
the next 15 months, officially dying on and Conservation Act was an amalgamation of
August 14, 1978 (Tollefson 1987). the best provisions of each of the earlier
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attempts, lt dealt constructively with the all- • Provided a mechanism for Bonneville to
too-familiar issuesthat had triggered the crisis
and the not-so-nice,new issuesthat had been acquire the power generatedby a power
raised while attemptingto solve the problem, plant and pay the costsof building and
The region neededa means to accomplish the operating it; this "guaranteedpurchase"
following (NWPPC 1991) accomplished the would provide utilities better accessto
following: financial markets and spread the

development risks acrossthe region.

• Accelerate developmentof urgendy needed • Incorporated the exchangeprovisions of the
new resources, earlier legislation, thus ensuring that ali

residentsof the region would have accessto• Advocate and foster conservation as an

alternative to thermal plants, the benefits of public power. While
preserving the preferenceprotection sought

• Resolve the competing interests of public by public utilities, it gave private utilities
power and investor-ownedutilities for access accessto the federal system to help even out
to federal power - the "preference clause" the soaring costs of new thermal power.
issue.

s Lower the region's investor-owned utility • Authorized Bonneville to commit to long-
rates which were soaring due to the high term contracts with the direct service
cost thermal resourcesthese utilities had to industries; the industriesagreed to absorba
acquire becauseof their inability to purchase large portion of the costsof the exchange
federal power, program.

• Avoid the extremely difficult and
controversial processof allocating limited A New Cast Member
power supplies if Bonneville can no longer
meet customerloads. A new planning body, the Northwest Power

Planning Council (referred to in this report as
• Ensure the future of the direct service the Council or NWPPC), was created under the

industries. Based on 1980 projections, terms of the Act. As it defined itself, the
under current law, the direct service Council is an interstate compact agency made
industries would have to be sold to public up of eight members, two each from the states

utilities when their contracts expired in the of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington.
1980s. Ali members are appointed by their respective

• Institute remedial measures to halt the governors and confirmed by their respective
decline of the Columbia River salmon and legislatures; the Council is _ an agency of the
steelhead runs. U.S. governmei_t (NWPPC 1983).

The Act was passed by the House of As required by the Act, the Council
Representatives on November 17, 1980, passed produced the first Northwest Conservation and
by the Senate on November 19, 1980, and Electric Power Plan 2 years later on April 27,
signed by President Carter on December 5, 1983. lt noted the reversal in energy
1980. The Act (NWPPC 1991) accomplished economics from "the more you build the less it
the following: costs" to "the more you build, the more it

costs" (NWPPC 1983). At the time the region

• Expanded Bonneviile's role, allowing it to was still reeling from the harsh lessons learned
acquire resources, develop conservation from Phase I and Phase I! of the Hydro-
programs, and help to restore fish and Thermal Power Program.
wildlife.
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At the time the Council's 1983 power plan Implementing the Plan
was released, the region's utiliti_ had been
"caught in a whipsaw" (NWPPC 1983). The plan, of cot_rse,was no surprise to
Growthprojections had been based on historical Bonneville or to the other organizations and
patternsbut those levels of growth did not associations involved with electric power in the
materialize, thus decreasing utility revenues. Northwest. Their number is legion (see Box --
At the same time, cost requirementsto A Heartier Alphabet Soup). A key feature of
constructnew thermal facilities skyrocketed and the Act and the planning process resulting from
the delays mushroomed. One of the key it was that decisions were made in an open,
principles stressed in the initial power plan was public manner. The Council viewed an
that one of the region's major challenges was important aspect of its role as providing "a new
"to reduce the probability and consequences of public forum for making decisions about our
being wrong" (NWPPC 1983). The timing was energy future" (NWPPC 1983). By the time
unintentional, but the significance and wisdom the plan was completed, everyone had
of the Council's approach was underscored by participated in the planning process.
the impending failure of WPPSS. Court actions
later that year permitted the agency to default
and litigation dragged on for years. A HEARTIER ALPHABET SOUP

Carrying out the various legislative mandates for
The Council presented a range of forecast marketingfederalpower throughout the region has :.

and flexible planning scenarios that could beena growing effort over the years and has involved

accommodate future changes in electric energy an impressiveroster of federal, state, and local
supply and demand in a timely manner. As the agencies. In 1980, the Northwest Power Planning

Council was added to this array of technicians and
law required, the plan included "a demand bureaucratsandsomeof the most sophisticated energy
forecast of at least 20 years" (NWPPC 1983). planners in the world - inside and outside the region

The range of forecasts and estimated costs - began to workon issues surrounding the Pacific
developed by the Council are shown in Table Northwest'sfutureenergyresourcesandusage. The
2.2. These forecasts did not include the region's power planning involves a complex mosaic of

potential impact of conservation efforts but did authority, perspective, interest, andskills:
encompass the effects of improved efficiency NorthwestPowerPlanning Council (NWPPC)

and more stringent code and other regulations. Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE)

Forecasts were developed for four energy- u.s. Bureauof Reclamation(BuRec)
use sectors - residential, commercial, stateEnergy Office,s (SEOs)

industrial, and irrigation. Public Utility Commissions (PUCs)
Public Utility Districts (PUDs)

The power plan included a schedule and Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs)
Neighbors to the North: Canadian Entitlement

specific actions to be taken over the next 2 Neighbors to theSouth: TheIntertie
years. The plan developed option plans and Nonpareil Energy Planners
outlined ways to make resource acquisition pacificNorthwestUtilitiesConference
more flexible and more timely. Conservation Committee (PNUCC)
was, not surprisingly, the resource most Public Power Council (PPC)

Direct Service Industries (DSI)
highlighted throughoutthe plan. Not only was Pacific Northwest Generating Coop (PNGC)
it mandated by the Act, it was also new and
unfamiliar. Beyond that, it had features that
were particularly attractiveunder the
circumstances -- relatively low cost, flexibility,
short lead times, minimal environmental
impact, compatible with existing system, etc.
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TABLE 2.2 - Forecast of Demand for Electricity and Price Projections

Growth Demand Average Increase in
Forecast (average megawatts) Annual Average Retail

Demand Prices Adjusted
1981 2002 Growth for Inflation

1981-2002 (%) 1981-2002 (%)
,,,,

High 15,524 26,245 2.5 80
,

Medium-High 15,524 23,797 2.1 50
, , ,

Medium-Low 15,524 21,301 1.5 25
, ,li ,,i,,

Low 15,524 17,834 0.7 5
i ii i TI I I lllill[ I I I ,i i , I ,i i , , ,r i II , , ,, I I i [

Source: NWPPC 1983
.... ,

The Coundi's Plan and Building Standards standard, but little else. Over the next few
years, Bonneville would do much more,

In its 1983 power plan, the Council issued beginning with a detailed study of the energy-
Model Conservation Standards (MCS) to serve savings potential of these homes, testing and
as performance goals for the construction of demonstrating their energy-saving performance,
energy-efficient new homes (NWPPC 1983). and participating in the development of a
At the time, the plan relied heavily on the regional program to make ali manufactured

actions of state and local governments to adopt homes energy efficient, even beyond the MCS.
and enforce the MCS and called on Bonneville

to provide incentives, training, and technical *****
assistance.

One of the greatest legacies of the 1960s and
These provisions did not affect the region's 1970s was demonstrating the value of dialogue.

manufactured housing because these homeswere Without dialogue the major advances -- the

not built to local codes. Instead, they were Canadian Treaty, the Intertie, the PNCA --
built to a preemptive federal standard -- which would never have materialized. With more
included an energy standard -- enforced by the dialogue, perhaps the harsh lessons of the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Hydro-Thermal Power Program could have

Development (HUD). This standard was called been avoided. These events certainly bore on
the Federal Manufactured Housing Construction the development of the manufactured housing
and Safety Standard (FMHCSS) and project over the next few years -- who was

manufactured homes were commonly called involved and how they participated. The region
"HUD code" homes, had learned the high cost of failure and the high

cost of silence -- and perhaps that they were
The 1983 plan called for Bonneville to assist related.

HUD in developing and adopting a stronger
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CHAPTER 3: MANUFACTURED HOUSING - A Timely, Technical Stimulus

The initial investigations thatwould evolve Once completed, the Council's action plan
into the manufactured housing project were would have discouraged, if not prevented,
launched at a highly appropriate and opportune launching the initial study on two counts
time. A study to assess the potential energy (NWPPC 1983).
savings of the region's existing manufactured
homes was initiated in June 1983 by the First, the Council minimized and
Technical Support Branchwithin Bonneville's discouraged continuing the current conservation
expanding Office of Conservation. Up until efforts, which focused on weatherization
this time, there was nothing unusual about the programs (retrofit of existing residential
branch proposing and undertaking such a buildings) because the region presently enjoyed
technical study. But this was a period of a power surplus. The Council emphasized that
transition; before the year was out, Bonneville's these savings could be acquired at any time in
conservation projects and priorities would be the future.
determined by regional planning, lt is
interesting to speculate that if Bonneville had Second, the Council had omitted
not initiated its manufactured housing manufactured housing from new residential
investigations at this precise point in time, the programs under consideration. These homes
project to explore the conservation potential of were built to federal energy standards which
manufactured housing might never have been neither state nor local jurisdictions could
introduced and developed, preempt. In the Council's view, the best course

of action was to attempt to influence a change
In June 1983, Bonneville's early independent in the Federal Manufactured Home

conservation efforts had not yet given way to Construction and Safety Standards administered
the broader, regional approach mandated by the by HUD.
Act. In just a few months, from late 1983
onward, Bonneville's conservation activities First Steps in a New Direction
would follow the action plan established in the
first (1983) Northwest Conservation and The Act did not "invent" conservation in the
Electric Power Plan (NWPPC 1983). In the Pacific Northwest -- in fact it gave voice to
environment that eventually would be strong forces and a heritage already operating
established, Bonneville would not be expected in the region. Although lacking the direction
to initiate studies unilaterally. Bonneville's and cohesiveness that the Council's planning
Technical Support Branch would be charged effort would ultimately provide, Bonneville and
only with providing technical support and its customer utilities had embarked on energy-
assistance to Bonneville's new program saving programs as early as the mid-1970s.
managers who, in 1983, had not yet begun to Bonneville's emphasis on conservation was
design the conservation programs to execute the given further impetus when it was made part of
goals established in the 1983 plan. the DOE in 1977, by virtue of both DOE's

mandate and the tenor of the times.
Bonneville undertook its initial study because

certain utility customers had voiced strong Well before the passage of the Act,
interest in including manufactured homes in the environmental groups and events had forced an
conservation programs already underway in incredible change in the region's consciousness
their service territories. These discussions had and Bonneville's actions (Tollefson 1987). This
taken place before the plan was complete, was no small task; historically, Bonneville's
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efforts had been directed toward expansion. The WeatheriTattion (Retrofit) Effort
When the Bonneville Project was launched to
market the power from the Bonneville and At this time, the major conservation effort
Grand Coulee dams, the region was virtually underway at Bonneville was the development of

flooded with an incredible hydropower surplus, regionwide weatherization programs to upgrade
Not surprisingly, the innate ethic developed by (retrofit) existing homes (see Box, Bonneville's
Bonneville was to make full use of regional 1983 Conservation Programs). In 1983,
hydropower resources and to market electric something akin to "weatherization fever" had
power with almost missionary zeal. taken hold and Bonneville's primary

conservation investment, its major ongoing
Within Bonneville, the ongoing challenge program -- bar none -- was the Residential

had been to develop transmission facilities and Weatherization Program. lt was true both ways
customers to distribute the power of the rivers -- residential weatherization was the biggest
tamed by the federal dams -- ever-expanding, program in 1983 and 1983 was the biggest year
ever-technical. But this began to change as historically for such investment. The 1983
early as 1972, when Bonneville established 'its outlay dwarfs any amount that Bonneville spent
Office of Conservation (Norwood 1981). In the before or since for comparable effort.
mid-1970s, when the Hydro-Thermal Power
Plan faltered and the region suffered the worst
drought year (1977) in its history, real impetus
was added to the growing support for energy BONNEVILLE'S1983CONSERVATION
conservation (Tollefson 1987). These events PROGRAMS1

affected the course of legislative developments A Summary($ millions/dollars)
in Congress and buttressed Bonneville's ResidentialWeatherization $127.35
growing conservation efforts and commitment, water HeaterWrap 9.00

Shower Flow Restrietor .02

Street/Area Lighting Efficiency 27.27
In the early 1980s, after the passage of the CommercialLighting/XVater Heating .94

Act, the Council was yet to come "on line" and institutionalBuildings 1.59
the region's first power plan was still in
development. Even so, Bonneville was
studying promising areas of conservation

opportunity based on its previous experience Designed along the lines of similar programs
and on input from its utility customers. At the administered by utilities across the country in
time that the manufactured housing project was the energy-conscious years of the late 1970s,
launched, the Technical Support Branch was Bonneville's Res-Wes program, as it was
studying several promising avenues of called, differed primarily in approach.
conservation and/or renewable resources. Bonneville was committed to developing high

Among them were the following: program standards so that retrofit energy
conservation measures (ECMs) would be more

• Small Wind Energy Conversion Systems effective, application techniques more stringent
• Irrigated Agriculture Pilot Program and consistent, and energy savings more
• Solar Domestic Hot Water Pilot Program quantifiable, more consistent, and more durable
• Solar Water Heating Workshops over time.
• Energy-Efficient Home Pilot Program

• Solar Home Builders Program !! (Spokane) The weatherization programs in the Pacific
• Commercial Audit Prt_gram. Northwest and elsewhere concentrated on the

more familiar, easier to work with, site-built

homes. This was the case in 1983 even though
manufactured homes accounted for a significant
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percentage of local housing stock in some areas significant opportunities for achieving
of the region. Moreover, the effect of cost-effective conservation .... it is vital to
manufactured homes on utility loads was often ensure that any building using electric space
more substantial than their raw share of the heat is built to efficient standards -- even during
housing market percentages might indicate periods of surplus" (NWPPC 1983). The
because the majority of them were electrically MCS, which were first published in the 1983
heated, plan, specified only the maximum electric

energy use permitted for space heating in a new
building. For single-family and multi-family

HOODRIVER-THEULTIMATE dwellings, the performance standards
WEATHERIZATION PROJECT established in 1983 are shown in Table 3.1

(NWPPC 1983).
One of the most impressive projects launched in

early 1983, at about the same time the manufactured
housing study was initiated, was the Hood River The MCS for the region's residential sector

ConservationProject. Proposed by the Natural were to be the basic standards against which ali
Resources Defense Council, the project was sponsored future conservation efforts would be judged.
by Bonneville and administered by the Pacific Power & But if the new "rules" were difficult for
Light Company with the cooperation of the Hood River

Bonneville to comprehend and execute,Electric Cooperative. At a cost of $14.4 million,
"super-weatherization measures"wereretrofitinto2,989 everyone involved knew they would be nigh
homes, nearly meeting the project's goal to weatherize impossible for the residential building industry
every electrically heated home in the county (Sehoeh tO understand, let alone follow. Accordingly,
1987). one of the first priorities established was

demonstration of the standards. Bonneville
embarked upon an ambitious series of programs
to construct new homes to the MCS.

The pressure on Bonneville to "do
something" about including manufactured The undertaking was monumental. The
homes in weatherization efforts was not internal Pacific Northwest is perhaps the last, best
nor did it come from the Council. These outpost of the small builder, the stalwart
moves were afoot long before the Council's craftspeople with a trusty ax, adze, and latest
first regional plan was completed. They came electronic stud-sensor. These independent
from some of Bonneville's utility customers craftspeople also have a not-so-trusting attitude
who were beleaguered by peak loads and toward regulations in general and utilities (and
accelerated growth in residential demand. The Bonneville) in particular. Wasn't it hardship
pressure from these customers to include and restriction enough to have code officials
manufactured homes in existing programs led involved?
Bonneville's Technical Support Branch to take
the auspicious step of initiating its own Because the independent builder was the
comprehensive assessment of manufactured most numerous and the site-built home the most
housing weatherization issues in June 1983. common, ali of Bonneville's initial emphasis

was on site-built homes. Initially, at least,
Retrofit Takes a Back Seat manufactured homes were not perceived either

as the same kind of challenge or as a significant
In June, the branch went ahead with its part of the region's housing stock. Besides, as

proposed study even though the Council's 1983 mentioned earlier, manufactured homes were
plan, released just five weeks earlier, built to a preemptive federal standard.
minimized retrofit programs and emphasized
new residential construction. The plan stated
"new buildings present one of the most
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TABLE 3.1 - Performance Standards for Space Heating Requirements (New Home Construction)

Climate Zonet°l
,,,

Building Type 1 2 3
(kWh/sq.ft./yr) (kWh/sq.ft./yr) (kWh/sq.ft./yr)....

Single-Family 2.0 2.6 3.1
, ,, ,, , ,

Multi-Family 1.2 2.3 2.8
,,,

(a) Climate zones are based on the number of heating degree days experienced in a particular
location (Zone 1" less than 6,000; Zone 2" 6,000 to 8,000; Zone 3: more than 8,000.

Source: 1983 NWPPC
r "'"" I ,', ,, ,, , , ,, I T

Beginning a Technical Task with Bonneville program and technical
managers as well as conservation managers of

Bonneville's Technical Support Branch had a utilities with a great deal of interest in
tradition of independence and was unique in manufactured housing, lt was stressed that this
several respects (see Box, Technical Support first stage of the study was not to provide
Branch: an Overview). The branch was, for answers but simply to
example, made up largely of engineers.

Although engineering skills would not have • identify ali of the pertinent issues; and
been unusual for a typical Bonneville operating

unit in earlier times, in 1983 it had begun to be • discuss these issues in clear, concise
uncommon in Bonneville's rapidly expanding language.
Office of Conservation. Besides its technical

bent, the branch was also unusual because it As indicated, the omission of manufactured

included more career Bonneville employees housing from program development (either new
than most other branches in the Office of construction or retrofit) was not an oversight.
Conservation. These homes presented real problems. One

major concern focused on the jurisdiction issue
lt is likely that because of its Bonneville but another problem was the common

experience and technical orientation, the perception that the variation in the design,
technical staff members instinctively mandated construction, and quality of existing homes --
an approach and standards for the manuthcturcd particularly those built before 1976 -- was
housing study that were perhaps more rigorous virtually unlimited. After 1976, manufactured

and rigid than those of many other programs homes were built to the minimal energy
under consideration or review by program standard included in the Federal Manufactured

managers at the time. In hindsight, the Housing Construction and Safety Standard.
manufactured housing project may have

succeeded in great measure because of its The First Issue Paper
technical authorship.

The issues of the preemptive HUD code and
On June 10, 1983, the Chief of the variation in design were broadly known and

Technical Support Branch assigned the task of always in the background of any discussion of
developing a "paper on retrofit weatherization manufactured homes. In July 1983, a month
issues relating to mobile homes. ''t lt was al_er the initial request, Bonneville staff" had
suggested that the project begin by interviews delineated a far more extensive and weil-
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a. U-values may differ from site-built homes
TECHNICALSUPPORTBRANCH due to design, construction codes and

AnOverview standards, materials, and earth-to-
building interface.

When instituted in 1972, Bonneville's fledgling
Office of Conservation consisted of only two staff
members - both engineers. As the office evolved, its b. Infiltration rates are probably less for
key staff membersconductedpioneering conservation typical mobile homes, but no data are
efforts long before the passage of the Pacific Northwest available.
Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act. ARer
the Act became law, this initial staff became the nucleus
of the Technical Support Branch with, not surprisingly, C. More experience and analysis has been
a tradition of independence and a technical orientation, gained from site-built homes. Mobile

homes are relatively new in the
Following formation of the Council and the initiation of residential marketplace, and standards
Bonneville's first conservation programs, these technical

and practices used throughout theresources and the expelience already available at
Bonneville would shiR their focus to the needs of industry have varied over time. Also,

program managers. Even so, there were still unassigned very little testing has been done,
opportunities to explore and Bonneville often needed to especially with regard to retrofit
respond to the ideas and concerns of its customer insulation.
utilities. In the early 1980s and in the transition to
carrying out the Council's Action Plan, it was not

unusual for the branch to "pick up the slack." 2. Life Expectancy

The branch developed a reputation for being overly
technical at times. Its technical orientation, the agency Most mobile home stock appears to be
experience of its staff, and the relatively long history of relatively new suggesting either that mobile
the branch did combine to create a unique and generally homes have a short life expectancy, or that
cautious approach and outlook. Far from being over- economic conditions have created a recent

technical,however,the branch saw itselfas providing demand for new units. Recently, for
continuity and a sound scientific basis for the many new example, 30-year mortgage money has been
conservation programs that Bonneville was developing --
a continuity of conscience to help guide planners through made available for the first time. This issue
the fervor of the times, should be researched, reported, and

reviewed. If the life expectancy of a mobile
home is shorter than some or ali of the
applied weatherization measures, this would

articulated set of issues than had ever been greatly influence the pay-back period and the
developed in the past. Manufactured homes are allowable limits of program funding.
described throughout the issue paper (and in
most correspondence from the period) as Ali or part of any weatherization benefits
"mobile homes." Highlights from this issue could be lost should the mobile home be
paper are included below: 2 moved. Some units could be moved out of

the Pacific Northwest region and ali
1. Heat Loss Methodology investment would be lost and in other cases

movement may destroy the integrity of
There is no developed method to the applied weatherization measures.

accurately predict the annual heat loss of a Although these scenarios appear to have low
mobile home. While methods have been probability, they shouM be investigated.
adapted from techniques used for site-built
homes, there are problems associated with 3. Speci/ications
these adapted methods:

Some work to develop specifications for
the retrofit weatherization of mobile homes is
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already proceeding at BPA. This work is roofs virtually have no room for additional
based on roof capping, underfloor insulation materials. The use of glued and
insulation, duct wrapping, and wall stapled components with continuous material
insulation. Some of these [measures] have sheets creates membrane barriers, making
evidence to support their energy savings and access and closure difficult.
cost-effectiveness, others do not; they should
be investigated. Some state certification may be required

before changes are made in the thermal or
The Department of Housing and Urban construction integrity of mobile homes. This

Development (HUD) has promulgated should be documented for each state in the
specifications for mobile home construction BPA service area. Some alterations may not
since 1976 but there are no standards for the be allowed.
retrofit of mobile homes. However, there is
an indication that some retrofit measures Fire, safety, and construction codes can
could violate structural or manufacturing be easily violated for roofs, vents, and
codes, chimneys. These should be investigated and

reported. In general, the [Federal]
The manufacturer of mobile homes Construction and Safety Standards, National

survives in a very competitive and cost- Fire Protection Association, and the
conscious atmosphere. Some procedures American National Standards Institute
reduce the effectiveness of the applied (ANSI) standards should be reviewed.
measures. For example, the packing or
crushing of insulation materials during 6. F,xistine Practices
manufacturing can seriously affect the
thermal performance of the walls, ceiling, or Various individuals and utilities have
floor. Current construction practices may applied a variety of retrofit measures in the
decrease overall insulation effectiveness past. Some have been successful, some have
when floor joists are placed over a not. These practices should be surveyed and
continuous mat of floor insulation, reported.

4. Indoor Air Ouali_ Sometimes retrofit measures are not
properly installed. For example, necessary

The use of non-structural perimeter vents may be plugged when insulation
barriers (skirts or retaining walls) can material is installed or gaps may be lefi in
reduce air flow beneath the mobile home. the insulation cover. Retrofit measures
Such air flow reductions may create air using batt insulation are usually cut for
pollution problems inside the residence. Our stick-built homes with widths between studs
present policy is to avoid the application of that are different than those in mobile
infiltration reduction techniques. This policy homes. Although special widths are
shouM be reviewed and recommendations for available, this is not widely known or used.
approved perimeter barriers and wood stoves

should also be investigated. Z Reporting

5. Designs. Codes. Certification. an(t Present record keeping and reporting
l].p__ techniques for the BPA weatherization

program are inadequate for mobile homes.
Most present mobile homes are designed Information on mobile homes is not

to hinder easy or inexpensive retrofit separated out in BPA's Central or Field
measures. For example, fiat or low-sloping offices. Utility customers could break-out
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this Information, but this is not done or a local area. This was why some utilities
normally or adequately. A better reporting were vitally interested and others couldn't see
system is needed, what ali the fuss was about. And -- at least for

the moment - determining how and where to
8. Verificqtion obtain reliable local statistics was a key issue.

Even very early on, however, some
The proper installation of weatherization confirmation that manufacturedhousing

measures would be d_fficult to verify except represented a substantialnumber of the homes
in cases where the installation is observed in the region was obtained from the U.S.
directly. A special verification system would Census (see Table 3.2).
be needed to implement any mobile home
program. Questions, Questions

9. Interested Parties Throughout the summer of 1983, several
members of the Technical Support Branch held

A variety of federal, state, and local regularmeetings to share informationthat had
agencies and both public and private parties been developed. At this time, the Conservation
have an interest in the development, sale, Engineering Branch, part of Bonneville's Office
and installation of retrofit measures. A of Engineering, provided research,
complete list should be compiled, development, and engineering technical support

for Bonneville's conservation efforts. In this
10. Statistics and Fact_ case, the engineering group would help evaluate

conservation measures. After the initial issue
Many statistics and facts should be paper had been circulated, it was agreed that

collected on mobile homes to ascertain: more study was required. The key areas of
average age, year of construction, location, investigation were identified and individually
source of space heat, at,'_ualconsumption assigned to Bonneville staff members) (See
rates, etc. Box - Topics for Inquiry.)

Tackling the Issues TABLE 3.2 - Manufactured Homes In
BPA Service Area (1980)

The issue paper had set Bormeville's number
crunchers and fact grinders turning - albeit
grinding"exceedinglyfine." How aptand Washington 102,743

timely the new manufacturedhousingproject! Oregon 86,477
Just4 daysafter the initialmemo,the June14,
1983,Journal of Commercereportedthat Idaho 40,788 .....

manufacturedhomesaleshadjumped to their WesternMontana 15,759
highest level in several years. The Journal
reported that first-quarter, 1983 sales figures TOTAL 245,767
were 19% ahead of the previous year's levels.

Along with these specific topics for
This confirmed what some utilities had been investigation, any additional information that

telling Bonneville; but the article could have was likely to prove useful was garnered. By
only intensified the frustration of those studying the end of the summer, Bonneville had
the issues at the time. One of the key issues contacted the U.S. Census Bureau, state
emerging was that manufactured home agencies maintaining records of manufactured
penetration varied widely and national figures homes, appraisers, and private industry. As the
could n.n_Q1simply be extrapolated into the region data on existing manufactured homes was being
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developed during the summer of 1983, the

Bonneville technical team established some MANUFACTURFI)IIOMEPROJECT
general backgroundinformation that would TOPICS FOR INQUIRY
provide a much more thorough understandingof
the housing category: Statisticsa. How many arc there?

b. Life expectancies?
• The average life expectancy of sited c. Agedistributions?

manufacturedhomes for estimating purposes d. Heating sources?

would be about 21 years. This estimate was e. Size and consumption rates?
based on the 1983 edition of the "National f. Geographic distribution?

Mobile Home Manufactured Housing Ileat Lou
Appraisal System (NMHMHAS) which a. ExistingU-values?

reflected average extreme values from 11 to b. Howto identify U-values during the analysis7

31 years. Measurfs
a. Types installed in this region and in others?

• Preliminary infiltration data obtained from b. Quantities installed?
c. Quafity of installations?

HUD indicated that manufactured homes d. Installation procedures?
were considerably tighter than site-built e. Inspection vcrifieation:
homes (a finding that extensive testing would Can it be done?

later prove to be accurate). Ifso, how?
Do you have to sex it?

• **** f. Costs and life expectancies?

Federal and State Rezulations

The manufactured housing project was a. What are they?

hardly launched before it emerged as one of the b. Howdo they affect retrofit measures?
most ambitious, complex projects that the IndoorAirOualltv
Technical Support Branch had ever undertaken, a. Any specifics?

Fortuitously, the project began in an

at a time when relationships and procedures had
not yet crystallized and projects were begun on
sheer initiative and curiosity. The seekers after
truth had their work cut out for them.

End Notes

1 Internal memorandum from the Chief of the 3 Internal memorandum from the Public
Technical Support Branch to the General Utilities Specialist to Task Group
Engineer of the Technical Support Branch, Addressees, August 2, 1983. Bonneville
June 10, 1983. Bonneville Power Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
Administration, Portland, Oregon.

2 Issue paper on mobile home retrofit
insulation circulated via interoffice message,
July 13, 1983. Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 4: LEARNING THE ROPES -- A Name, a Database, a Vision

Between the initiationof the manufactured

housing retrofit study project and its final TIlEISSUEOF LIFEEXPECTANCY
evolution into a new homes program, a A Key Factor
conversion of sorts took place. What began as in Assessing RetrofitPotential
a fact-gathering project, a simple analysis of the
retrofit potential of manufactured housing, The fife expectancy of a home determines the useful

would become, after a year of intensive and far- ,fe of anyretrofitmeasureainstalled. Manufacturedhomea present special problems - life expectancy cannot

ranging investigation, a'long-term vision of _t be simply computed from registration data. For
"total" program to integrate manufactured example:

housing into Bonneville's mainstream efforts to • Physical condition, maintenance, and location are
achieve conservation in new residential critical;an older home could outlast a new one based
construction. While casual hindsight may onthe,efacton.
suggest the effort evolved smoothly, the work

• Construction quality is determined at the factory;
at the time was difficult -- frustrating, most manufacturers sell a range of models ranging in

sorr:etimes downright discouraging, fraught with quality.

detail and occasional blind alleys. • Life expectancy can be affected by a change in the
original d_ign/structure.

Somewhat open-ended studies such as these
embrace several alternate courses of study and The initial methodology used to calculate the
analysis. Opting for any one of them can alter ._tr._ remaining year life expectancy(21 years)

the course of the study, the work, and the proved to be a reliable means to predict the economic

outcom¢. In this case, there were other factors viability of energy efficiency improvements in thesehomes.
affecting the direction of the study that
complicated the situation even more. There
were, for example, basic changes in the
methods that Botmeville used to forecast future
resource needs, the way the Agency worked had begun to be called "mobile/manufactured
with the region's p,_wer planners (notably the homes. "t
Council), and the role Bonneville would begin
to play in altering the region's building codes Tracking Down the Numbers
and construction practices. While none of these
bore directly on this first manufactured housing While the work had been parcelled out in the
study, the environment was certainly in a state five areas listed above, the two dominant issues
of flux. This meant that unrelated but and chief areas of inv_tigation concerned
important events sometimes altered the way in statistics and heat loss calculations. Some very
which the project was viewed and the direction basic statistical questions had to be answered
it would take. before work could sensibly proceed in the other

areas -- there was no real need to determine the

For the time being, in late 1983 and early effectiveness of measures if the size of the
1984, the challenge was to begin to answer as market didn't justify such effort. Similarly, if
many basic questions about manufactured the remaining life of existing manufactured
homes as possible. These had been focused at homes was found to be very short, the cost-
the outset in five areas: statistics, heat lo:;s effectiveness of any measure considered would
estimates, raeazures, regulations, and indoor air be profoundly reduced.
quality. Somewhere along the way, the homes
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Accordingly, one of the first actions taken manufacture can he determined from the
was to contact the Motor Vehicle Divisions of Oregon data.
each of the four states in the region? These, it

had been determined, were the agencies that Incidentally, the Oregon Motor Vehicle
maintained the records on "mobile" homes. Department showed a total of 120,512 mobile/
But these, after all, were mobile homes. What manufactured homes registered as of December
assurance was there that these homes were 1983. 4 This number was considerably higher
located where the initial record said they were? than the 1980 U.S. Census figure of 86,477
And was location even a factor? homes that had been used as an initial estimate

of manufactured home penetration in Oregon
The researchers knew that location w__ a

factor and played a big part in assessing a Heat Loss
manufactured home's potential for cost-effective

weatherization. 3 Location determined which In regard to heat loss estimates, it was
utility served the home owner, the climate suggested that Bonneville staff contact the
conditions, whether retrofit contractors were manufacturers in the region who "best represent
available, etc. First, therefore, the relative a typical mobile home located in our service
permanence of these homes had to be assessed, area..4 The plan was to request heat-loss
Within a very short time, it was determined coefficients for the manufacturers' various

that, in spite of their supposed mobility, very models over the past years. Armed with this
few manufactured homes (less than 3%) were data, the analysts felt they could determine
moved after initial siting. 4 One of the first potential energy savings to be achieved through
findings was that "mobile" homes weren't so weatherization measures. Foreshadowing the

mobile after all. ultimate importance of cooperation in the
project, one internal memorandum noted:'

At this point, the researchers decided that

original registration data should be obtained This critical information can only be
county by county. Quite simply, there was a obtained with the cooperation of the
good enough (97 %) chance that the homes manufacturer, however.
would still be there to justify the effort and

expense! Generally comparable data was Although none of this information was

available from Oregon, Washington, and presently available, the Bonneville engineers
Montana -- Idaho, however, did not have felt that manufactured homes built _ 1976

central records. At the time the first data was would present a lesser analytical challenge.
received (from Oregon), the analysts After 1976, models were measured against the

commented: 4 energy performance standard established by the
HUD code. With this standard as a

• The address will permit identification of the benchmark, Bonneville could poll the region's
serving utility, manufacturers to determine the energy

performance of each of their models versus the
• Heat loss estimates and potential energy federal standard. The problem, tor the

savings depend on the climate (annual moment, concerned manufactured homes built
heating degree days) at the location and the before enfbrcement of the federal standard in
location could be determined from 1976. After 1976, it could be assumed that
registration data. manufactured homes were ali built to the

federal energy standard. The manufactured
• A home's make, approximate size (single-, homes with greatest retrofit potential were those

double-, or triple-wide), and its year of built before 1976.
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Inquirieshad indicated thatprior tr) 1976 the
region's manufacturershad voluntarily complied BONNEVILLE'S1984
with another standard- one developed by the CONSERVATIONPROGRAMS
American National Standards Institute. First A Sampler ($ millions)

published in 1969, this standardwas designated Residential Weatherization $ 40.22

ANSI Al 19.1. Discussions with industry Low-lncome Weatherization $ 3.02
Street and Area Lighting $ 2.38

representatives indicated that this standard was InstitutionalBuildings $ 7.55
generally accepted and complied with by Hood River Conservation Project $ 2.00
manufacturers in Washington and Oregon even SuperGoodCentsPromotion $ .61
though there was no mechanism for its strict
enforcement?

The ANSI standardincluded a minimum calculated by comparing the energy
requirementfor heat loss in floors, ceilings, and performance achieved with retrofit measures to
walls, stating:5 the estimated performance, based on heat loss

characteristics, of the region's pre-1976
The total calculated heat loss of the living manufacturedhousing stock.

unit at the outdoor design temperature as
certified in Z5.1 of this Part shall not Measures
exceed 40 Btu/hr/ft _of :he total floor area or
27.5 Btu/br/lineal feet of the space to be Bonneville had fostered a good forum to
heated to 70° F, whichever is greater. The explore and discuss weatherization measures,
minimum total resistance (R), excluding one that could be constructively applied to
framing, of the wall (less windows and manufacturedhomes. The Res-Wes program
doors), ceiling, and floor shall not be less was conducted at such high levels of activity
than: that it had become broadly known among the

regional contractors. The agency had
Wall 8.0 discovered that feedback from these contractors

Ceiling 16.0 was often useful and that establishing forums
for the interchange of experience and ideas paid

Floor 10.0. off in terms of developing new measures and/or
application techniques.

Indications from the Oregon data were that
about 59% of the pre-HUD code homes One such series of meetings was scheduled
remaining in the state were built between 1970 in January of 1984, in Portland and in
and 1976 and were thus constructed using these Spokane. 6 Called the Residential
ANSI minimum standards. Some Weatherization Contractor Participation
manufactm:ers had indicated that Oregon and Meetings, these events seemed to provide an
Washington manufacturers were using standards excellent opportunity to present some of
similar to the ANSI standard even before 1969. Bonneville's initial ideas concerning appropriate
If so, that would mean that even more of the -- or inappropriate -- measures that might be
existing manufactured housing stock was built applied to manufactured homes in the region.
to this general level of construction,s

Using the site-built contract specifications as
Information on typical construction practices a guide, the researchers had studied ways in

was needed so that an estimate of energy which manufactured homes _ be retrofit.
savings that were likely to be achieved through This research also highlighted several issues
retrofit measures could be established. Cost- that would affect retrofitting of manufactured
effectiveness and energy savings would be homes: _
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* Wall insulation may not be cost-effective fi_r interest in the manufacturedhousing category
many manufactured homes because the stud and the Council's 1983 Plan, Bonneville had
dimensions limited the cavity size and become, willingly or not, an "interested party"
because opening the walls appeared to be in the regulatory issues that were nearly always
difficult and expensive, brewing back at HUD. Bonneville was asked

to comment on a pending project to set up an
• Rigid roof insulation could be readily advisory panel on development of a new HUD

applicable to these homes provided that no code. In a memorandum dealing with this
attic access was required and/or ceiling loads project, Bonneville staff members working on
were not exceeded. (The attic space in the manufactured housing project envisioned an
manufacturedhomes was severely restricted appealing research scenario in which they hoped
and the relatively low roof angles made HUD would take an active part. The region
ceiling loads a critical factor.) would discover that HUD would be limited in

iksability to conduct such investigations. The
• Manufactured home floor construction may Pacific Northwest would have to proceed

present problems because of barriers and I:_.rgelyon its own in its quest fi_r manufactured
construction details. (The homes required housing energy savings.
special undercarriages to transport them
from the factory to the site. While this The project included several tasks:u
carriage was, after all, what made the home
"mobile," it could also make the floors of • verifiying different heat loss methodologies
these homes difficult to retrofit with extra as applied to new or retrofit manufactured
insulation.) housing

• If skirting were used to reduce under-floor • determining the actual energy savings of
infiltration, Bonneville felt that mesh venting manufactured homes built under the 1976
would be required to maintain air circulation HUD code standard and any proposed new
and prevent the build-up of air pollutants, standard
e.g., radon, carbon monoxide, etc.

• establishing the number, age, size, and
• HUD had recently proposed that a standard location of mobile/manufactured homes in

be establish_ to restrict formaldehyde levels the Northwest
and any retrofit measures should take these
into account in the event HUD promulgated • calculating the improved energy et'ficiency
such a standard, and cost-effectiveness achieved by the use of

heat-pump space heating
• While Universal Building Code (UBC)

compliance is not required of HUD code • evaluating the effect of different mitigating
homes, they must comply with federal devices and methods used to r_uce
standards and these should be used by formaldehyde concentrations levels and
contractors in place of the codes that were indoor air quality problems.
used as guidelines in site-built retrofits.

At the time the Council published its first
Regulatory Issues power plan for the region, the manufactured

housing project had not yet been launched;
Within a very short time, even before the nevertheless, the Council was interested in the

summer of 1983 was over, it had become clear energy-saving potential of these homes. The
that Bonneville had incurred a new role. As a Council's action plan (Action item 2.6) required
consequence ot"its increasing involvement and Bonneville to "assist the ... U.S. Department ot"
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A Shift in Focus

TAKINGTHE REGULATORYPATH
Mandating EnergyEfficiency As the retrofit study was progressing, the

same people working on developing data for the
The regulatory approach seemed particularly study wereproviding input into Bonneville's

appealingat this time becauseit matchedother moves initial responses to the regulatory issues that
afootinregionalconservation.TheCouncilhadrecently had arisen. Of course, these issues involvedpublished its Model ConservationStandards for new

new construction and not retrofit. In an idealresidentialconstructionand their impact was not yet
known. While planswere still in flux, in the mindsof world, these investigations would have taken
severalregionalplannersthe long-term,least-costpath piace sequentially or been separated, but
to achievingthese standardswas to havethemenactedas because the timing for the region's response on
buildingcode requirementsat stateor (if necessary)local regulatory issues was dictated by HUD, the
level,, need to respond to regulatory issues had the

lt was simplya logicalextensionof this approachto effect of shifting some of the emphasis of the
place similar emphasis on regulatorytools for new analysis from retrofit to new construction.
manufacturedhousingas weil. The proposedreviewof
the HUD energy standard seemed like a golden Other events also contributed to a shift in

opportunity to achieve energy efficiencythrough code fOCUS. The Council had recently completed the
enforcement- by mandate, monumental task of developing MCS for

A, time went on, it would become clear that this residential construction in the region. These
approach would not work quite so smoothly in either were clearly the way of the future and, equally
site-builtor manufacturedhousing - but these efforts clearly, there was a great deal to be done to
held centerstage for much of the secondhalf of 1983 bring the MCS from misty theory into solid
and ali of 1984. practice. There was a shift in regional

priorities, and a shift, therefore, in Bonneville's

priorities. By mid-1984, the retrofit study had
spawned what was really a corollary project

Housing and Urban Development to develop concerned with new homes -- one that was

and adapt electric energy-efficiency standards ultimately to eclipse the original effort.
for manufactured housing in the Pacific
Northwest" (NWPPC 1983). As indicated, the Council's Action Plan

called for Bonneville to assist HUD in the

In April 1984, commenting on a proposed development and adoption of electric energy-
HUD cost impact analysis, Bonneville urged efficiency standards for new manufactured
HUD to include a cost analysisof available housing in the Pacific Northwest (NWPPC
thermal options, noting that subsection 3280.51 1983). HUD had asked for public comment on
of the basic authorizing legislation required a proposed revision to the original 1976
manufacturers to offer customers at least one standard and the Council had requested that
energy-efficient design option. In its official Bonneville respond. While the timing of this

comment, Bonneville stated (BPA 1984e): revision was not specified, most participants --
the Council, the Office of Conservation at

A cost analysis of this option could be a Bonneville, other regional planners, and

major influence in the customer's decision, researchers - undoubtedly thought of this as a
Long-term energy savings could far outweigh somewhat near-term project. Ultimately, it
the initial costs. Without this analysis, the would take HUD far longer to act on revising
customer cannot make an informed decision, the standard than anyone imagined in 1984.
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The Retrofit Study minimums oI"R.-8 insulation in walls, R-16 in
ceilings, and R-10 in lh)ors.

Meanwhile, what of the initial project? ()n
May 30, 1984, the Mobile/Manufactured Home = Built as an integrated structure to withstand
Retrofit Study was circulated throughout the transport conditions, the mobile home
Office of Conservation at Bonneville (Onisko features a small roof cavity to reduce overall
and Van Orden 1984). The study focused on height and permit travel on roads with low
the application of retrofit measures to bridges and overpasses.
manufactured homes built before the HUD code

standard was established in 1976. Pre-1976 • The walls are glued and stapled to vertical
homes were evidently singled out because of studs, designed to help withstand shear
their greater upgrade potential. The study stresses during transport and transmit the
noted that nearly ali Bonneville experience with roof load to the tloor. Prior to 1976, most
retrofit weatherization measures was with site- walls were built using either 2 x 2- or 2 x 3-
built homes, inch studs leaving a shallow cavity with little

room for insulation material. If built to the

Highlights of the report (Onisko and Van ANSI specification, up to 2 _'a inches of batt
Orden 1984) are presented below: insulation may have been installed in the

cavity at the factory. Air infiltration
Recommendation barriers were not always used in wall

construction -- moisture was usually vented;
The initial study recommended that sealing against moisture was rare.

Bonneville not include mobile/manufactured

homes as eligible residences in the • in addition to the bottom board, ranging
weatherization program and outlined some of from a s/s-inch asphalt-impregnated insulation
the most vexing problems likely to be board to a tear-proof impregnated fabric,
encountered, including (a) difficulty in applying floor insulation systems use lth-inch-thick
measures, (b) higher installation costs, (c) the blanket insulation across the length and
variety of mobile home stock, (d) the short width of the floor (the "belly blanket")
estimated remaining life of the "typical" mobile fitting between the joist and the steel
homes, and (e) the questionable cost- carriage frame.
effectiveness of the energy savings acquire.
On the other hand, the study recommended that Typical Mobile/Manufactured Hom_cs
Bonneville promote building standards tbr new

mobile homes because they account for 40% of In Oregon registrations prior to 1976, single-
sales of ali new electrically heated homes in the wide home,s outnumbered double- and triple-
region. This latter course represented the wides by a ratio of five to one. At the time it
greatest potential for savings, according to the was believed that the single-wide home best

report, represented the region's stock of existing homes
and therefore it was used as the basis of the

Construction retrofit study report. Characteristics to describe
this home are outlined in Table 4. I.

Although construction techniques are similar
from plant to plant, manufactured homes are The width estimate was based on the fact

extremely diverse, a factor which makes that, prior to 1956, ali manufactured homes
installation of conservation measures more were 8 feet or under in width, in 1956, the 10-
difficult, lt was assumed that most pre-1976 foot width was introduced, and soon dominated
homes in Washington and Oregon were built to the market. Later, in 1962, the 12-tbot width
ANSI 119. I Standard for Mobile Homes with was introduced and in 1969 the 14-foot width
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TABLE 4.1 - Typical Mobile/ManufacturedHome

', ,, ,, ,,, iml ||l ii i , , i i ml | i , i

Single-Wide(11 ft. x 7½ ft. x 66 ft.)c'_

Component Area (sq.ft.) R-Value(Total)

Ceiling 660 16

Floor 660 10

Walls 1,020 8

Glazing(Single) 90 1

Door 40 2
i i i

(a) The 11-foot-widetypicalhomeusedin thisanalysisdoesnot exist, but on averageit best
representsthe pre-HUDstandardhomesinthe region.

Source: OniskoandVan Orden 1984
i i lt r i i

was introducedwithsimilar results. The ® _ - Comparedto site-builthomes,
average mix of these widths suggests that attic space is virtually inaccessible and
manufactured homes ranged between 10 and 12 limited space may cause uneven distribution
feet in width, of insulating material. Various means of

increasing insulation were discussed,
The estimated annual electricity use of these including capping vented roofs (a new roof

homeswasbetween9,000 and 13,000kWh per systembuilt overthe existingroof) or
year. The typical manufactured home was constructing a ramada(a roof system not
estimated to be about 14.5 years old, registered attached to the home in any way) at costs
in 1968, with a nominal remaining life estimated between $4 and $6 per sq.ft.;
expectancy of about 15 years, capping unvented roofs using a roll-on

insulated blanket ($3.75 to $5 per sq.ft.);
Retrofit Mea_tr_ spraying polyurethane foam over the

surface; and laying and covering sheets of
Heat loss reduction through walls, ceiling, polyisocyanurate with sheet metal, etc.

and floors is the first major consideration.
Either batt or loose-fill insulation is an accepted • Floors - Space is restricted and
practice for conventional homes but manufacturershave developed unique
manufactured homes present several problems, undercarriage and floor joist systems,

making standardization difficult and floor
* _ - Restoring external finishes and water upgrades likely to be labor intensive.

leaks are potential problems. Because of the
small cavity, it is doubtful that more than R- • Underpinning - Skirting can be an important
11 thermal resistance can be added, making measure, reducing heat losses by decreasing
the value of the effort versus its cost air flow. Alternative materials are

(estimated at $1.00/sq.ft. of siding) aluminum, plastic, styrofoam, and plywood
questionable. (not recommended). The chief disadvan-

tages are short life expectancy and moisture
problems. Solid, firm foundations, e.g.,
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concrete pads, can provide a firm base, Tables for adjustingcosts to account for
prevent settling, reduce cracks and leaks, financing, discount rate, and cost levelizing
and maintain the integrity of caulks and factors were included in the retrofit study report
seals, for use in determining the levelized cost/kWh

of retrofit measures to the region.
• _ - Single glazing is predominant.

Older homes feature awning type windows; Specifications
slider type windows became widely accepted
with later homes. Providing emergency Specifications were designed to give the
exits and egress through windows is a major potential installersflexibility while remaining
design concern with manufactured homes, within state, local, and federal requirements.
Inside storm windows may be the only The specifications also stated that the contractor
reasonable choice in many cases. Nearly ali would be liable fi)r damage resulting from the
of these would have to be custom-made at an measure or its installation and would be
installed cost of approximately $7.50 per responsible for restoring material to its original
sq.ft, condition. The following specifications were

outlined in the report, evidently in spite of the
Location recommendation that mobile/manufactured

homes not be considered eligible for retrofit
Location and set-rp play an important role programs/measures:

in the energy usage of a manufactured home.
• _ Walls shall be insulated to a

Building Codes minimum R-19 or the highest practical R-
value by cutting holes in the sheathing or

Building code officials in Oregon and peeling back ali or part of the exterior siding
Washington have expressed concerns about the and adding insulation.
application of weatherization measures that
could affect the structural integrity of mobile/ • Roofs/Ceilings - Ceiling cavities shall be
manufactured homes. Measures requiring a insulated to a minimum R-38 or the highest
permit, and therefore an inspection, create practical R-value by building a roof system
additional administrative costs for contractors, over the existing roof, removing a portion of
These states have indicated they are most the existing roof, cutting a hole or other
concerned with measures affecting roofs and means of penetration to gain access to the
ceilings, cavity, or cutting a hole in the eaves and

then insulating ceil ing cavities.
Energy Savings and Costs

• Floors - Floors shall be insulated to a
Three major factors determine the value of minimum R-19 or the highest practical

any weatherization measure: R-value without penetrating the rodent
barrier, subfloor, and/or bottom board. Full

* the annual energy saved which is attributed skirting is required prior to applying any
to tl3.eapplied measure insulation; no insulation shall be applied in

the presence of significant moisture damage.
• the installed costs, including materials and Ali installations shall require that a ground

labor vapor barrier be installed.

• the life expectancy of the measure without
major degradation in its performance (this is
limited by the remaining life of the home).
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New Players, New Plans 4. Develop a heat-loss methodology unique
to the climate zones of the Northwest and

By the time the retrofit study was complete, potentially useful at a national level.
the mandate to deal with regulatory issues, the
region's preoccupation with the MCS, and the 5. Assist HUD in the development of a local
difficulties inherent in the retrofit approach had market strategy directed at energy-
convinced the project's managers that the real efficient homes and useful on a national
opportunity in manufactured housing was in level.
new construction. This brought new people
into the picture. New construction and the 6. Report and recommend code changes and
achievement of MC$ involved other Divisions guidelines that result in energy-efficient
in Bonneville's Office of Conservation; both the construction techniques.
Division of Planning and Evaluation and the
Division of Residential Programs now became 7. Review and comment on ali information,
involved, codes, and guidelines that may affect

these objectives.
Even before the final retrofit report, a top

priority project had been institutedto provide 8. Monitor indoor air quality changes due to
technical support for manufacturedhomes. A higher energy-efficiency construction.
complete action plan was drawn up in mid-1984
that would become the agenda, the action plan, 9. Review and report on ali state, local, and
the vision for the future? The new assignment federal legal, institutional, and market
would require the Technical SupportBranch to impediments to the development of
perform the following tasks:9 energy-efficient manufacturedhomes.

1. Survey ali manufacturersand sales agents 10. Complete a market survey of public
in the region to attitudes and buying habits relevant to

energy-efficient manufactured homes.
a. determine the number, location, size, and Include manufacturers and retail agents.

thermal efficiency of new homes sold in
the past year and available now 11. Assess environmental barriers caused by

b. estimate the costs and savings for each energy-efficient homes.
energy-efficient model available to the
public in the region 12. Collect, collate, and disseminate ali

c. access and study ali future models that policy actions involving HUD, DOE,
will be available to the public in the next Bonneville, and other state, federal, or
1 to 5 years local agencies.

d. collect data on regional sales through
imports and exports. *****

2. Provide local assistance andoversight to As the manufactured housing project entered
HUD when requested, i.e., data its second year, the die (ali 12 detailed points
collection, review of new plans, etc. of it outlined above) was cast. The course of

action seemed clear, the focus of the future
3. Test new homes for energy efficiency and would be on new manufactured homes.

compare the results to the costs and Bonneville had moved from retrofit
savings estimated for presently available weatherization into new manufactured housing
energy-efficient models (item lb, above), construction-- in factories, not on building

sites. Another world.
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End Notes

1 Internal memorandum on the addition of homes from the General Engineer (KT1")to
mobile homes to the Residential General Engineer (K'VI'). January 18, 1984.
Weatherization Program from the Public Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,
Utilities Specialist to the [Inter-Branch] Task Oregon.
Group. August 2, 1983. Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon. 6 Memorandum from the Residential Programs

Branch (KPH) to residential weatherization
2 Internal memorandum concerning contractors and potential contractors.

preliminary findings on mobile home January I!, 1984. Bonneville Power
information, from the General Engineer Administration, Portland, Oregon.
(KT1")to the Chief, Technical Support
Branch (K'VI'). August 4, 1983. Bonneville 7 Interoffice message (handwritten) from the
Power Administration, Portland, Oregon. General Engineer (KTI') to the Chief,

Technical Support Branch (KTT). January
3 Memorandum on issues of interest and 17, 1984. Bonneville Power Administration,

concern in manufactured homes from the Portland, Oregon.
General Engineer (KTT) to the Legal
Research Scientist [No organization specified 8 Letter from the Chief, Technical Support
but assumed to be Pacific Northwest Branch to the General Counsel Rules Docket
Laboratory]. Hand-dated by Chief, Clerk (HUD), Washington, D.C. April 3,
Technical Support Section as -October 5, 1984. Bonneville Power Administration,
1983. Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
Portland, Oregon.

9 Interoffice memorandum on the action plan
4 Internal memorandum on preliminary results to assist the DOE and HUD in the regional

from Oregon Motor Vehicle Division's development and construction of energy-
records on mobile homes from the General efficient new manufactured housing from the
Engineer (KTT) to the Residential Programs General Engineer (KTr) to the Director,
Branch Public Utilities Specialist. January Division of Technical and Marketing
11, 1984. Bonneville Power Administration, Support (KT) via the Chief, Technical
Portland, Oregon. Support Branch (KT]'). May 21, 1984.

Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,
5 Internal memorandum on heat loss estimates Oregon.

of pre-HUD standard mobile/manufactured
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CHAPTER 5: ANOTHER WORLD -- DAPIAs and IPIAs and Indians Too

Many moves were afoot. New players were Although Bonneville subsequently developed
involved. Bonneville's Conservation Planning educational retrofit programs to apply to
Branch was now assessing the conservation manufactured homes, the main thrust of its
potential of manufacturedhomes -- studying development efforts over the next 2 years would
energy conservation measure penetration and be directed toward impacting the design and
other characteristics of existing homes. The construction of new energy-efficient
Planning Branch agreed that the present manufactured homes. At this point in mid-
situation clearly supported the retrofit study 1984, when the initial Retrofit Study was
recommendation. Nevertheless, the planners completed, the Technical Support Branch had
were urging, in effect, that the door be left ajar concluded that the potential cost benefits of
even if not completely open:t upgraded new manufacturedhomes presented

the greatest opportunity. "These improved
Although the staff recommendation in the homes would use one-half to two-thirds less

study is to not include mobile homes in the energy than the standard models, with financial
weatherization program ... useful benefits to the homeowner. "2
information could be obtained from a mobile
home retrofit demonstration project. This approach was consistent with other

activity conducted by the Office of

IN STEPWITHTHETIMES Conservation. By, in effect, focusing on the
future, the branch anticipated a course that

As partof its focuson the long-term,BPAwould would be confirmed some months later by
launchactivitiesto bring the MCScloser to reality. Bonneville management. Regarding
Threeoftheseprograms,discussedin detaillater,would conservation as key to meeting future needs,
affect the future course of manufacturedhousing Bonneville had made the decision to take full

conservation efforts: advantage of the regional power surplus and
• One program, the Residential Standards concentrate its conservation efforts on long-term

DemonstrationProject(RSDP)wouldbuildhouses strategies. According to the Assistant
tothe MCSto increaseawarenessandunderstanding Administrator for Conservation, speaking of the
ofthe standardsby utilities,codeofficials,builders, long-term needs later in the year (BPA 1986):
andhomeowners. Oneof its key resultswouldbe

to verifythe cost-effectivenessof the MCS. Today's energy situation allows
• A somewhatsimilar program, the Residential Bonneville the time to test and evaluate

ConstructionDemonstrationProject(RCDP)would programs that will best serve these needs
focusmoreonspecificenergyconservationmeasures long after the current surpluses have
andbuildertraining, vanished.

• A programto marketenergyefficiencyto home
owners,toencouragetheadoptionof MCSstandards Neither the guiding statement nor the
even before upgraded energy standardscould be programs that would be required to support new
incorporatedinto local buildingcodes, wouldbe energy-efficient manufactured homes were fully
developedandlaunched.Thisprogrambecamewell articulated when the decision to pursue new
knownas Super GoodCents. manufactured housing was made (see Box - In

Step with the Times). These developments
were yet to come. lt was serendipity indeed
that the temper of the time, the milieu in which
decisions were being made, dovetailed perfectly
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with the approach recommended by the The future looks even better, i'm told
Technical Support Branch. Because it was "in that even better-insulated M/M [mobile/
step," so to speak, the manufactured housing manufactured] homes can be built (with
program would find tools and resources in place some structural and design modifications,
by the time they were needed, however). Costs are yet to be determined.

One of the first efforts to prove the

[ I contention that significant energy savings could
Weatherization Study be achieved via totally practical and feasible1983

upgrades to existing models was a cost benefit
an_dysis.2 This assessment looked at three types
of representative manufactured homes: SW - a
single-wide (12 ft. x 70 ft.), SDW - a small

New Horns Programs double-wide (24 ft. x 56 ft.), and LDW - a
large double-wide (28 ft. x 66 ft.). These sizes

i,co_ I i' o i corresponded to the NWPPC's MCS for site-
built homes (NWPPC 1983). Table 5.1 lists
the specific dimensions for each home as well
as the standard and extra insulation packages.

IM,,I
To estimate and assess the energy savings

such a package would achieve, three evaluation
Northwest Manufactured Housing Programs: tools were used. 2

A Family Tree

• One tool was SUNDAY, a computer
Capability Building modeling program that predicts annual space

heating energy use based on house design
In the meantime, there was lots of work to and location. Northwest planners were

do. According to the Assistant Administrator, beginning to make use of SUNDAY to
the Council's 2-year action plan covering 1983 estimate the performance of various design
through 1985 revolved around the principle of features adopted under MCS, local building
"capability-building" - creating the means to codes, and other variables. The SUNDAY
acquire the conservation resource when needed model takes several factors into account,
(BPA 1986). And some months earlier, this including overall heat loss, internal heat
was exactly the course proposed by the branch gains (from people and appliances),
staff members although they did not use the structural heat storage capacity, internal
term "capability building." In a memorandum temperature set points (thermostat), window
to the Marketing Support Branch, which would orientation and type, and local weather.
become involved in any future program to
support the marketing of improved • Another tool was a "Mobile/Manufactured
manufactured homes, one of the Technical Homes" energy model, also a computer-
Support Branch engineers wrote: 2 modeling program that was still in

development at this time. (This program
Further work must be done. For would be perfected and evaluated later -- see

example, we should inventory ali of the Chapter 6.)
region's manufacturers and obtain more
specific information. Also, we should
present a program that will be attractive to
the home buyer, dealer, and manufacturer.
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TABLE 5.1 - Prototype Dimensions and Insulation Packages 2

Floor Wall Ceiling Glazing Door
,,,

Single-Wide
(sq.ft.) 850 1210 850 90 40

Small Double-Wide
(sq.ft.) 1350 1920 1350 140 40

Large Double-Wide
(sq.ft.) 1850 2620 1850 190 40

Standard Insulation R-11 R-7 R-14 2G c°_ R-2
(1.41)

Extra Insulation R-22 R-19 R-30 3Gc°_ R-2
(2.22)

, ,

(a) Author's Note: "G" indicates glazing levels, i.e., 2G is double-glazing, 3G is triple-
glazing. Figures in parentheses indicate calculated R values.

• The third teel used was a HUD slide rule double-wide package, and using a 25-year
that could be used to determine the annual measure life, these prototype manufactured

energy savings for the single-wide (12 ft x homes delivered energy savings at levelized
70 ft) case. This approach was not available costs ranging from a low of 1.44 cents/kWh
for the double-wide alternatives. (for the large double-wide) to 1.85 cents/kWh

for the single-wide. 2

Using these tools on the prototype homes
shown in Table 5.1 yielded estimated average Demonstrating the Savings

annual energy savings as shown in Table 5.2.
From a utility point of view, each increment of By mid-summer of 1984, there was general
energy saved must cost less than the cost of support for the notions about testing
bringing that resource into place. Ideally, the manufactured homes, and a proposal was
home owner must also receive recognized cost forwarded from the Technical Support Branch

savings to be convinced of the benefit of the to the Marketing Support Branch for
energy-saving investment. Based on cost evaluation. 3 At other points in time,
estimates of the insulation package provided by developments would be smoother, more

two regional manufacturers with whom technically based, more strategically driven.
Bonneville had established a working But in mid-1984, there was no paucity of

relationship, this preliminary analysis suggested energy-saving ideas in the Pacific Northwest

strongly that both the region's utilities as well and no shortage of potential demonstration
as individual home owners would benefit from programs for Bonneville to assess. In fact,

the upgrade envisioned, programs and projects had to compete for
attention and funding in a kind of energy-saving

Based on estimated costs of $1,325 for the glamour contest. In hindsight, Bonneville did

single-wide package, $1,680 for the small well to operate as smoothly, as technically
double-wide package, and $1,890 for the large based, and as strategically driven as it did.
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TABLE 5.2 - Estimated Annual Energy Use and Savings Using
SUNDAY, M/M Model, and HUD Slide Rule 2

.... ,",' ' , ::, _

Type Of (SUNDAY) (MIM Home) HUD Slide Avg. kWh
Home Case kWh kWh c°) Rule Savings

.,, .. ,,,

Base 6,565 12,444
Single- _

wide Extra Insulation 2,526 7,507
(12 ft. x 70 ft.) ., , ,,, ,

Savings 4,039 4,937
5,6O0 4,80O

,, , ...... ,,. .,

Base 10,554 17,637
Double-

wide Extra Insulation 4,383 10,381
(24 ft. x 56 ft.)

Savings 6,171 7,256 6,800
-- , ,, , ,,,,

Base 12,273 23,032
Double- ....

wide Extra Insulation 4,443 13,372
(28 ft. x 66 ft.) .....

Savings 7,830 9,660 8,700
!_, _ _ _ .......... ,,.. j, ..,, , , :_ , . ,.,,, _u,_ 7_ ,, ,,

(a) Author's Note: These estimates were based on the mobile/manufactured home model
being developed by Bonneville at the time. While the consumption estimates varied
significantly from those obtained using SUNDAY, the BPA author pointed out that the
savings estimates were roughly comparable.

, ............

Program proposals, ideas good and bad, had manufacturers will be surveyed to
to compete and had to make their case clearly, determine if any indoor air samples have
convincingly, dramatically -- and succinctly, lt been routinely collected and recorded.
was, therelbre, no small challenge and
accomplishnaent to advance the case lhr So far, so good. There was general

verifying the energy performance of acceptance of the idea of a test and by the end
manufactured housing, particularly in view of of the summer the scheme had been fleshed out,
the fact that the Council had not embraced the expanded to a concept of a total program called

housing category in the new buildings included the Energy-Efficient Manufactured Housing
in the residential sector in its action plan. The Test and Marketing Program.' But specific
proposal -- which varied in detail, but not in details were harder to agree upon and progress
substance over the next few months -- was slowed when questions of the number of homes
simply? to test and how to monitor them proved difficult

to resolve and agree upon quickly.
Twelve newly constructed single-and

double-wide manufactured homes will be The number of homes had shrunk -- to nine

tested to determine the effects of improved at this time.' Because an energy-monitoring
energy efficiency requirements on the program (known as ELCAP) was already in
indoor air quality and energy savings of piace, it was suggested that the homes be
those homes. In a_klition, regional monitored for at least a year under occupied
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the Request for Proposals (RFP) specifications.
MONITORING:A RANGEOFOPTIONS Never an easy, rapid procedure, the purchasing

process slowed even further under the impact of
Since 1979, Bonneville's Division of Planning and uncertainty. It would be another 6 months

Evaluation in the Office of Conservation had collected before the RFP was ready to mail to

energy use data from a regionwide sample of residential prospective suppliers.
and commercial users. Called the End-Use Load and

Conserva ion Assessment Program, ELCAP for short,
the program was designed to provide sound, comparable Reaching Out
data about energy consumption characteristics in the

region, across a range of locations, easterner types, and In the meantime, more and more contacts
conditions, were being made with the industry, with others

in the region with interest and/or capabilities to
With an extensive database and established protocol,

the ELCAP program rel.:ed on a network of monitors offer, and with the federal agencies, HUD and
and data loggers that were installed in occupied buildings DOE. Contacts had been made with regional
to collect raw consumption data which was then manufacturers although the relationships were
"filtered" to detect and screen out errors and fill in relatively informal; nothing concrete had yet
missing data. While far from perfect, it was state of the been proposed in terms of working
art in 1984. There was sentiment in 1984/isr extending relationships, but the "network"was growing
ELCAF' and using it to measure ali tests and
demonstrations, ali the time.

It was "another world," a world
circumscribed by regulation and preoccupied
with competition. Bonneville was learning that

conditions as part of the ELCAP program (see the "culture"of manufactured housing is
Box - Monitoring). The advantage of this different from the site-built market and involves
approach would be that results would be its own mysterious alphabet, including
comparable to other data and the data would DAPIAs, IPIAs, and MHAs (see Box - The
permit development of projections of the energy Industry'sPrivate Language). As the project
performance and savings potential of the test matured, the Technical Support Branch
homes, undertookbringing many of these players into

the picture and began to establish a cooperative,
This suggestion was duly explored and information-sharingnetwork of folks who were

investigated. The problem, however, was that at least aware (if not always interestS) in what
the numberof homes was too small to provide new sf,eds were sprouting in the manufactured
a statistically valid sample upon which to base housi 18patch of Bonneville's energy

. major program decisions. In the view of the cons_rvation field.
Planning Branch (which was becoming involved
along with the Marketing Support Branch), a A case in point was the pending test.
minimum of 25 homes ¢¢ouldbe required, Because there were so many points of view, the
perhaps even more d':pending on the Technical Support engineer who had initiated
information being sought and the purpose for the project and piloted it through to this stage
which it was to be used? set up an unusual group to establish guidelines

for the test. He called it the Criterion
Momentum was slow_ as the thorny Formation Committee (CFC) and it included

questions of monitoring approach, sample size, representatives from the Office of Conservation
and assessment costs were weighed and branches involved in the project? More
discussed. These issues affected the contract significantly, it reached out to include members
package being prepared to purchase the test from the Council and the Farmer's Home
homes, changing the nature of the project and Administration (FmHa). The Farmer's Home
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acknowledging the special experience many of
TIlE INDUSTRY'SPRIVATELANGUAGE these agencies had in manufactv-ed housing

A ManufacturedHousingGlossary (experience that Bonneville lacked at that
poinO.

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ASHRAE American Society of Heating, During this period, Bonneville staff
Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers members visited a regional manufacturing plant

CDD Cooling degree days tO obtain a better understanding of plant
CFR Code of Federal Regulations operations, manufacturer concerns,and a first-
DAPIA Design Approval Primary Inspection hand lookat one example of an energy-efficient

Agency model already being offered by the
DOA U.S. Department of Agriculture manufacturer in question. This tour was taken
DOE U.S, Department of Energy
EIA U.S. EnergyInformation jointly by the Technical Support engineer and

Administration the Chief of the Consumer Products and
FHA FederalHousingAdministration Services Branch - the branch responsible for
FHLMC (Freddie Mac) Federal Home Loan developinga programfor "marketing" new

ManagementCorporation energy-efficient manufactured homes if (a) the
FmHA Farmer's Home Administration
FMHCSS Federal Manufactured test could be launched, and (b) results proved

Housing Construction and Safety that the savings were cost-effective. 7
Standard

FNMA (Fannic Mac) FederalNational Following the plant visit, Bonneville invited
Mortgage Association further dialogue and forwarded a SUNDAY

HDD Heating degree days analysis of the energy-efficient model, based on
HUD U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development the following parameters :'
IPIA Production Inspection Primary

Inspection Agency * floor insulation R-22
LPG Liquid petroleum gas * wall insulation R-24

MBA Mortgage Bankers Association of • ceiling insulation R-33
America • triple glazing R-2.7

MHA Manufactured Housing Association
• door insulation R-7.2

MHI Manufactured Housing Institute
MHCSS HUD Manufactured Housing

ConstructionandSafety Standards The natural infiltration rate was estimated at

MPS Minimum Property Standards 0.85 air changes per hour (ACH) and the
MSA Metropolitan Statistical Area internal heat gain (from appliances and people)NAHB National Association of Home Builders
NBS National Bureau of Standards was estimated at 3,000 Btu/hr. Estimated
NCSBCS NationalConferenceof Stateson energy use for this home located in Yakima,

Building Codes and Standards Washington, was 9,000 kWh per year. Later,
NTIS NationalTechnicalInformationService additional estimates of 6,000 kWh/year in
SAA State Administrative Agency Portland and 6,200 kWh/year in Salem were

forwarded to the sales manager of the
manufacturer. 9

Administration had just been legislated into a

key role in financing manufactured housing for The interchange set the pattern for many
low-income families in rural areas, more relationships that Bonneville would form

with the region's manufactured housing
When the RFP was complete, Bonneville producers, with manufacturers pointing out

sent copies to the building codes divisions of their capabilities and limitations and Bonneville
the four states in the region for their articulating its objectives and demonstrating --
information, inviting participation and first-hand -- what tools were available to
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quantify this abstractbut important new energy methods can be determined. These homes
resource known as "conservation." should be delivered to BPA in October

1985, for a series of non-occupant tests.
New Assignments Later they will be sold to qualified buyers

with the understanding that they are to be
As the calendarshifted from 1984 to 1985, monitored for one year.

the manufacturedhousing project at Bonneville
was formally moved from the Technical 2. M_rket Analysis: BPA has modified an
Support Branch to the Consumer Products and existing contract with Battelle's Pacific
Services Branch. This move simply confirmed Northwest l.z_orator[y] to include a study
what had been clear for the past 6 months - it of the paths and barriers faced by
was becoming increasingly difficult to prospective manufactured home buyers of
administerand manage the undertakingas a energy-saving options. Existing sources
technical project. By now, clearly, it had of information shall be researched and
become a program in development, serve as the basis of a survey. The

survey could include buyers, lenders,
It stood out from other programs, however, dealers, and manufacturers. A final

because it retained its technical orientation, report is due in June 1985.
This was due to several factors: the technical
natureof the federal standard, the technical 3. Market Plan: BPA shall develop a plan
aspects of the manufacturingprocess, and the to promote the manufacture and sale of
technical orientatior of the new program energy-efficient manufactured homes
manager who was transferredout of the under the Super Good Cents program.
Technical Support Branch to continue the work This work will be performed by a
he had begun 18 months earlier when the contractor using available data, reports,
retrofit study was begun. Besides creating a and other information needed to
new program in development, this new successfully launch a marketing program.
assignment created somewhat of an anomaly at The plan will include technical support
Bonneville N a career Bonneville engineer was and promotional activities that spell out
managing a conservation program! suggested themes, budgets, and media

mixes for different areas in the Pacific
So now the Bonneville project faced another Northwest.

world internally as well as externally. It
acquired, first, a new designation, becoming 4. Super Good Centsfor Manufactured
known as the Energy-Efficient Manufactured _H_p._m__:Beginning in FY [fiscal year]
Housing Test and Marketing Program. In early 1987, the Super Good Cents Program
1985, the broad outlines of the program were should include energy-efficient
circulated throughout Bonneville and manufactured homes. Contracts will be
subsequently throughout the region, offered to media and other marketing
Information was provided on the five major agents based on prudent and informed
parts of the program:7 marketing decisions.

1. PcrfQrmance Tests: BPA will purchase 5. Public/Private Involvement: BPA will
up to nine manufactured homes built to coordinate its activities with all federal,
MCS energy requirements. This should state, local, public, or private
demonstrate the industry's ability to organizations interested in promoting the
design and build factor/units which are design, construction, or sale of energy-
as energy-efficient as site-built homes. In efficient manufactured homes. To date
addition the added cost of energy efficient we have included in our plans:
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Northwest Power Planning Council, U.S. decided to invest in assessing _. lt was
Department of Energy, Farmer's Home a new tack for Bonneville - and a new tack for
Administration, Western Manufactured PNL as weil.
Housing Institute, Oregon Department of
Commerce (Building Codes Division),
Washington Department of Labor and PACIFIC NORTHWESTLABORATORY(PNL)
Industries (Factory Assembled
Structures). This is an ongoing effort Paei_ NorthwestLaboratory (PNL) in a national

multiprogram laboratory operated for the U.S.
and no completion dates are expected. Vepamn_t of Energy(DOE)by the PacificNorthwest

Division of Battelle Memorial Inrdtute. Headquartered
Pacific Northwest Laboratory in Columbtm, Ohio, Battelle is composed of technology

experts, engineers, and support specialists who assist

Throughout the preceding summer, the industry and government in developing,
Planning Branch had continued its investigation commercializing,andmanagingtechnology.Battellehasa world-wide staff of over 7,500 and serves ©lient_ in
of the potential of manufactured housing over30 countries,
somewhat independently. At this point, there
was broad agreement that the housing category Battclle'sPNL is locatedin Richland, Washington,

represented a major source of energy savings and has a staff of over 3,500. Because so many of the

that the region could not afford to overlook, lt region's energy issue_ involve lhc BonnevillePower
Administration, directly or indirectly, PNL maintains an

also supported the growing realization of the office in Portland M weil. PNL conducts a variety of

program managers that there was simply too re,arch workforDOEandnumerousothergoverm,_'qt
much to learn for Bonneville to "go it alone." agencies. At thetimeof thisreport,PNLwas working
Help was needed to learn more about the on manufacturedhousingi, ueefor the DOEandHUD.
industry, about the characteristics of the

By 1983-84, Bonneville had become a major client
region's manufacturers, about the manufactured of PNL. Bonneville was engaged in the most
home customer, lt was "another world." comprehensive, most extensive energy conservation

project in the country (if not the world) and began

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) drawing upon the research and development skills that

was a logical source of help. In fact, PNL had PNL could provide. PNL was helping Bonneville to

already been involved in the project in two develop the newresearchtoolaneededto measureenergy
use, energy-utving potential, and cost-effectiveness, lt

ways. First, it was PNL that forged the initial also helped Bonnevilleassesstheenvironmentalimpacts
contact between the DOE, HUD, and the ofenergy conservationandothermeasures.
Bonneville staff. PNL was working on
contracts with both the DOE and HUD that Bonneville and the region had begun to lock to PNL

involved the eventual upgrade of the Federal to develop techniques to determineelusive matters of
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety fact, to measure everything from air quality to consumer

reactions, and to report its findings in objective and
Standard - one of its taskswas to help HUD accuraterepo_.
determine cost-effectiveness with more

accuracy. Second, PNL was already working
with Bonneville's Division of Planning and
Assessment, chiefly on assessment issues. Super Good Cents

In an unusual move, at the highest levels, The manufactured housing project was

Bonneville shifted its priorities to bring PNL's nothing if not adaptive, lt made use of existing
resources to bear on the manufactured housing resources wherever they could be found -- there

opportunity, lt was a move in line with others was no reinventing of the wheel. The Energy-
that had taken place, oriented to the future and Efficient Manufactured Housing Test and
the development of capabilities. Rather than Marketing Program overview had outlined plans
investing funds in assessing results, Bonneville to market new manufactured homes as part of
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Bonneville's new Super Good Cents program._ modified the program, calling it Super Good
Actually, this program was as much in Cents (SGC). Through Super Good Cents,
development as the manufacturedhousing Bonneville planned to offer promotional _md
project - in fact they were "growing up" technical materials to utilities -- as well as funds
together, for cooperative advertising and marketing.

Participating utilities, using a computer
modeling program called WATI'SUN, would
certify homes as meeting the Super Good Cents

specifications, which would be based on MCS.Development and management of the Super
Good Cents program was being managed by the

CE_F|_,'I[_ OF ConsumerProducts and Services Branch -- the

AW_KII_D same branch into which the manufactur_rl
housing program had been shifted. This

T,,,._,.._.-,,,., ,_... ensured that both programs would be
,,., coordinated. One of the first tasks was lto

,.,_,,..,,,.,_,o._.,_,_o._.,,._,._,o.,_. determine, via marketanalysis conducted by
._.,_.... o1...,.: PNL, whether manufactured homes could in

fact be sold in this manner and then to dlevelop
a strategy for doing so. 7Ca_ittmud Fh_oeA_a:

l'_u,katu_J, w_a _ _t_urr, _d_ka,_ajt r_duet ast am_Jt of

,,,., ._,.,,, _,.,..i ,,_.,. ,_ ._ --,, _. r_, And Indians Too
_JtLr_¢ km tkertfo_ qm_ttd as • $UPEll GOODCENg'$HOME
_c_ lo _ _ _ lb_ _ 8o._ l_r ,Mmlsamw_

"''_'_': By now. Bonneville was "in the loop."
..-_ .._.--- .... Virtually anything that had the words

_..-.- ----- "manufacturedhousing" or "mobile homes" on
it somehow found its way to the manager of the
manufactured housing project at Bonneville.

St:per Good Cents Certifieat_of Early in 1985, Bonneville learned that HUD
Participation was planning to assist the Tulalip Housing

Authority in providing approximately 35 new
When it became clear to the region's energy single-family homes to the Tulalip Indian

planners that the MCS would not be Reservation near Marysville, Washington.
immediately adopted as code by either the states Bonneville learned that because of budget
or local jurisdictions, the Council and constraints, HUD was considering manufactured
Bonneville embarked on an effort to encourage homes to meet this need?°
the construction and sale of energy-efficient
housing directly to the consumer. Such a direct With the Tulalip housing project, Bonneville
marketing effort would address the concern that saw an opportunity to learn more about the
opportunities to conserve energy would be lost energy performance of manufactured homes
in the interim between the issuance of the MCS built to the MCS than it could from the nine-
and their adoption, home demonstration in the works. For the

relatively low cost of the upgrade to the MCS
Needing a mechanism to encourage (estimated at about $2-$3 per sq.ft.) Bonneville

conservation, in 1984 Bonneville purchased could gain experience with the specifications,
rights to a utility program for energy-efficient possibly collect monitored data, and achieve
new homes called GOOD CENTS from visibility for the Super Good Cents program
Southern Electric International. Bonneville applied to manufactured homes. _° lt seemed to
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be a perfect opportunityto mesh the needs of By mid-1985, almost everything that could
the Tribe, of HUD, and of Bonneville. The have been done to learn more about the world
light was green. Bonneville management of manufacturedhousing had been done.
agreed to the investment. Win-win-win. Mechanisms were in place to begin to collect

the kind of meaningful data the project
***** required.
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CHAPTER 6: TIGHTENING THE FOCUS -- Hard Data, Firm Marketing Plans

Inexorably, from early 1985 onward, (RSDP), translating the MCS into "code
Bonneville's exploration of the energy-saving language" -- the Northwest Energy Code
potential of the region's manufactured homes (NWEC), and Code Early Adopter programs to
moved deliberately, albeit slowly, to a finer encourage local jurisdictions to adoptthe
resolution, a clearer focus. Organizationally, NWEC as an energy standard within the local
the project was now defined as a marketing building code. Because the HUD code would
support program in development. It was no preempt applying these efforts in the
longer a simple technical investigation; the manufactured housing sector, Bonneville saw a
argumentthat manufactured homes would clear need to develop alternate mechanisms to
become a significant part of the region's future bring these homes into any long-term
housing stock that perhaps could generate conservation strategy.
significant energy conservation resources was
gaining more andmore credibility. In fact, The Plan - BonneviUe's Overview
many of the branches in Bonneville's Office of
Conservation were involved in the undertaking. The Energy-Efficient M_nufo_red Housing

Test and Marketin2 Pro_ram was therefore
This included the Planning Branch, which is designed as a specific means of bringing HUD

involved with long-term planning for the code manufacturedhomes into the "big
Division of Planning and Evaluation. Because picture."_ As noted, since 1976 these homes
the penetration and energy-saving potential of had been built to HUD code standards, also
manufacturedhomes was so great, the division known as the Federal Manufactured Home
had agreed to modify its inter-agency agreement Constructionand Safety Standards. The code's
with PNL so that these major regional research SubpartF - Thermal Protection established a
and evaluation resources could be brought to maximum allowable Transmission Heat Loss
bear on the manufactured housing issue. At the Coefficient (U.) for these homes. The code
highest levels, Bonneville's managers agreed established three climate zones for which the
that PNL's abilities could be better invested in value of U. was specified -- the Pacific
"tightening the focus" on manufactured housing Northwest fell into HUD's climate zone II.
than in any other planning or assessment
activity. This brought the Planning Branch and For HUD's climate zone II, the specified Uo
the Consumer Products and Services Branch was 0.126 Btu/(hr)(°F)(sq.ft.). This was a
into a rather uncommon but productive alliance, minimum thermal protection requirement,
with the Planning Branch now, in effect, translating to about R-11 levels of insulation in
helping to focus program development, the floor and walls, R-14 in the ceiling, and

double glazing (Onisko 1985). Minimal as
In 1985, Bonneville was driven by priorities these standards were, it should be noted that in

in ali sectors -- commercial, industrial, and the mid-1970s, _ energy standard was the
residential. Because the residential standards exception rather than the rule. As we have
were further developed, much of Bonneville's seen, the situation differed somewhat in the
emphasis was on programs to support new site- Pacific Northwest where many manufactured
built (the commonly used term to describe these housing producers had evidently long built
homes was "stick-built") residential construction homes to an ANSI standard that somewhat
to the MCS. Bonneville efforts included the improved levels of energy efficiency. In
Residential Standards Demonstration Project addition, most regional manufacturers offered
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buyers some sort of energy-savings package at homes that Bonneville had developed, the
an added cost, although manufacturers had program staff circulated a more informed view

indicated that these homes were not much in of the situation, shown in Table 6.1 (Onisko
demand or sold in much quantity. 1985).

The MCS for site-built homes far exceeded In early 1985, Bonneville's Planning Branch
the HUD code requirement. The MCS would was concerned that the agency's long-term
require insulation levels of approximately R-19 residential sector forecast developed by the
in the floor, R-27 in the walls, and R-38 in the

ceiling, as well as triple-glazing. Bonneville TABLE 6.1 - Pacific Northwest Mobile Home

estimated that approximately a one-half to two- New Construction,
thirds reduction in energy consumption could Medium Case (thousands)
result from building manufactured homes to

these MCS standards (Onisko 1985).
1985 1990 2005

Because nearly ali HUD-code homes sold in New HUD-Code
the Pacific Northwest were heated electrically, Homes 14.25 14.29 18.10
the estimated penetration rates for these homes

did not illustrate the true impact of % New
manufactured housing in terms of their effect on Construction 17.6 18.6 21.5,,,

usage. Using figures showing the
electric space heating penetration rates for new
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Economic Studies and the Energy Analysis that Bonneville's efforts had created was both
Sections of the Office of Power Sales accurate and workable. The field trip was to
understated the number and share of new Springfield, Oregon, where the manufactured

mobile homes over the 20-year planning housing project had "inherited" a venture from
horizon. The estimates were reviewed; the the period when the retrofit study was first
final forecast results are shown in Table 6.2. proposed.

The review also revised thermal integrity At that time (1983), prior to the change in
values calculated for manufactured homes, the direction of BonnevUle's conservation

acknowledging that new homes were better activity as a result of the Act, the Technical
insulated than the current stock. The estimated Support Branch was exploring solar hot water

number of HUD code homes using electric heat heating as a conservation option. As part of
remained in question - the Office of this effort, a manufactured home had been sited
Conservation used higher estimates for in Springfield, Oregon, in December 1984.

electrically heated home penetration than did Built to the Federal Manufactured Housing
Bonneville's economic forecasters. Construction and Safety Standard, the home

was constructed to achieve the HUD standard, a

Thermal Performance maximum overall Transmission Heat Loss
Coefficient (Uo) of 0.126 Btu/(hr)(°F)(sq.ft.)

A field trip early in 1985 would provide and used its passive solar heated water tank to
some of the first "real-world" data on the actual increase the home's thermal mass and help

energy performance of manufactured homes, reduce its annual heating load. The house was
Perhaps most important, it would verify that the sited to obtain maximum solar gain and
analytical model to assess energy performance minimum shading (Onisko and Ek 1985).

TABLE 6.2 - Estimated 1983 Single-Family (1-4 unit) Electrically Heated New Home Sales

1

Total Home Sales ,, [
Electrically Heated Home Sales

Estimated Estimated HUD Code
Ali HUD code HUD code Electric Heating Electrically % of

Home Home % Of Penetration Heated Electrically
State Salesc°D Sale@D Market Rate Homes Heated Homes

OR 9,554 2,600 27.4 47.0 4,490 57.9

WA 25,582 6,000 23.7 54.8 14,020 42.8,,

ID 5,364 1,700 32.9 48.3 2,590 65.6
,,

West.
MT¢=j 2,861 700 25.4 40.3 1,150 60.9 ,

TOTAL 43,361 11,000 25.8 22,250 49.4
, '=,

(a) Based on LSI Systems, 1984.
(b) HUD-Code sales are rounded down to the nearest 100.
(c) Estimated at half of Montana statewide sales.
Source: Onisko 1985
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Early in 1985, assisted by Bonneville's difference between outside/inside temperature
Division of Laboratories, the Office of was 38.19°F. This yielded a heat loss rate of
Conservation arranged for a series of tests to 376.1 Btu/(hr)(°F), which when divided by the
determine: home's total wall, floor, and ceiling area (3,441

• the home's heat loss rate, and from this its sq.ft.) resultedin a U. of 0.1093 Btu/
estimated annual electric heating 0ar)(OF)(sq.ft.). Using the same data, the

analytical model yielded very similar values -- a
requirements, both with/without the passive heat loss rateof 379.0 and a Uo of 0.1102.
solar features in operation The home performed better than the HUD code

• the infiltrationrate of the home based on a requirementand the correlation between "real-
blower door test (see Box - MeasuringAir world" results and the model was excellent
Leakage). (Onisko and Ek 1985).

Because it was built to the HUD code, the The blower door test revealed that the home
home provided an excellent opportunityto was about average in terms of air leakage. No
compare its actual overall heat loss with the air leaks were observed along the wall/floor
HUD standard, lt also provided an opportunity junction, indicating that the factory technique
to test the analytical model developed by the effectively sealed the bottom plate. Major leaks
Office of Conservation (Onisko and Ek 1985). were detected along the "marriage line" (the

junction between the two halves of a double-
wide manufactured home) -- this finding was to

MEASURINGAIRLEAKAGE: bear importantlyon the development of
The Blow_ Door Test specifications much later in the project (Onisko

and Ek 1985).
Homes are measured for leakiness using a device

known as a "blower door." A "door" containing a large The solar performance aspects of the home
fan and openings is fitted to the front or back door of a
home and ali other doors and windows are shut and were disappointing; the house simply failed to

sealed with duct tape. The fan is then turned on and the live up to its design potential. Researchers
house is depressuriz_,d by forcing air out through the expected the solar features to effect a 30%
blowerdooropening, reduction in energy use, but the test data

revealed that only about 8% savings could be
This cre,ate_ a pressure gradient, causing air to enter generated under the most favorable conditions.

the home through "natural" leakage paths in the
structure. By carefully controlling the fan speed, and However, the use of this "orphaned"test to
measuring a series of preasurc gradients, an accurate verify HUD code performance and analytical
estimate of the home's leakage can be developed, model development is another example of how
Analysia yields a measure of the home's equivalent the project made resourceful use of data
leakage area, a single area equal to the sum of ali the opportunities from a wide variety of sources
small leakage areas in the home at 0.16 inches of water, and serendipity again at workland a 4 Pascal (Pa). pressure drop between the interior
and exterior of the home.

Defining the Terms
Analysis also provides an estimate of the "natural"

air exchange rate of the home expressed in air changes One problem that surfaced frequently was
per hour. confusion about the terms and definitions of

manufactured housing. The terms used were
not consistent; initially Bonneville called the
homes "mobile homes," a term subsequently

With the passive solar features of the house amended to mobile/manufactured (or M/M)
disabled, energy usage in kWh was measured homes. The National Association of Home
over a 12-hour period during which the average Builders had reported that, "builders, bankers,
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and customers were confused on the difference Marketing Developments
between the true modularhome and the HUD
code (mobile) home." In the summer of 1985, PNL completed the

draft of its first study for the Bonneville
Once and for all, the proper terms were project: "MarketingEnergy Conservation

established by the Bonneville project manager Options to Northwest Manufactured Home
in a definitive document circulated in mid-1985. Buyers" (Hendrickson et al. 1985a). This study
Four types of manufacturedhomes were listed used available source material to provide
and their characteristics and proper terms were backgroundinformationthat would be valuable
briefly defined.3 in designing a marketing plan to achieve energy

savings in new manufactured homes. In the
prefab - Also called pre-cut homes, these document summary, PNL presented several key
homes are delivered to the site as pre-cut pieces findings (see Box - PNL 1985 Market Study).
of wood (except for roof trusses, windows, and
doors) with a set of instructions. Built under PNL emphasized that the study did net
state and local codes, this category represents a provide a marketing program, it was merely an
small share of the market, assessment and review of available background

in a framework necessary to begin that process.
Panelized (two dimensional) - Most parts are PNL felt that "targeting based on consumer
delivered as flat wall, floor, and ceiling sections characteristics should be a major
with windows and doors sometimes already consideration." lt also stressed that dealers
installed. Assembly usually requires a crane, appear to play a significant role in consumer
These homes are also built to state and local decision-making and that, accordingly, dealers
codes, should be given information about customers'

views and should be included in any marketing
Modular (three dimensional) - Usually these program. Significantly, PNL concluded its
homes are delivered in a cubical form and overview by stating (Hendrickson et al. 1985b):
assembled on site; the number of cubes may
vary from one to several. These homes are Available information suggests that the
built to state and local codes as weil. manufactured homes sector represents a

significant and unique target for energy
HUD Code Manufactured (three di.rnensional) - conservation marketing and, through a
This is also known as the "mobile" home. well-designed program, could provide
These homes are built under Title VI of the energy savings not likely to occur
Housing and Community Development Act of otherwise, while benefiting the occupants
1974. Congress instructed HUD to establish a of nearly one third of new single-family
federal enforcement and standards program for housing.
these homes and in 1976 HUD promulgated the
Federal Manufactured Housing Construction The study was extremely comprehensive;
and Safety Standard. In 1982, Congress perhaps one of its most beneficial features was
changed the word "mobile" to "manufactured," the organization of several diverse
reserving the term "mobile" to refer only to investigations and sources of information into
recreational vehicles. Most states, trade one cohesive document, lt would serve as a
magazines, trade associations, and others have frame of reference for years to come and it
since used the term "manufactured homes" to established the general approach that would be
define HUD code homes, followed in further marketing activities. One
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The study was generally well received, but

PNl, 1985 MARKETs'ruI)Y: ilIGIIi,I(;II'I'S not without controversy. When the study was
tbrwarded to the Manufactured Housing

• Importantdifferences exist b_w_n manufactured Institute (Mttl), a trade association, for
and site-builthomesandbetweentheir oocupant_, comment, the MHI disagreed sharply with

• Northwest regional characteristics also differ in PNL's conclusions regarding cost-effectiveness
important ways from nationalcharacteristics, of various packages? "With the uniquely low

cost of electricity in the region, it takes a great• Nearly half of Pacific Northwest manufactured
homesare locatedin the highheat loadareas eastof stretch of imagination and of economic
the Cascades(comparedto about one-third of site. assumptions, to reach such conclusions. We
built homes), vehemently disagree!" The MHI also took

• Nearly two-thirds of manufactured homes are in issue with PNL's finding that manufactured
ruralareas comparedto only about40% of site-built home buyers differed substantially from site-
homes, built home buyers in terms of educationand

• While manufacturedhomesconstituteabout10% of income.

the region's single-family housing stock, they
constitutedover 25% of the additionsto the same The MHI struck a note that was to be heard

stock in 1984. again and again throughout program
• Overhalfthe manufacturedhomessold in the Pacific development -- from the industry, from HU I),

Northwest were double-wide homes whereas the even from some utilities. The combination of

national figure was closer to 20%. Double-wide the region's extremely low electric rates and the
homes arc. likely to cost more and consume merc relatively high cost of mortgage money for
energythan single-wide homes, manufactured home buyers did, in fact, often

• Manufacturedhomes in the Pacific Northwest are make cost-effectiveness difficult to achieve for
more likely to have electric space heating than site- consumers. What these critics overlookedwas
built homesbut both types of homeshave shownan
increasinguse of wood for spaceheating, that energy efficiency might well be cost-

effectivefor the region's utilities when
• Abouttwo-thirdsof Northwestmanufacturedhome comparedto their cost of acquiring new power

occupantshave no college educationwhereas only
resources to heat large numbers of inefficientabout45% of site-builthomeoccupantshave none.
manufacturedhomes. Then, the cost of power

• Manufacturedhome householdstypically have would not be so low in the Northwest-- but theincomesbelow those of site-built households.
opportunity tO avoid the investment would have

• Northwest manufacturedhome occupantstend to be been lost. This issue ct' cost-effectiveness for

below 35 or over55 mercol_enthan site,-builthome the consumer versus cost-effectiveness for the

occupants, region would outlast nearly every other
concern, every other issue.

Bonneville's Planning Branch als() disagreed
key phrase from the study, in a section with some of the study's findings. Like the
discussing barriers to investing in extra-cost MHI, the planners did not believe that the data
energy conservation measures, stated supported the notion that manufactured housing
(Hendrickson et al. 1985b): buyers represented a unique market segment. 4

Further research among potential home buyers
A certification or labeling program was suggested as a possible solution. Many of

such as the Super Good Cents program the Planning Branch comments were more
can potentially aid the process of related to the relative value of various means of

providing the consumer with achieving energy savings. While this was a

understandable energy ej_ciency very real concern of everyone connected with
information, the study, it was agreed to be outside the scope
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of the initial effort. The study was merely the by the Council was troubling. It was doubtful
raw material for a strategic marketing plan that such a goal could be achieved, even with
addressing these issues, one that Bonneville the "head start" that had been achieved. What
would request of a Portland firm -- Wagner, was not doubtful was that it was a "budget
Wiecks, Smith & Lapel (WWS&L) -- that same buster."
summer.5

Bonneville's project management had
Reviewing the Situation calculated the estimated regional sales of

manufactured homes over the next 5 years (see
By mid-summer of 1985, ali actions to date Table 6.3). 7 Relying on a statistical teel called

had tended to confirm the course that had been the logistic function, a growth curve that
set for manufactured housing. The RFP for the estimates the size of any given population over
demonstration homes had been finalized. By time, Bonneville had calculated a year-by-year
now the number of homes had been reduced to estimate of manufactured homes sold as Super
nine. In one sense, response to the RFP was Good Cents homes based on the 25 %
good. Bonneville's project management had penetration goal that had been set internally for
kept everyone "in the loop," and state building the project. When the logistic function was
officials, DOE, HUD, and other Bonneville altered to reflect a 50% penetration goal, the
divisions and branches had provided input into numbers increased accordingly.
the final specifications for the demonstration
homes. But in another sense -- a key one -- Estimated costs for the escalated goal were
response was disappointing. The region's likely to increase sharply, partly due to an
manufacturers appeared to be slow, perhaps estimated 40% increase in the administrative,
reluctant to respond to the RFP. education/training, inspection, and other

program support, but also due to the addition of
But the "game plan" was set and a per-home financial incentive (estimated for

reconfirmed. Once tested so that the energy planning purposes at $1,000 per home).
savings and costs could be determined, new Bonneville's present budget for the projected
manufactured homes would be marketed under program would nearly double in the near-term
the Super Good Cents program now being (1 to 2 years) and increase ever more sharply to
introduced for site-built homes. In a note to the more than 7-fold levels at the end of the 5-year
Assistant Administrator for Conservation, the budget period (see Table 6.4).
Chief of the Consumer Products and Services

Branch estimated that by December 1989, up to At this point in time, the Council's plan was
25% of manufactured homes would be sold as a only a draft. The Council's enthusiasm and
Super Good Cents home (built to MCS). _ support was welcome, but it sure had its price!

lt was also extremely overly optimistic because
The biggest change in plans occurred when at this stage, lacking "real world" experience, it

the Council issued its draft 1985 Conservation would be extremely difficult to know what the
and Electric Power Plan for the region specifications for energy-efficient manufactured
(NWPPC 1985). The draft plan suggested that homes would be. There were no available data
a regional marketing and financial incentive to determine which energy conservation
program for manufactured homes be introduced measures were cost-effective for manufactured
into Bonneville's planning strategy. So far so homes.
good. What was a concern was the goal set by
the Council -- 50% market penetration by July As a practical matter, Bonneville continued
1990. While Bonneville had taken the initiative the development of the program on several
in manufactured housing and its progress was fronts:
encouraging, the sudden and ambitious goal set
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TABLE 6.3 - Estimated Regional Manufactured Home Sales by Year _"_7

l ,, ,,
State 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

,, ,,, ,,,

OR 2,856 2,942 3,030 3,121 3,215

WA 6,624 6,823 7,028 7,239 7,456

lD 1,928 1,986 2,046 2,107 2,170

West. MT 793 817 842 867 893

TOTAL 12,201 12,568 12,946 13,334 13,734

(a) Based on LSI Systems data.

• acquiring the demonstration homes arid operating production lines, and (b) customized,

developing a test plan one-time sales -- "one-offs" in industry jargon.

• commissioning PNL to further study
marketing issues, specifically the plan to Finally, Bonneville solicited the assistance of

market manufactured homes under the Super an industry consultant, The Levy Partnership,
Inc. (lt, P). With its more intimate contacts

Good Cents program with the industry, TLP was able to persuade
• siting and testing 34 manufactured homes Glen River Industries -- a regional manufacturer

built to the MCS on the Tulalip Indian who tended to customize more of its product
Reservation in cooperation with HUD than others -- to build the demonstration homes

• exploring the licensing requirements and to TLP's design modifications. TLP's
options of marketing manufactured homes involvement was critical in several ways. For
under the Super Good Cents umbrella, example, TLP was able to bridge the

communication gap between Bonneville and the

Demonstration Homes industry, lt translated Bonneville's
specifications into the industry's actual plant

Bonneville's RFP for nine demonstration processes and (since TLP would be the

homes had been mailed to ali regional contractor) saved the manufacturer from having
to become directly involved with the pages andmanufacturers in late spring 1985. There were

no "takers." Perhaps this was not surprising, pages of terms and conditions.
lt required, after ali, a great deal of effort to

With Glen River Industries' COOl)erationmodify production lines and the RFP was a

complex document, loaded with government assured, TLP developed a proposal that was
purchasing legalese, terms and conditions, and accepted by Bonneville in the fall of 1985. The

dire penalties for non-performance. And ali for proposal agreed to building a total of five
only nine homes! In hindsight, the failure of homes to the MCS. Three of these, in varying

manufacturers to respond is not surprising; at sizes, were to be built to the specifications for
the time, Bonneville may not have known climate zone 1, delivered and sited at

enough about the industry to recognize that the Bonneville's Ross Complex in the mild
RFP had managed to combine two of the least maritime climate of Vancouver, Washington.

attractive situations for the typical manufactured Two homes were to be built to more demanding
housing supplier: (a) unknown special specifications -- one to climate zone 2 and one

conditions that require tampering with smoothly to climate zone 3. These were to be delivered
to the region's climatologically tougher "inland
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TABLE 6.4 - Budget Comparisons (50% versus 25% manufactured housing penetration goals)
(in thousands of dollars) _

FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990

BPA (F-I'E) $ 38.5 $ 38.5 $ 38.5 $ 38.5 $ 38.5

Travel 8:3 8.0 9.0 10.0 10.0

Contracts 377.2 1,310.0 1,000.0 1,000.0 1,000.0
,

Incent!_'esc°1 50.0 590.0 1,295.0 3,587.0 6,867.0

TOTAL (50%
Objective) $ 669.0 $ 2,513.0 $ 2,790.0 $ 5,084.0 $ 8,364.0

, r ,,,,,, ,, ,,,

Present
Budget 423.7 1,356.5 1,047.5 1,048.5 1,048.5

,,, , ,, T

i INf;,REASEDBL DGET $ 245.3 $ 1,156.5 $ 1,742.5 $ 4,035.5 $ 7,315.5
,, ,,,,,

(a) Finar.:ial incen*.!vesestimated at $1,000 per energy-efficient home.
FTE = full-tin:e engineer
FY = Fiscal Year

empire," represented by PNL's facilities at correspondence with the licensing agent for the
Richland, Washington. Super Good Cents program to ensure that

manufactured homes could be incluaed ia

These five models would not be the only Bonneviile's final program, s Advance approval
demonstration l=omes available for analysis by was obtained although the licensing agent
Bonneville. After nearly a year of negotiating rejected an idea to identify manufactured homes
and buttoning down detail after detail, an in some special way. (One suggestion was to
additional 34 manufactured homes were being show an I-beam under the Super Good Cents

built to the MCS by Silvercrest, another logo.)
Northwest manufacturer, under contract to

HUD. These homes would be sited on the PNL's first task after completing the initial
Tulalip Indian Reservation early irl 1986 and marketing background study was to determine
yield real-world -- and very encouraging - how HUD code manufactured homes could be
results, included in the existing Super Good Cents

program. The draft of this report, "Marketing
Super Good Cents Manufactured Housing Under the "Super Good

Cents Program" (Mohler and Smith 1986), was
A tentative plan had been developed to delivered late in 1985. While the report dealt

broadly market the energy-efficient most importantly with the options available for
manufactured homes under the Super Good including manufactured homes in the Super
Cents program Bonneville had recently Good Cents program, it included other material
developed to promote residential energy savings a.s well (Mohler and Smith 1986):
in the larger, more predominant site-built

sector. Among other activities, the * a description of the Super Good Cents

manufactured housing project group initiated program
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• characteristics of manufactured home • Allow manufacturers to self-certify their
consumers manufactured homes as meeting the Super

Good Cents standards.
• characteristics of the manufactured home

market • Provide manufacturers and dealers with
detailed market information to help reduce

• recommendations and options for the risks associated with the construction and
inclusion of manufactured homes in the inventorying of Super Good Cents homes.
Super Good Cents program.

• Implement advertising and promotional
None of the collateral information was new strategies with participants on a cooperative

or novel, nor was it intended to be. The or allowance basis.
managers at Bonneville for whom the report
was written knew from the previous PNL study, • Provide dealers with a rebate or purchase
for example, what the characteristics of the allowance to reduce the costs associated with
manufactured home market and consumer were. carrying inventories of Super Good Cents
Most of them, because many were connected units.
with the Consumer Products and Services
Branch, knew the broad outlines of the Super • Offer consumers rebates or other financial
Good Cents program. But by including this incentives to purchase Super Good Cents
background information, the report served as a manufactured homes.
"stand-alone" document with ali pertinent
information in one place. • Encourage lending institutions to stretch

normal debt-to-income ratios for consumers
The strategy proposed by PNL was designed purchasing Super Good Cents manufactured

to (a) reduce risks to manufacturers, dealers, homes.
and consumers, Co)stimulate demand, and (c)
allow for maximum flexibility. Specific • Encourage insurance companies to reduce
program strategy features included the the premiums on Super Good Cents units.
following (Mohler and Smith 1986):

• Provide training and educationto
manufacturers and dealers on the purpose, The manufacturedhomes project was now
benefits, and responsibilities of participation firmly focused on new construction and the
in the Super Good Cents program, original technical staff was now working in

program development to bringthe concept into
• Allow manufacturers maximum flexibility in reality. On every front, from thermal

meeting the Super Good Cents standards, performance to logo design, Bonneville
managers had begun to develop solid data and
firmer plans. The "mix" was beginning to gel.

End Notes

1 Letter on the energy-efficient manufactured Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,
housing test and marketing program from Oregon.
the Director, Division of Residential
Programs, to the Manufactured Housing 2 Interoffice memorandum on the mobile home
Project Mailing List. February 11, 1985. revisions to the long-term residential sector
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Planning Branch (KEP). June 17, 1985. Administratorfor Conservation (K) via the
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Oregon. (lr_). August 1, 1985. Bonneville Power

Administration, Portland, Oregon.
3 Interoffice memorandumdefining

manufactured housing from the 7 Interoffice memorandum on the impact of
Manufactured Housing Program Manager the 1985 draft council plan on the BPA
CKRP)to the Director, Division of energy efficient manufacturedhousing
Residential Programs (KR), via the Chief, program from the Manufactured Housing
Consumer Products and Services Branch Program Manager (KRP) to the Acting
(KRP). June 24, 1985. Bonneville Power Chief, Consumer Products and Services
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Branch(KRP). September 17, 1985.

Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,
4 Interoffice memorandum reviewing the Oregon.

marketing energy conservation options for
Northwest manufactured home buyers from 8 Letter on the plans to include manufactured
the Public Utilities Specialists, Conservation homes in Super Good Cents from the
Planning Branch (KEP), to the Manufactured Manufactured Housing Program Manager,
Housing Program Manager, Consumer Consumer Products and Services Branch
Products and Services BranchKRP). (KRP) to Shearer and Carr Associates,
August 7, 1985. Bonneville Power P_frtland,Oregon. September 25, 1985.
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,

Oregon.
5 Letter on the task order to develop a

strategic plan from the Manufactured 9 Letter from Frank Walter, Vice President,
Housing Program Manager, Consumer Technical Activities to Jean Boulin, Of-flee
Products and Services Branch (KRP), to of Building Energy Research and
Wagner, Wiecks, Smith and Lapel, Portland, Development, DOE, Washington, D.C.
Oregon. August 16, 1985. Bonneville September6, 1985. Manufactured Housing
Power Administration, Portland, Oregon. Institute, 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway,

Arlington, Virginia.
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CHAPTER 7: REACIHNG FOR CONCLUSIONS--And for Consensus

As 1986 began, Bonneville was reaching out • Weatherization experience had led
-- and in a different way. Bonneville was Bonneville into liaison with regional
reaching out not only to familiar customers and contractors, the building products industry,
cohorts in the utility industry but to a more code officials, SEOs, and other interested
vast, more diversified, audience. Bonneville parties including home owners.
was, after all, hard-wired to everyone in the • Its recently completed Residential Standards
region through the Northwest power grid, but Demonstration Project, which consisted of
the degree of involvement -- the outreach -- that building over 400 homes to the MCS to train
began in the mid-1980s would have been builders, code officials, and others to the
unthinkable prior to the passage of the Pacific first-hand realities - and benefits -- of the
Northwest Electric Power Planning and new standards, brought Bonneville into
Conservation Act. "hands-on" relationships with a new regional

The region's increasing dialogue and constituency.
involvement in power issues was a new • As Bonneville designed and introduced the
phenomenon. The Council's first 20-year Super Good Cents program, it had learned,
power plan had emphasized that regional power from pragmatic experience, the importance
issues would be treated publicly, that decisions and practical value of developing a broad-
would be made in an open process. Now, in based consensus, a shared understanding
the new 1986 Northwest Conservation and among would-be participants l_fore a new
Electric Power Plan (the Power Plan), the program is designed and launched.
Council extended this concept to provide for
public involvement in every aspect of
Bonneville's activities. It called for Bonneville FORGINGNEWTOOLS
to develop detailed work plans to achieve the
objectives outlined in the 1986 Power Plan and Along with several new projects, the 1986 Power

to develop these through a public process Plan calledon Bonnevilleto extendthe Residential
(NWPPC 1986). Standards Demonstration Project into an "ongoing

research and demonstration effort," focused initially on
the residential sector. The new program - the

Outreach and Consensus Residential Construction Demonstration Project - would
ultimately play a key role in the evolution of the

While this affected the manufactured housing manufactured housing project.

project generally, in conservation matters
increased outreach was already a natural
consequence of Bonneville actions. Efforts Fosteringa Forum
across the board - commercial, industrial,
residential -- revealed there were many key For the developing manufactured housing
factors involved in _ conservation venture -- project, therefore, the Council's increased
code officials, conservation advocacy groups, emphasis on outreach and consensus was not a
state energy offices (SEOs), the Council's new direction; it simply underscored what was
technical team. The experience of the 1970s already understood and confirmed, the direction
and early 1980s had already convinced that was already being taken. The project
Bonneville that energy savings could not be manager had learned first-hand in the Technical
achieved in a vacuum: Support Branch that outreach was essential.

Each new rese_ch study suggested this could
be even more the case with manufactured
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housing. As Bonneville and PNL were assembled as "tloors"), they began to appreciate
continuing to discover, this industryhad illsown the industry's need for clear-cut, consistent
"rules," its own "hot buttons," its own movers specifications-- to better understandwhy
and shakers. As the project matured throughout manufacturershad thus far boon sodisinclined
1986, the Bonneville project team dutifially took to alter their manufacturing proce_ss. Home
advantageof any opportunities to learn more assembly was a finely tuned operation, and
about how the industry worked and to establish profit and lossdependedon keeping the line
contact with as many of its potential new running without costly delays. "For want of a
partners as possible, nail..." starts an old story whose moral is that

the smallest problem could result in a costly
One of the characteristics of the project from delay. The need to spell out specifications in

the beginning was the way in which day-to-day clear and no uncertain terms was a lesson made
experience was used as an opportunity to share obvious to Bonneville once inside a busy plaint.
information, to build a network of individuals

and organizations involved and interested in But other important lessons were also
manufactured housing and/or energy efficiency, learned from the visit to Glen River Industries:
Because the manufacttlred housing project was specifications could be tailored to plant
n_w managed within the Consumer Products operations and to the specific design of the
and Services Branch, the environment was home being upgraded and that workers could be
marketing-oriented and consumer-directed; this trained to the new specifications. These
environment encouraged the continuation of this discoveries could go a long way toward
networking approach. One of the major lowering the barriers between Bonneville and
activities of the branch, for example, was the the industry.
development of the Super Good Cents program,
an undertaking in which communication and The Role of the DAPIA
cooperation were critical factors.

Bonneville was exploring other ways of
l_arning from Tt_t Home Construction smoothing out the process. In 1986, besides

the five-home demonstration project, a number
The reluctance of the manufacturers to bid of smaller studies were also undertaken to gain

on constructing Bonneviile's test homes was not a closer look at some of the key factors playing
only a discouraging index of their reaction to a role in manufactured housing designs. The
the goals the program hoped to accomplish, lt purpose of these studies was to better
also indicated the industry's resistance to the understand the different roles and

introduction of new, untested designs and responsibilities of various participants within the
techniques into the manufacturing process, manufacturing process. By doing so,
Once TLP contracted to redesign the test homes Bonneville hoped to be in a better position to
and assumed responsibility for their plan its program str that it complemented
construction by Glen Rivet" Industries, Glen standard industry practice instead of potentially
River Industries plant experience was able to creating problems and disruptions.
provide valuable insight into possible solutions

for the industry's indifference. One such study, "The Role of the DAPIA in

the Manufactured Housing Process" was
Early in 1986, the Bonneville project conducted by PNL and completed in March

manager and the branch manager visited the 1986 (Balistocky et al. 1986). lt found that ali
Glen River Industries plant to see first-hand design approvals htr plants located in the

what was involved. As they saw the speed at Pacific Northwest were pertirrmed by any one
which "floors" moved through the plant (the or a combination of five DAPIAs -- two in

industry refers to home sections being California, one in Chicago, one in Florida, and
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was no design, process, or regulatory barrier to

WilAT'SA DAPIA? achieving greater energy efficiency in most
manufactured home designs produced in the

The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) spells out Northwest at that time (Balistocky et al. 1986).
the requirements that must be met by the industry to
ensure that new manufactured homes are designed and The DAPIAs contacted varied in their
constructed to meet the HUD code. These include assessment of the role they might play in
specific requirements that govern (1) design approval,
(2) design certification, and (3) unit inspection. To assisting Pacific Northwest manufacturers to
carry out these responsibilities, a number of agencies achieve MCS levels of energy efficiency. Their
were created: responses ranged from "none" to "significant."

• The Design Approval Primary Inspection Agencies If called upon by Bonneville to ensure that an
(DAPIAs) carry out the design approval and MCS design was in compliance with HUD
certification, standards, DAPIAs could do so based on their

• The Inspection Primary Inspection Agencies current responsibilities. On the other hand, if
(IPIAs) are responsible for inspecting units asked to certify compliance with the MCS, the
produced to ensure they are built to the approved respondents stressed they would have to become
design, familiar with the criteria and specifications they

• State Administrative Agencies (SAAs) may be were being asked to review. Each DAPIA
contracted to play a role in these processes and contacted expressed appreciation for being kept
deal with consumer complaints about quality, informed about potential industry developments

• The work of the DAPIAs is monitored by an -- another vote from another quarter for
outside agency under a HUD contract that must be consensus building!
competed and renewed every 3 years. Currently,

this contractor is the National Conference of States Preliminary Thermal Performance Data
on Building Codes and Standards (NCSBCS).

The big-time event in March 1986, was the
one in Texas. Typical fees for DAPIA services siting of the five demonstration homes in
ranged from $100 to $250 for a design Vancouver andRichland. With the heating
modification and $700 to $1,200 for a totally season nearly over, the pressure for immediate
new design. Manufacturers were free to choose monitoring was intense and PNL installed Field
the DAPIA(s) they wished to employ and based Data Acquisition Systems (FDASs), which were
their decisions on the range and quality of part of the ELCAP monitoring system discussed
services needed or provided, in Chapter 5. The houses were to be monitored

even though unoccupied. As important as
The DAPIA representatives contacted for the energy performance was, however, indoor air

study did not believe that the Federal quality was equally critical. At this point in
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety time there was considerable uncertainty about
Standard -- the HUD code -- was an the effect of increased insulation and "house-

impediment to achieving the MCS levels of tightening" on indoor air quality (Lee et al.
energy efficiency. In their view, the 1986).
impediments were far more likely to be lack of
consumer enthusiasm and the increased Infiltration was another issue -- a factor in
manufacturing costs arising from any plant both indoor air quality and thermal performance
disruptions and the inefficiency that production -- and one of the first tests was conducted
of alternate models could create. They almost immediately to determine the effect of
emphasized that lack of consumer support was transporting a manufactured home on its
the most significant barrier to improved energy thermal integrity. Blower door and air
efficiency in manufactured housing. DAPIA exchange rate measurements indicated that
representatives stressed that in their view there leakage areas and air exchange rates increased
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significantly (from about 20% to 100%) after Table 7.2 summarizes the upgrade cost for
the test homes were transported. Despite these the 34 Tulalip homes. This case differed from
significant percentage increases, however, the the five-home demonstration situation in several
homes still had relatively low air exchange rates respects: (a) the homes were produced by a
after transport (less than about 0.2 ACH) (Lee different supplier, (b) nearly seven times more
et al. 1986). homes were built under the contract, (c) ali

homes were small double-wides, (d) the homes
In the meantime, infiltration testing was also were built to climate zone 1 MCS requirements

being conducted by Bormeville's Division of only, and (e) the manufacturer "passed through"
Laboratories on the 34 manufactured homes the cost based on material costs only. In this
sited on the Tulalip Indian Reservation. case, the added price of any option is passed on
According to a Bonneville report, completed in to the dealer at material invoice price with the
April 1986 (Ek 1986): "Tests showed the understanding that the dealer will pass this cost
manufactured housing on the Tulalip Indian on to the consumer "at cost." Not ali dealers
Reservation to have leakage rates significantly are willing to do this and not ali options can be
]owe.r than anticipated. Test results predict handled in this manner. To make the Tulalip
natural air exchange rates for the twenty homes upgrade costs comparable to those for the
from 0.26 to 0.37 air changes per hour demonstration homes, Bonneville applied a
(ACH)." markup factor of 2.22. (This figure, obtained

from HUD and based on several of their

Preliminary Cost Analysis studies, was cited by PNL in a report prepared
for the DOE [Balistocky et al. 1985] that was

In June 1986, the Bonneville project group available to Bonneville at the time of the cost
had collected sufficient dataon the cost of analysis.)
upgrading HUD code manufacturedhomes to
the site-built homes MCS to issue a report, Developing HUD/MCS Comparisons
"The Cost of Energy Efficiency in HUD code
ManufacturedHomes" (Onisko 1986). The To go beyond mere cost reporting and make
report was based on PNL's analysis of the five a preliminary assessment of the cost-
demonstrationhomes and Bonneville's effectiveness of the potential energy-savings,
experience with the 34 homes built for the the preliminary cost analysis report detailed a
Tulalip Indian l_.eservation. These costs were means of comparing the HUD code and the
by no means fixed or definitive, but at this MCS requirements (Onisko 1986). While both
early stage they helped to gauge in a general the MCS and the Federal Manufactured
way whether the upgrades were at ali feasible in Housing Construction and Safety Standard
terms of cost effectiveness. Preliminary prescribe a method to calculate the energy
indications showed that they were. requirements of a home based on its envelope

construction, the methodologies differ. HUD
Table 7.1 summarizes the upgrade cost and uses a Uo based on the entire envelope. The

estimated energy savings for the five dem- MCS methodology is based on energy usage per
onstration homes and indicates total projected square foot of gross floor area and is also called
energy savings and estimated customer costs, a thermal performance criteria. The HUD
The material cost increases known at this point standard does no__Atinclude heat losses due to
were multiplied by a value that represented the infiltration while the MCS calculation takes
estimated additional markup costs (transport, these losses into account.
overhead, labor, etc.) that were incurred in the
upgrade and would be passed on as part of the
total cost.
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TABLE 7.1 - Comparison of Computer Model Estimated A]mual Energy Budgets and Customer Cost
of MCS Compliance (five demonstration homes)

Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated
Floor HUD MCS Energy Customer Customer
Area In Energy Energy Savings In Cost* In Cost* In
sq.ft. Budget In Budget In kWh/sq.ft. Dollars $/sq.ft.

kWh/sq.ft, kWh/sq.ft.
,

Climate Zone 1
Model 101 (SW) 924 5.56 1.92 3.64 $4,471.02 $4.84
Model 211 (DW) 1,740 5.97 1.79 4.18 8,106.66 4.66
Model 312 (DW) 1,350 5.45 1.90 3.55 6,471.63 4.79

Avg = $4.76

i

Climate Zone.2
Model 302 (DW) 1,512 9.08 3.15 5.93 $8,040.19 $5.32

,,

Climate Zone 3
Model 203 (DW) 1,305 10.28 3.13 7.15 $8,705.51 $6.67

SW = Single-wide
DW = Double-wide

" = Customer cost is equal to 2.4 x material cost. Markup includes transport, administrative
overhead, insurance, labor, advertising, and profit. Cost includes volume discount.

Source: Onisko 1986

TABLE 7.2 - Option Markup of Tulalip Homes (Climate Zone 1)

Description Of Floor Area (in sq.ft.) Cost of MCS Estimated Retail Customer Cost in
Home Upgrade (dollars) Cost $/sq.ft.

2 Bedroom 850 $1,655.00 $3,674.00 $4.32
,,,,

3 Bedroom 1,050 $1,795.00 $3,985.00 $3.80

4 Bedroom _ 1,190 $1,973.00 $4,380.00 $3.68
(Avg. = $3.93)

Source" Onisko 1986

The MCS annual energy use can be home is required. For this purpose, a fairly

converted to a Heat Loss Budget, expressed in typical 28 ft. x 48 ft. x 7.5 ft. manufactured

Btu/hr (°F) (sq.ft.) but the units of area are home approximating the dimensions of the

different. The square footage in the MCS 1,350-sq.ft. home used by the Council as a site-

calculation represents heated floor space while built prototype can be utilized. The typical

the area in the HUD calculation represents the manufactured home used for comparison would

combined area of the home's walls, ceiling, and have 1,344-sq.ft. floor and ceiling areas and

floors. To compare equivalent areas, a model 1,140 sq.ft, of wall/window/door area.
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The report provided a useful and intbrmative TABLE 7.4 - MCS Thermal Perfi)rmance
step-by-step analysis of how the MCS standard Expressed as Heat Losswas converted to thermal transmittance
expressed in Btu/hr (*F)(sq.ft.) by component ......_ _ .... :: _ ...............

(walls/ceilings/floors) for each of the region's Climate Zone U. Btu/ht (°F)(sq.ft,)
three MCS climate zones. This permits an ....
analyst to calculate an estimated U, based on 1 0.143

the MCS, as shown in Table 7.3. 2 0.141
, , , ,,,

TABLE 7.3 - MCS Thermal Performance 3 0.141
ii0[] I .I I [ I _ I I IIIII I l_ [ - llll

Expressed as Heat Loss

_.l _lll , I I,II II I1 ii I Ill _: Illl.,,.I L 7 _ I Ill l :7

Climate Zone Uo Btu/hr (°F)(sq.ft.) upper reaches of regional cost effectiveness was
.......................... developed as shown in Table 7.5.

1 0.059
,,, ,,,, ,, ,,.

2 0.047 Developing Marketing Sensitivity
..... ,, , ,, ,, ,,. ,,. ,. ,... ,,,,,

3 0.046 The discussion of these early cost
........... : " calculations, while complex, is far clearer and

convincing in retrospect than during these early
forays into gauging cost effectiveness based on

These values continue to differ from the limited information. The point is that
values represented by the HUD standard Bonneville took advantage of its cost experience
because they include allowances tor infiltration as soon as possible to assess the reality of
heat loss while the HUD standard does not. proceeding with the project and to gain insight
This, of course, was at the core of Bonneville's into the marketing challenges that the increased
desire to comprehensively measure the actual costs imposed. This early cost review
infiltration rates in manufactured homes, concluded by citing strongly held industry
Nevertheless, based on limited experience with views that the market was consumer driven and
the solar energy home, the test homes, and Bonneville acknowledged that many
preliminary infiltration measurements obtained manufactured home customers may, indeed, be
in the Tulalip homes, Bonneville was very price sensitive. The report also noted that
reasonably confident that infiltration rates of keen competition in the intlustry was a factor
approximately 0.35 ACH on average could be that had to be considered (Onisko 1986).
applied. When this was done, the HUD
standard (U,,) could be adjusted and expressed The tendency, the report noted, was for the
for each of the three climate zones (with industry to be conservative, to avoid losing a
differences due to the varying influence of customer by "trying to sound like we are
climate conditions on the heat loss effects of pushing something they really can't afford."
infiltration) as shown in Table 7.4. What the extensive preliminary cost analysis

had shown, however, was that the upgrades
Now the energy usage of homes built to the appeared to be extremely cost-effective for the

HUD standard could be calculated and r_g.g[9..q.For the moment, Bonneville was
compared to the energy usage of similar homes willing to accept the industry's view that the
built to the MCS to obtain comparable estimates price was too high for _ to bear. That
of energy savings. When these, in turn, were being the case, the preliminary cost analysis
multiplied by ievelized electricity costs concluded prophetically (Onisko 1986):
expressed in cents/kWh, an estimate of the
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TABLE 7.5 - A Comparison Of Maximum Allowable Incremental
Cost to Actual Project Cost at 4.5 Cents/kWh

__

Allowable Costs Actual Costs
(at 4.5 C/kWh) (based on Demonstration and Tulalip homes)

Model Allowable Allowable Actual Actual Retail Customer
Costs Cost In Costs Material Cost Cost

$/sq.ft. Dollars $/sq.ft. Costs $/sq.ft. In Dollars

Climate Zone 1
Tulalip
2 Bedroom $2.27 $1,929.50 $1.95 $1,655.00 $4.33 $ 3,674.00*
3 Bedroom 2.27 2,383.50 1.71 1,795.00 3.80 3,985.00*
4 Bedroom 2.27 2,701.30 1.72 2,046.00 3.82 4,542.00*

Demonstration
Model 101 2.27 2,079.48 1.91 1,746.31 4.33 3,916.77 +
Model 211 2.27 3,949.80 1.36 2,363.22 3.01 5,246.35 + .
Model 312 2.27 3,064.50 1.50 2,020.91 3.32 4,486.42 +

,,

Climate Zone 2
Demonstration
Model 302 5.19 7,847.28 1.54 2,328.32 3.42 5,168.88+

Climate Zone 3
Demonstration
Model 203 5.44 7,099.20 1.79 2,339.11 3.98 5,192.82+
. .. _ ,,'-' ,,, . =., ,.

* -= Based on a 2.22 Option Markup Price
+ - Based on Revised Design Specifications
Source" (Onisko 1986)

,,

The choice seems dear. A cash incentive strong advocate of "consensus building." This
paid directly to the manufacturer would approach, of course, was exactly in line with
benefit the region, the increased emphasis on public participation

stressed in the Council's 1986 Power Plan.

Building a Constituency
About mid-year, plans had gelled sufficiently

Ali of the developments during the early part for the branch manager to initiate a formal

of 1986 were broadly circulated and the recommendation to Bonneville management, lt
"mailing lii;,t" for the manufactured housing proposed that the Agency: 1
project grew larger and larger. Throughout

thefirst half of 1986, the branch manager and Establish an Energy-Efficient

the manufactured housing project manager Manufactured Housing Work Group which
discussed the formation of a Manufactured consists of members which are representative
Housing Work Group. This process had been of the concerns and interests of the industry.
used in setting up the Super Good Cents Each member is representative of a specific

program and the branch manager had become a element of the industry. The suggested
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categories of membership and recommended 8. Suppliers
participants are as follows: (The names of
specific participantshave been omitted in 9. Dealers.
accordance with the general approach of this
report which has been to chronicle events The recommendationwas approved, and in
and actions of organizations but not late summer the invitations went out. They
individuals.) were hardly gilt-edged - participantshad to pay

their own expenses - but the response was
1. State Manufactured Housing Associations encouraging. The first meeting was called for

(MHAs) November 17, 1986 and the agenda was set for
- WMHA (Washington) two major activities)
- OMHA (Oregon)
- IMitA (Idaho) The first, beginning the meeting, was an
- MMHA (Montana) outline of the background, including a short

overview of the roles of Bonneville, the
2. Regional Manufacturers Council, and the industry. Then Bonneville

outlined its presentplan, describing the Tulalip
3. State Inspection Agencies tlPIAs) Reservation homes and the five Demonstration

- Oregon homes. This review included its plans for
- Washington training, a discussion of blower door testing,
- Idaho methods used for forecasting housing starts, and

data collection and field survey plans.
4. Manufactured Home Owner Associations

- Washington Bonneville then outlined its present work
- Oregon plan in detail, detailing the objectives of its

effort, the major activities scheduled, and the
5. BPA Customer Utilities role and organization of the Work Group itself.

- Twofrom each Area nominated by At this point, Bonneville underscored the
Regional Operations importanceof cooperation among ali the parties

involved in the undertaking.The schedule for
6. Regional Power Councils/Associations/ the project at this point is shown in Table 7.6. 2

Authorities
- Northwest Power Planning Council In the meantime, a program to promote the
- Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference most energy efficient homes at a level no higher

C i)mmittee than that already demonstratedor possible in
- P_olic Power Council the industrywould be formulated for public

review. Working closely with the industry, this
Z Bonneville Power Administration program would be completed by the end of

- Director, Division of Residential fiscal year (FY) 1987 or early in FY 1988.
Programs This program would be implemented in FY

- Chief, Consumer Products and 1988 and continued through 1991.
Services Branch

- Chief, Conservation Planning Branch At this point plans called for the Work
- Evaluation and Planning Branch Group to break into four smaller discussion

Program Manager groups to answer these questions::
- Regional Operations Representative
- Manufactured Housing Program • Is the Work Plan consistent with BPA's

Manager efforts to promote energy efficiency in the
manufactured housing consumer sector
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TABLE 7.6 - Project Schedule feasibility of any approach that did not feature
incentives. But if questions and caution were
the hallmarks of the first meeting, so too were a

Draft report on regional definite spirit of cooperation, a willingness to
cost-effective level of 9/87 - 10/87 "wait and see," and some breaking down of the
energy efficiency for HUD barriers between "us" and "them" - on what
code homes

were, in fact, _everal sides of the table.

Design and implement
pilot project to acquire 10/87 - 3/88

additional data on cost- WORK GROUPTASKS
effectiveness

Monitor completed homes 1988-1990 The work group would be asked to perform the

and analyze results following tasks:
1. Provide information to Bonneville for use in the

Establish regional cost- design and implementation of a regional
effective level for 19/90 demonstration and marketing program in the
Regionwide Acquisition manufactured housing sector. Provide a free

Program exchange of information between ali regions and
' ali participants of the Working Group.

Regionwide Acquisition
Program Design and 1991 - 1992 2. Review proposed programs, procedures for

established programs, and proposals for changes in
implement program those programs or procedures. Make, : ,, :

recommendations to Bonnevilie's program

manager.

and is it acceptable [to] the industry or to
3. Review any program specifications, and proposals

your particular interests? for changes in (or interpretations of) those

specifications.

• From your point of view does the Work
4. Review program results. Provide consistency and

Plan adequately cover all the important fairnessin the deliveryof the marketprogram.
issues needed to build and sell energy-

efficient housing? 5. Meet at least two times per year to provide aforum for ali matters of substance, opinion, and
interest related to the region, industry, and

• From your point of view is the Work Plan Bonneville. These meetings will promote the
realistic, sensible, and achievable? exchange of information and results, offer a forum

for any changes in program direction,

• What changes would you make in the specifications, or procedures, and permit
discussion of proposed program innovations.

Work Plan that will improve it? What
changes would you recommend?

A Robust Response
The question concerning additional

In general, most groups thought the plan was recommendations provided a wealth of new and
consistent with Bonneville's efforts and was thought-provoking ideas: 3.

acceptable? However, there was almost
universal agreement that more needed to be - Defer the promotional program or pilot
done. For example, not enough was known project until cost-effectiveness research is
about current practices. What would the completed.

improved energy-efficient homes be compared - Locate 200 pilot homes in the region.
to? The price-sensitivity of the market was
stressed and many participants questioned the - Address low-end of market.
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- Address transport and set-up problems. - Need more than a promotion effort targeting

- Disseminate experience and knowledge specific energy-efficient models. Perhaps a
general education/consumer program

throughout industry, designed to increase energy awareness about
- Use inspectors/certifiers for quality control, manufactured housing is needed.

- Avoid conflicts between utilities, - Include ali trade and supplier allies.
mmmfacturers, and dealers.

- Market to consumers.

- Determine individual measure costs. What a yearl Progress toward developing

- Establish database for the energy efficiency real-world experience and test data was matched
of current-practice manufactured homes to by progress toward establishing a dedicated
include cost, performance (monitor group ot: people genuinely interested and
minimum 1 year), and energy features -- committed to advancing the project. The
extend time line to establish database, biggest hurdle was time -- there just wasn't

enough time, it seemed. Very shortly, other
- Address equity issues -- manufactured shortages would hamper progress even more.

housing efforts apply to new housing and Another facet, another hurdle, another chapter.
need to include retrofit. Incentives are
offered for site-built homes and none for
manufactured housing.

End Notes

1 Interoffice memorandum on the suggested Prospective Manufactured Housing Work
energy-efficient manufactured housing work Group Members. October 3, 1986.
group from the Chief, Consumer Products Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,
and Services Branch (KRP), to the Director, Oregon.
Division of Residential Programs (KR).
August 20, 1986. Bonneville Power 3 Letter on feedback concerning the November
Administration. Portland, Oregon. 17, 1986, meeting, including specific

discussion group comments from the
2 Letter on the suggested work group Chairman, Manufactured Housing Work

including (a) proposed agenda, (b) BPA's Group [Chief, Consumer Products and
proposed work plan and (c) small group Services Branch (KRP)], to the Work Group
discussion issues from the Director, Division Members. December 18, 1986. Bonneville
of Residential Programs (KR), to the Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 8: COUNTDOWN TO CLOSURE -- Building to a Regional Test

Even while enthusiasm was being kindled,

cooperation being warmed to life, and BPA'SREVENUECRUNCH
imaginations set afire in the first Manufactured

Housing Work Group meeting, Bonneville was The Fry 1987cutbackswere triggered by sharp
taking steps to initiate massive budget cutbacks declines in both of BPA's major sources of revenue- its

in 1987. Triggered by a marked loss of export sale.sto Californiaand its direct sales to the
revenue (see Box - BPA's Revenue Crunch), region's aluminum producers. World-wide commodity

the cutbacks were no doubt painful for many of pricedeclinesaffectedbothin a drasticmanner.
the offices of the agency - Engineering, World ell prices had sharply declined in 1986, making

Regional Operations, Power Sales. For California's oil-fu'ed generation plants highly competitive
with Northwest hydropowcr. To avoid losing sales

Conservation, however, they were tlearly fatal, volume, BPA was forced to lower its wholesale rates -

The most severe cuts were scheduled in areas keeping the customerbutlosing the revenue.
where Bonneville believed it had the most

The world aluminum market was also depressed,
flexibility -- conservation, fish and wildlife, and floodedwiththe outputof highly subsidized operations
system planning and construction (NWPPC in developing nations. Regional aluminum producers
1986). were hard pressed; and they accounted for most of

Bonneville's direct sales to major industrial customers -

Conservation outlays had grown to 5.7% of what BPA calls the Dir_t Service Industries. To sho_'e

Bonneville's total obligations, a larger share of up the flagging industry, BPA hadinstituteda variable
rate that had now declined sharply, reflecting the

discretionary spending than the percentage plummeting 1987 prices. Keeping the customer but
figure suggests. Most of Bonneville's expenses losing the revenue.
simply could not be trimmed -- payments on
Washington Public Power Supply System
(WPPSS) obligations, payments to utilities to

cover the cost of power exchanges, payments By this time, however, some sort of "critical
for interest and repayment of federal mass" had evidently been reached in the
obligations. WPPSS guarantees were the manufactured housing project. The ideas
biggest factor; these inflexible obligations presented to the first Manufactured Housing
accounted for 40% of Bonneville's budget at the Work Group in the fall of 1986 and the "wish
time (NWPPC 1986). list" that had been developed were strong and

appealing enough to weather nearly a year and
Although conservation outlays were flexible a half of backing and filling while Bonneville

compared to other areas of the budget, the cuts firmed up its finances, its analysis, and its
were far from painless; they placed the planning.
Conservation staff under more stress and future

planning in more jeopardy than might have Gauging Current Practice
been anticipated. The cooperation that had

been found to be essential to making the At Bonneville, the work on the project
conservation resource real and reliable, so continued and maximum use was made of the
slowly and carefully fostered, was tenuous at resources that were available, such as staff
best; individuals and industries not familiar with time. An important analysis of one facet of the
Bonneville simply could not understand how the project began almost before the Work Group
agency could blow so "hot" one minute and so meeting was over. One of the strongest and
"cold" the next. most universally expressed ideas at the Work
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• overallglazingarea

MANUFACTURERSSURVEYED • use of any exotic products or materials.

Champion Moduline Using the SUNDAY 87 computer program,
Fl_ood Silvercrest simulated energy usage was calculated and
Guerdon Skyline analyzed for three locations - Seattle, Spokane,
KIT Zimmer and Missoula -- representing the three climate
Libecty

zones into which the region was divided by the
MCS. Single-wide and double-wide homes
were analyzed separately because the single-

Group meeting was that Bonneville needed to wides generally were slightly more energy
develop a better understanding of "current efficient for equal insulation levels. It was
practice. "' While the HUD code required that assumed that this was partly because they had
ali manufactured homes meet a minimum less heated floor space than double-wides and
thermal requirement, the consensus of the partly because SUNDAY used a constant
manufacturers was that most new manufactured internal heat gain (from lighting, appliances,
homes produced in the Pacific Northwest and occupants) of 3,000 Btu/hr.
exceeded this level of energy efficiency. The
incremental improvement being sought, Only 7 of the 12 plants produced enough
therefore, was undoubtedly less than a single-wides to consider in the analysis but
comparison of the Federal Manufactured these provided a fair representation. Their
Hovs:n? Construction and Safety Standard and sizes varied from 770 to 924 sq.ft, and the
MC;, requirements might indicate. The burning average floor area was calculated to be 844
question was: How much less? Or, sq.ft, lt was found that on average the best
conversely: What is the real magnitude of the available single-wide models could marginally
energy savings the region can achieve by meet MCS requirements in the Seattle area
building manufactured homes to the MCS (climate zone 1) but this assumed optimum
compared to what's being built no____W.w? glazing conditions (see Box - The Analysis, The

Assumptions). The less energy-efficient most
By early Janizary 1987, the Bonneville popular and standard (current practice) single-

project manager had addressed this question and wide models exceeded MCS target energy use
issued a report that examined the current requirements by a factor of nearly two and
practice of Pacific Northwest manufacturers three, respectively.
(BPA 1987a). The survey covered nine
manufacturers representing about 90% of the Ali 12 plants produced sufficient numb'_rs of
region's production and sales of single-wide and double-wide homes; in fact double-wides
double-wide homes. A total of 12 plants represented at least 70% of production in these
in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho were plants. Average floor area was calculated at
involved; there were no plants in Montana. At 1,478 sq.ft., varying from a low of 1,232 sq.ft.
each plant, the plant manager, plant engineer, to a high of 1,680 sq.ft. In the case of double-
or quality control supervisor was asked to wides, the b:.._,:available home did not quite
describe energy-efficient measures installed in meet MCS requirements in the Seattle area and
tbeir standard product, their most popular the double-wides showed similarly higher
product, and their best available (and possibly energy usa in the colder climate zones. 1
most energy-efficient) product. In addition, the
respondents were asked to provide information Analysis results are summarized in Table
regarding: 8.1. lt is important to bear in mind that these

energy use estimates were based on optimism
• average floor size conditions; actual energy usage would
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appearedthat Bonneville's budget cuts could

THE ANALYSIS, THE ASSUMPTIONS hamper these efforts.

Because glazing affects energy performance to such The Council was sympathetic to the
a degree, the following guidelines were used to problems. As quoted in the Council's
standardizethecomparisons: Northwest Energy News, the Council's
• The amount of glazing used for analysis was that executive director said (NWPPC 1986a):

included in the base price of the homes.

• The most popular models always increased levels of We understand the difficulties
insulation at the expense of increased glazing areas. Bonneville is facing, and we agree on the

• Ali beat available homes used a ratio of need to review spending levels with
approximately 12% glazing to floor area. If care .... At the same time, we're concerned
insulated cardboard air barriers were offered as an about the effect the proposed cuts may
option, a value of R-1 was added to the wall have on the progress of conservation and
insulation and the infiltration rate was reduced by fish and wildlife programs.25%.

• Glazing was assumed to face 50% south, 20% east, Actually, the Council was taking a long,
20% west, and 10% north. Homes were always hard look at several programs, the
aligned east-west, manufactured housing program among them
These conditions are ideal and did not reflect glazing (NVc'PPC1986a):

conditions in actual practice.

The Council staff is analyzing the new
budgets. We have questions about the
adequacy of funding for new commercial

on actual glazing area, exposure, and alignment buildings, manufactured housing and the
on the site. The values shown are averages of assessment of conservation data .... It will
a great number of models but, as the standard also be important for Bonneville ta work
deviation figures indicate, energy performance with organizations that are implementing
characteristics were relatively similar across a conservation programs so that the region
range of homes produced by a cross-section of doesn't lose capability in that sector.
the region's manufacturers. As used in this
table, the term "standard" indicates current Following the Manufactured Housing Work
practice. Group Meeting in the fall of 1986, the Council

had begun to develop its own assessment of the
The Council Steps In situation. Working with Bonneville's Planning

Branch and with the project's long-term
The Council had long been interested in the manager in the Consumer Products and Services

development of the manufactured housing Branch, the Council undertook a comprehensive
project and had advocated and supported the analysis of the situation.
effort in many ways. Its 1986 Plan called for
Bonneville to foster regional cooperation in ali Eesides opportunity, there was momentum --
its activities, and singled out manufactured nay, enthusiasm - for the project. If bmlget
housing as a specific area for focusing such cuts were to be made, it seemed that -- money
effort. The goal to achieve 50% penetration of or not -- it would not be prudent to risk losing
new energy-efficient manufactured housing built the good start that had been made, and the
to the MCS by 1990 had not changed and both nearly 4 years of staff investment that had
in public and in private the Council had
strongly supported the efforts of the first
Manufactured Housing Work Group. Now it
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TABLE 8.1 - Space Heating Energy Use Analysis Summary 1

Energy Use (kWh/sq.ft./yr.)
Climate Zone .....

and Single-Wide Double-Wide
Model (average area 844 sq.ft.) (average area 1478 sq.ft.)

Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.
, ,,, , , ,

Climate Zone 1
Standard 5.56 1.01 5.84 1.26
Most Popular 3.96 0.86 4.77 0.54
Best Available 1.96 0.48 2.69 0,53
MCS Energy Use 2.00

Climate Zone 2
Standard 9.28 1.39 8.90 1.73
Most Popular 6.92 1.27 7.50 0.81
Best Available 4.1 8 0.61 4.64 0.68
MCS Energy Use _ 2.60

Climate Zone 3
Standard 11.12 1.60 10.59 1.22
Most Popular 9.07 1.67 8.99 0.96
Best Available 5.21 0.70 5.65 0.78
MCS Energy Use 3.2___00 3.20

been devoted to bringing the project to this information provided in the initial Bonneville
point. More than that, there had been near- reports (NWPPC 1987a).
universal agreement that more needed to be

learned. Gaining this knowledge without • The HUD code Industry - In 1987, there
further delay was relatively cheap and would were 17 plants manufacturing HUD code
put the region in a good position to make the homes in the Northwest: eight in Oregon,
necessarily greater investments in manufactured five in Idaho, and four in Washington.
housing later -- when Bonneville's coffers There were no plants in Montana.
would presumably begin to refill. Ali roads Combined production in 1985 was

began to lead to a demonstration program, approximately 11,425 units; this dropped in
1986 to just under 9,700 units because of

The Council's Overview depressed regional economic conditions and
waning oil exploration activity in Alaska.

The Council pressed forward with its study, Based on 1985 statistics, regional production
releasing the overview on June 3, 1987, just breakdowns by state were Oregon (51%),
prior to the second scheduled meeting of the Idaho (36%), and Washington (13%).
Manufactured Housing Work Group (see Box).

This summary provided a useful reference and • Regional HUD code Sales and Home

background on the essential facts bearing on the Characteristics - Approximately 15% of the
project; it will also provide a useful review units produced in 1985 were exported,
within this narrative. In most cases the data mostly to Utah and Alaska. The remaining
have been updated and revised from the original units were sold and sited within the region.
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size. Single-section units averaged about
THE SECOND WORK GROUP 900 sq.ft, in size. In 1982, 86% of the units

MEETING- JUNE1987 sold were electrically heated; during the
current year (1987), the industry projected

Even while the Council mid Bonneville were ali increase to 93%.
attempting to determine the next steps in the
manufactured housing project, two points were clear: • Insulation Levels - Table 8.3 shows the
• Some type of demonstration program was needed insulation levels projected for installation in

to bring the industry up to speed and to determine new HUD code homes built in 1987. For
the cost parameters of the upgrade program.

purposes of comparison, other insulation
• Whatever decisions were to be made in levels are shown as weil: the current

manufactured housing must involve the work Federal Manufactured Housing Construction
group, and Safety Standard levels, HUD's minimum
The call went out scheduling a meeting for June property standards (MPS) for site-built

11, 1987. Not quite as early as some had hoped; not housing, the Oregon and Washington codes
quite as late as some had feared, for site-built homes, and MCS.

• Electric Spaeo Heating Consumption - The
Council's overview concluded with an

As shown in Table 8.2, almost 85% of new update of Bonneville's original consumption
manufactured homes were sited in Oregon and estimates, noting that consumption data was
Washington. About 75% of these were multi- not yet available from the 39 upgraded
section units. In th_ region as a whole, 68% of homes (the 5 test homes and the 34 Tulalip
new manufactured tomes were multi-section homes) Bonneville had already placed in the
units (the majority of units sited in the colder region. Lacking real-world data, the space
portions of the region were single-section heating energy use of typical HUD code
models). This 68%-32% breakdown was nearly homes was estimated using a computer
the reverse of the national market; multi-section simulation model for locations representing
homes accounted for only one-third of ali HUD the region's three climate zones. The
code unit sales nationally, estimates assumed an average indoor

temperature of 65°F and internal heat gains
* Share of Market- Based on 1984 housing of 3,000 Btu/hr.

starts, HUD code housing accounted for
29% of ali new single-family housing starts Shown in Table 8.4, the Council's
in the region. Penetration ranged from its calculations differ in detail but not in direction
highest levels in western Montana (45%) to from Bonneville's original "rough-cut"
lower levels in Idaho (34%), Oregon (32%), estimates of energy use characteristics and
and Washington (26%). (There were, potential. The differences were due to several
however, areas in Washington and factors -- a revision in average areas, more

refined glazing assumptions, and revisions in
Oregon where utilities reported much higher the estimated energy use of MCS site-built
penetration rates. Also, percentages can be homes.
misleading; the absolute number of homes in
Washington and Oregon was much greater.) The Council concluded that significant

energy savings were "technically available" by
* HUD Code Home Characteristics- As increasing the energy efficiency of new HUD

indicated, nearly two-thirds of new HUD code homes. If, for example, over the next 20
code homes sited regionally were multi- years 85% of new HUD code homes were built
section units, averaging about 1,485 sq.ft, in
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TABLE 8.2 - HUD Code Manufactured Home,s Sited in Northwest

(based on 1985 State Bureau of Licensing Reports)

Western
Oregon Washington Idaho Montana Total

, , ,,,

Single-Section
431 1,583 617 342 2,973

,,,, ,, ,,

Multi-Section t
1,552 4,206 381 141 6,280

Total 1,983 5,789 998 483 9,253
,,, ...

Percent of
manufactured
homas sited in (21%) (63%) (11%) (5%) (100%)
region

Source: NWPPC 1987a

TABLE 8.3 - Average New HUD Code Home Insulation Level Comparisons

,,, , , , " i ,,,,,, ,

Standard Ceiling Wall Floor Window Door
,, ,,, m. ,,,,,, , i

Current Practice R-17 R-12 R-lO R-1.3 R-5

FMHCSS Minimum R-11 R-7 R-7 R-1.3 R-2.5
, ,,,

HUD MPS R-38 R-19 R-19 R-1.7 R-5
,

Oregon Code R-38 R-19 R-19 R-1.3 R-2.5

Washington Code R-38 R-19 R-19 R-1.7 R-2.5

MCS
Climate Zone 1 R-38 R-19 R-30 R-2.5 R-5
Climate Zone 2 R-38 R-24 R-30 R-2.5 R-5
Climate Zone 3 R-49 R-27 R-TC) R-2.5 R-5

, _..,,

Maximum Options
SingleoSection R-38 R-19 R-22 R-2.5 R-10
Multi-Section R-38 R-25 R-22 R-2.5 R-10

,,,,, ,,

FMHCSS = Federal Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards
MPS = minimum property standards

Source: NWPPC 1987a
..... ,,

J
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TABLE 8.4 - Projected Electric Space Heating Use for New HUD Code Homes

Annual Electric Space Heating Use
(kWh/sq.ft./yr)

Ref=qonslAverage .... AVERAGE
(1300 sq.ft.) Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

(Seattle) (Spokane) (Missoula)

HUD FMHCSS 8.2 12.6 15.0 10.0

Current Practice 5.9 9.4 11.1 7.4

Best Available 2.3 4.3 5.3 3.1

HUD MPS (Site-Built) 3.0 5.4 6.6 4.0

Oregon Code 4.4 7.1 N/A N/A

Washington Code 3.6 5.5 N/A N/A

MCS (Site-Built) 2.1 3.5 3.9 2.6
,,, ±i , ,"

FMHCSS = Federal Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards
MPS = minimum property standards

Source: NWPPC 1987a

to the MCS for site-built housing, regional the spring of 1988. These homes would be
demand savings would be approximately monitored during the 1988-1989 heating season
110average megawatts valued at just over $925 and the level of regional cost-effectiveness
million, would be determined by the fall of 1989. A

regional project would then be designed based
The June Meeting on these results.

While the Council was developing its The goal reflected this approach. The
overview, Bonnevillewas reviewing various objectives were more specific: 2
scenarios for conducting a demonstration test.

Just before the Work Group meeting, • Increase market demand for the energy-
Bonneville mailed each potential participant a efficient HUD-code homes manufactured
packet that contained an outline of the project's during the demonstration:
background, its goals and objectives, a listing - Offer to pay ali incremental costs of
of those involved in any demonstration project, manufacturing homes [in

and three design options for the Work Group to demonstration] beyond the current
consider. 2 levels of energy el_ciency;

- Advertise the offer to individuals
The background simply recapitulated what considering the purchase of a new

most participants already knew -- that HUD-code home.
Bonneville intended to promote increased

energy efficiency in HUD code homes. To • Assure the availability of HUD-code
accomplish this, Bonneville proposed a homes manufactured to higher levels of
demonstration project, involving the energy efficiency:
manufacture of up to 150 homes, beginning in
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- Offer training to manufacturers, • Bonneville as Lead Agent - Bonneville
dealers, and inspectors on methods of would control and operate the entire project,
achieving higher levels of energy delegating or contracting for supporting
efficiency in manufactured homes; services. The advantages were that

- Certify demonstration homes that meet Bonneville had the resources, the contacts,
the established standards before and the experience to develop such a
payment of incremental costs, program. The chief negative factor was that

a strong central program could limit or
The background packet identified the several discourage public and private participation.

groups involved in the proposed demonstration
project: consumers, manufacturers, dealers, • SEOs as Lead Agent;- This alternative
trade associations, suppliers, utilities, SEOs, would operate similarly to Bonneville's new
and IPIAs. lt noted that the manufacturers RCDP under which Bonneville contracted
must be convinced that any alterations would with SEOs for program administration and
improve their product's marketability without operation. Bonneville would maintain
pricing it beyond their customers' ability to responsibility for conducting the promotional
pay. lt was also noted that SEOs could be effort and for analyzing data. The
instrumental in helping to conduct any new advantages were that SEOs were already
programs. SEOs were carrying out training and under contract and could quickly develop a
technical assistance roles in Bonneville's Super regional project. Through the RCDP
Good Cents program. The Washington State program, the Washington SEO was familiar
Energy Office (Washington SEO) was playing a with energy-efficient home construction and
major role in Bonneville's new Residential training and certification processes.
Construction Demonstration Project (RCDP).

• The Super Good Cents Look-Alike - Utilities
The Options participating in the Super Good Cents

program would assume a more important
Bo,-mevillepresented three demonstration role in operating the demonstration program,

project options for consideration by the Work inspecting and certifying ali homes sited in
Group. The tasks for any version of these their service territory, and making payments
projects would be the same (see Box - to the owner (with reimbursement by
Demonstration Project Activities):: Bonneville). Bonneville would retain

responsibility for promotion, training, and
data collection/analysis. The advantages of

DEMONSTRATIONPROJECTACTIVITIES this approach were that utilities had
personnel who were experienced in new

* Design and conduct ali promotional activities, home construction, communication channels

o Develop and conduct training for manufacturers, were already established, and the utilities
dealers, and inspectors (and utilities if involved by involved were already involved in the Super
the option). Good Cents certification process. The

• Certify ali qualified homes, negatives were that utilities lacked
experience in dealing directly with

• Pay the incremental cost for ali certified homes, manufacturers who were likely to be located
• Collect demonstration data, evaluate and determine outside the utility service territories, utility

cost-effectiveness level, conservation operations were already
generally understaffed, and new extra duties
were likely to be unattractive.
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The consensus of the meeting was that
Bonneville should act as the lead agent. TIlECOUNCIl.TAKESA STAND
However, elements of the other options were
attractive-- the general feeling was that SEes TheCouncil'sanalysis effort, its overviewandits
definitely had a role to play, the Super Good demonstratedstrongsupportfor the project in the
Cents look-alike was attractive from a work group and Bonneville's day-to-day activities were

marketing point of view to many of the buttressedby other strong actions. The June 1987,
Council meeting in Ashland, Oregon, featured a

manufacturers, and the RCDP experience led manufacturedhousing panel that highlighted and
some participants to suggest that rather than focusedthe region's attentionon the issue (NWPPC
serving as a mo_lel for the demonstration 1987b). Among the panelists was the Director of

project, it could be considered the vehicle. Bonneville'sResidentialPrograms Division. The
Northwest Energy News devoted nearly half its

A Long, Hot Summer summer issue to manufactured housing (NWPPC1987e).

One point was clear following the events of At this time it appeared that the matter might still
June (see Box - The Council Takes a Stand). be resolved via the regulatory path. On May 19,

There would be no turning back. While 1987, a Congressional committeehad adopted an

concern about any direct move to a higher amendment to the Housing and Community
Development Act that would require HUD code

thermal standard for manufactured housing may housing to meet the same minimum thermal
have been widespread it was not universal, performance standardsas those required for site-built
Some participants had argued for no further houses. Justa weekearlier, HUD proposeda dratt
testing -- this view maintained that sufficient rule that would removethermal standardsfromthe
proof was already in hand. However, if a federalManufacturedHousing Constructionand Safety

Standards and piace them under local jurisdiction
regional test were to be undertaken, the meeting (NWPPC1987b).
indicated there was clearly enough enthusiasm
among manufacturers to support some type of
demonstration effort. Bonneville had
committed its resources to the effort and the

only remaining questions now concerned not and using cost data developed by Pacific
"whether" but "how." Northwest Laboratory and regional HUD-

code home manufacturers.
How indeed. After further discussion one-

on-one with members of the growing group of 3. Bonneville will pursue the inclusion of
interested participants and further analysis by HUD-code homes as one innovation to be
Bonneville staff, the project group developed a demonstrated in the RCDP. This step
proposed comprehensive strategy that was will serve two primary purposes:
mailed to each of the Work Group participants: 3

a. Assist a few manufacturers in the
1. Super Good Cents participating utilities design of homes to the MCS

will be permitted the option of certifying performance levels and in the initial
HUD-code homes meeting the Super production cf such homes. (Our view
Good Cents specifications and paying the is that by themselves, the standard

financial incentive available under the SGC incentives would not have beet;
current provisions c)f the program; and sufficient to help manufacturers gain

this initial experience.)
2. Bonneville will establish a cost-effective

limit for HUD-code homes using thermal b. Produce energy performance and cost
relations developed from the Residential data that could be used to verify the
Standards Demonstration Program data
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RSDP thermal analysis and the cost agency-wide effort to achieve more efficiency.
data previously developed. The events of the summer were, again, timely.

They ensured that the project would have high
One of the most intense activities underway priority regardless of how Bonneville would

was the work of a special task group that ultimately be organized. In fact, when the
modified the Super Good Cents specifications objectives and organization were finally settled
developed for site-built homes? The group -- in the fall, funding and operation of a major
made up of representative and knowledgeable regional test of 150 manufactured homes was
Bonneville staff, SEO personnel, industry assured under RCDP auspices. The principal
experts, Council analysts, and others - worked manager of the manufactured housing project
diligently throughout the summer to develop would move into the newly formed Residential
these specifications by early fall. Another Technology Section where the RCDP would be
Work Group meeting had been scheduled for administered.
September 24, 1987, with the following goals:3

:g:g:g_:3g

• Discuss and finalize the strategy proposed by
Bonneville. lt was nearly a "round trip." The project

that began as an engineer's task in the
• Evaluate procedures for certifying HUD

Technical Support Section ended up, nearly 4code homes as Super Good Cents.
years later, as an engineer's task in the

• Review the modified specifications for Super Residential Technology Section. But by now,
Good Cents HUD code homes, through a lot of effort, it was a different

• Study and assess the proposed research project, lt had demonstration homes, it had
"real-world" data and experience, it had clear-program to establish the regionally cost-

effective level of energy efficiency in HUD cut goals, objectives, and deadlines -- and now
code manufactured housing, it had friends (or at least acquaintances). Lots

and lots of friends (or at least acquaintances).

Back to a Technical Orientation

In the meantime, Bonneville was undergoing
changes in organization (see next chapter) in an

End Notes

1 Internal report on current practice of HUD 3 Letter on the proposed strategy for
Code home manufacturers. File copy hand- manufactured housing based on the results of
dated January 9, 1987. Bonneville Power the June 11, 1987, Work Group meeting
Administration, Portland, Oregon. from the Chief, Consumer Products and

Services Branch (KRP), to the work group
2 Letter on the agenda and options fea members. August 13, 1987. Bonneville

consideration at the scheduled June 11, Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
1987, Work Group meeting from the
Chairman, Manufactured Housing Work 4 Letter on the latest revision and timetable for
Group [Chief, Consumer Products and completion from the Chairperson, Manu-
Services Branch (KRP)] to the Work Group factured Housing Technical Specifications
members. May 29, 1987. Bonneville Task Group, to the task group members.
Power Administratio_, Portland, Oregon. August 19, 1987. Bonneville Power Admin-

istration, Portland, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 9: RCDP-- Readying an Innovation

lt wasn't until March of 1988 that the first Bonneville Reorganizes
RCDP test home rolled off a regional
manufacturer's assembly line and then rolled If the pace weren't frantic enough, the
again over the snow-covered Cascades and events of 1987 took place in the context of a
sleek, black, undoubtedly rain-drenched mammoth upheaval at Bonneville. Throughout
pavement to reach its little corner of the world most of the year, the agency was moving to a
-- Ephrata, Washington. Not only extra new headquartersand engaged in a total
insulation filled its shell; an incredible reorganizationto achieve what was called "the
investment in energy and aspiration on the part MEO" -- the most efficient organization.
of several organizations and individuals was Understandably, Bonneville morale was low and
built into the home riding on that road that day, frustration was high until the MEO was
as weil. It had taken months of effort during finalized in the fall. When the process was
the last half of 1987 to initiate the test in finished, Bonneville was reorganized into six
January 1988 -- and a couple of months after functional offices and not one of them was
that to actually build the first Super Good Cents Conservation!
home to be tested under the RCDP program.

Administrator i

! ! I ll !
Financial I Power I" Management

Management . Sales Services

Bonneville Power Administration Offices

Office of Energy
Resources

Di,lision of Division of Divleion of
Resource Nuclear Resource

Manage ment Projects Planning

Office of Energy Resources
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A new office, the Office of Energy

Resources, combined the functions of the RCDP- A SUMMARY
previous Office of Conservation with other key eye,s ScheduledJanuary 1988
functions previously carried out by the Offices
of the Administrator, Power Management, and c ey__!__lel: Spring 1986 - Spring 1988

Engineering and Construction. From now on,
165 Homes Built

Bonneville clearly defined conservation as a
• Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers (AAHXs) with Supply

power resource to be acquired like any other -- Air Tempering
a resource that had come of age. • ExhaustHeatPumps

• Energy-Efficient Modular Homes

The Office of Energy Resources was , Airtight Drywall Approach (ADA)
organized into three separate divisions - . High R-Value Walls.

Resource Management, Nuclear Programs, and
Ce._l_ II: Summer 1987 - June 1990

Resource Planning. Resource Management was
responsible for the design and management of 190 HomesBuilt
conservation programs in ali sectors. This 15oManufacturedHomes Sited
division included the Residential Programs • Future House

• Energy-Efficient Appliances
Branch which, in turn, also consisted of three • VolumeBuilder

sections -- New Home Construction, Existing • ActiveVentilationSystems
Construction, and Residential Technology. • AirLeakage Control
Among its other respOnsibilities, the Residential • ManufacturedHousing

Technology Section managed the RCDP (BPA
1989a). _:

To be scheduled.
Manufactured Housing Becomes an
"Innovation"

When the dust settled in the fall, the What, in fact, was the RCDP? In October
organization was established; the course of the 1985, when the Council issued its Draft Power
manufactured housing project was also settled Plan, the Bonneville Power Administration
in the fall meetings of the Manufactured established a continuing effort to examine new
Housing Work Group. The Council's influence residential building techniques and product
and the Work Group's cooperation ensured that innovations that indicated potential to advance
the project would definitely be funded and the state of the art in constructing new energy-
would definitely continue, lt had been agreed efficient electrically heated housing. This effort
that a major regional test of 150 homes would was called the Residential Construction
begin as soon as possible in 1988 under RCDP Demonstration Project -- very soon, nearly
auspices, everyone in the Pacific Northwest energy

community knew it simply as RCDP (NWPPC
Because manufactured housing was .ew also 1985).

eligible for incentives under the ongoing Super
Good Cents program, it was a component of The stated objectives of the RCDP were
both the New Construction and Residential (BPA !991b) as follows:
Technology Sections. As a practical matter,
however, the "main event" was the RCDP PrLma_ Objective: To provide the most
demonstration effort; this would remain the case comprehensive technical arm for
until the questions being asked by RCDP were Bonneville's Super Good Cents and
answered. Northwest Energy Code Programs.
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Seconda_ Objective: Obtain documented housing demonstration project would be handled
cost and energy performance data, and data by the SEOs.
associated with a specific research area
which will assist Bonneville and the region Prior to the decision to conduct the
in making the most accurate assessments for demonstration effort as part of RCDP, the
constructing homes that meet energy-efficient SEOs had not been directly or heavily involved
levels specified by Bonneville. with the manufactured housing project. Liaison

with state agencies had generally involved code
Speci__¢Objectives: and licensing officials but not energy

specialists. The addition of SEOs at first was
• Develop andor refine predetermined simply a consequence of choosing RCDP as the

conservation techniques and innovations; demonstration vehicle and not a model.

• Examine predetermined conservation Initially, the addition of SEOs to the "mix" was
techniques and innovations by gathering even viewed as a possible administrativeburden; as events were to unfold, it was clear
specific data on reliability, cost that the addition of the SEOs was a master
effectiveness, and marketability; stroke -- another example of the serendipity that

• Introduce the use of innovations which occasionally seemed to bless the project.
show potential to be reliable, cost
effective, and marketable; and The SEOs were able to shoulder a great deal

• Disseminate information gathered from of the administrative burden -- a chore that
the project which is useful to the shelter grew to be much greater than anticipated. They
industry or to policy makers in the also extended the outreach of the program in
region, several directions. The offices were often able

to focus and serve as a sounding board for

At the time the manufactured housing project specific issues relating to local areas or
was scheduled to participate in the RCDP individual manufacturers. They increased the
process, the program was well underway. A opportunity and resources for liaison with
format, a methodology, a language had manufacturers and served as a vehicle for
evolved. Specific techniques, issues, and important feedback. They helped to siphon off
products studied were called "innovations" and some of the frustration and confusion that
these were studied in "cycles." Cycle I was developed between Bonneville and the
underway at the beginning of 1988 (see Box - manufacturers. And, once brought up to speed,
RCDP) and Cycle II was nearly "locked up." they numbered among the program's most
The need to resolve RCDP planning in time for dedicated advocates -- true believers.
the scheduled start of Cycle II had been, in
fact, another pressure on the manufactured SEO involvement had begun in 1987, as
housing project during the summer of 1987. soon as it was known that the manufactured

housing project would now be known as an

Making the State Energy Office Fit RCDP "innovation." Familiar with the Super
Good Cents _pecifications, they helped to shape

Bonneville had contracted with the the site-built Super Good Cents specifications to
Washington SEO for regional administration of suit industry conditions and they learned about

the industry in the process. Because they hadRCDP. The Washington SEO, in turn,
subcontracted with other SEOs throughout the staff resources available, were physically closer
region to help manage and implement specific to the manufacturers, and could translate their
projects as necessary. As a result, many of the experience with building contractors to working
activities of the impending manufactured with manufacturers, the decision was made that
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the SEOs would certify the upgraded homes as to capacity at insulation levels of R-30 in
meeting "Super Good Cents specs." vaulted ceilings and R-38 in tlat ceilings

although there were exceptions. Some
Developing Super Good Sensible manufacturers could increase insulation levels
Specifications by using higher density insulation (which has a

greater R-value) or by modifying the roof truss
From the beginning it was known that there system to enlarge the cavity.

were distinct differences between typical HUD
code manufactured homes and site-built homes. Floor Insulation - Most regional manufacturers
To some extent, this was the reason that HUD used a 2 in. x 6 in. floor joist resting on an R-
code homes had not been included in the initial 11 "belly blanket." Belly blankets, usually 6
Power Plan in 1983. Allowing for these feet wide extending the length of the floor,
differences in the Super Good Cents were placed under the floor joists before the
specifications was a major effort -- and a major steel frame -- the undercarriage used to
achievement -- for the project. By the time the transport the homes -- was attached. A tough,
RCDP test was being designed, enough was rodent-proof material called "bottom board"
known about the industry -- and manufacturers supported the blanket. When the steel frame
themselves were so involved in the process -- was attached, the insulation was compressed
that there was never any thought of simply between the rails of the frame and the floor
imposing the Super Good Cents standards on joists; the innovative solution developed for the
manufactured homes. Super Good Cents/RCDP manufactured homes

was to piace R-19 or R-22 batt insulation
A special task group worked through the between the floor joists as was ',lone in site-built

summer of 1987 to isolate these differences, homes. The combination of the batt :.nsulation
decide which ones were critical, and redesign and the belly blanket yielded a nominal R-30
the specifications without compromising the level of insulation.
energy efficiency of the final product. What
were these differences (BPA 1988c)? Wall Insulation- There was no basic difference

between wall frame construction in site-built
Construction Constraints - Manufactured homes and manufactured homes. Typically, both
have height limitations because they must move homes used 2 in. x 6 in. studs, 16-inch on
under bridges and overpasses when transported center, and insulated walls to levels ranging
from the factory to the site. As a result, roof from R-19 to R-22. Some of the region's
pitches of HUD code homes were shallow, manufacturers used a 2 in. x 4 in. stud for their
usually a ratio of about 3 to 12. Above the standard models, but ali of them converted to
walls, the cavity space was about 5 inches, the heavier construction for the Super Good
increasing to about 40 inches at the highest Cents/RCDP homes. Although the existing
point (usually at the center of the home). These specifications would allow the option of using
characteristics apply to flat ceilings; vaulted insulated sheathing, no manufacturers indicated
ceilings had even smaller cavities -- usually they would follow that approach.
about a 16-inch space above the center ridge
beam. Windows- In 1987 and 1988, the windows

typically used by the industry did not meet
Ceiling Insulation - Manufacturers typically Super Good Cents requirements and were
installed insulation levels of about R-16 in the similar to those used in site-built housing
ceiling although many offered upgrades to R-22 several years earlier. Windows played a critical
or more as a customer option. In a role in therma, performance and the Super
manufactured home brilt to Super Good Cents Good Cents requirements required most
specifications, roof cavities were usually filled manufacturers to seek out new suppliers --
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forgoing their normal volume savings. From they were required to bring in "controlled"
the beginning it was known that windows would fresh air to remove indoor air pollutants and
account for a major part of the expense of moisture. This can usually be achieved using
energy- efficiency upgrades, wall ports or slotted windows in conjunction

with a ventilation fan controlled by a central
For customers wanting more glazing area, timer or a humidistat control.

the Super Good Cents homes cost even more.
The R-values shown for walls, ceilings, and

floors were the maximum that could be VENTILATIONINHUDCODEltOMES
achieved without making major structural
changes or using exotic (read "expensive") Two factors distinguiahed manufacturedhomes.
materials. Ali cavities were filled to capacity. First, tests to date had shown that manufactured

Such a home could achieve Super Good Cents homes, in current practice, had relatively low

energy-efficiency levels with glazing-to-floor infdtration rates, performing moderately better than
site-built homes. Second, HUD already required

ratios of about 12%. However, manufacturers manufacturers to offer a ventilation option to buyers
and dealers stressed that much of the sales and specified the approved systems. Becausethese
volume consisted of homes exceeding this 12% systems did not meet SGC specifications and the HUD

ratio--people lik__._.eelots of windows! code could not be pre-empted, some SGC/RCDP
homes were equipped with two ventilation systems.
There was no way around this problem.Manufacturers and dealers warned that home

buyers demanding extra glazing were likely to
choose this option over qualifying their homes
under the Super Good Cents/RCDP program.
To incorporate additional glazing area and still The Super Good Cents/RCDP Technical
qualify in terms of energy efficiency, a home Specifications
would have to use any or ali of several costly
alternatives -- windows of even higher quality, Specifications tailored to the conditions and
altered ceiling and wall construction techniques, construction practices of the industry were
or unusual insulation materials, presented at the September 1987 meeting of the

Manufactured Housing Work Group, and the
Doors - Doors typically used by the industry specifications were revised and finalized in
would not meet the air leakage requirements of November. In total, these comprised a good-
Super Good Cents and most manufacturers sized "book" detailing the procedures for
would have to use a better quality door to approval as well as the performance
qualify their homes, requirements. The requirements were outlined

for each of the region's cli_:_atezones and for
Heat Pump Option - Super Good Cents offered each major construction component -- walls,
a heat-pump option that was extended to ceilings, floors, etc.
manufactur_ homes. Manufacturers could

produce homes with less insulation, more There were two paths to comply with the
glazing, or lower quality windows by using Super Good Cents specifications and
more efficient (and more expensive) electric manufacturers could choose either one of them.
heat pum_s as their heating system. The most commonly used path in site-built

construction was the thermal performance path;
Ventilation Requirements - A major difference the alternate path was called the energy budget
between Super Good Cents and current practice path. "llae specifications w_re based on climate
in either site-built or manufactured homes was zones so the requirements for areas with more
the requirement for fresh air ventilation, severe climates called for larger amounts of
Because Super Good Cents homes are tighter, insulation. The climate zones were those
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outlined in the MCS - those described in insulation or more glazing than a similar home
Chapter3. heated by conventional resistance heating.

To qualify via the thermal performance path, A majordifference between manufactured
a "referenceheat loss rate" had to be calculated and site-built homes, one requiring development
using the heat loss values for each major of a whole new Super Good Cents
constructioncomponent outlined in Table 9.1. methodology, was the fact that manufactured
Using these assumed values for floor, wall, and homes were transported and subsequently set up
ceiling areas, and a window area equal to 15% on site. This had long been a concern and the
of the heated floor area, the reference heat loss research to date on the initial five test homes
rate was compared to the heat loss rate and the Tulalip Reservation homes had shown
calculated for an Super Good Cents/RCDP that set-up procedures were critical. One of the
home seeking approval, major factors in achieving the low infiltration

rates that contribute to energy efficiency would
The energy budget path was used for homes be the proper set-up of Super Good Cents/

that were to be fitted with heat pumps. The RCDP homes.
reference heat loss rate was input to a computer
simulation model that predicted the heating Accordingly, procedures were developed that
energy requiredby the proposed home at its called for the additionof ground vapor barriers,
projected site. The home could then be skirting (with ventilation), insulation of heating
modeled using the same program. Because the crossover ducts, and sealing of the marriage
heat pump will produce more heat per kilowatt- line (the surface where multiple-section homes
hour, heating requirements are offset and the were joined). These became part of the Super
manufacturercould construct a home with less Good Cents specifications.

TABLE 9.1 - Component Heat Loss

,.,

Super Good CentsReferenceValuesfor Heat Loss
,, , j,,,

Component ClimateZone 1 ClimateZone 2 ClimateZone 3

U-Factor R-Value U-Factor R-Value U-Factor R-Value

Wall .057 19 .043 24 .040 26
,,

Floor .029 33 .029 33 .029 33

Windows .39 2.32 .39 2.32 .39
2.32

Doors .19 5.2 .19 5.2 .19 5.2

Ceiling .032 38 .032 38 .021 49
, ,,,

Source: Baylonet al. 1990
= , ,, ........
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Compliance Procedures Many important assumptions were built into
WATrSUN, including thermostat setpoints,

Under the RCDP scenario, SEOs were occupant-induced heat gains, infiltration, and
available to provide a range of services. (to some extent) building size. This made the
Because the Bonneville/Washington SEO program somewhat inflexible and not suited to
contract had already established a pattern for sophisticated energy analyses. However, its
regional administration of the project as well as relative simplicity and direct approach made it
energy office participation, SEOs were well ideal for the Super Good Cents application.
qualified to provide these services to
manufacturers, dealers, utilities conducting By limiting the input variables, WATrSUN
Super Good Cents programs, andhome buyers, made it easier, more straightforward, and faster
The services included design assistance, to isolate the effects of design and construction
technical assistance, an inspection program, variables on energy performance. The
dealer training, and assistance to Super Good estimated energy performance of the home
Cents-sponsoring utilities and home owners as might differ when analyzed using a more
needed (BPA 1988b). sophisticated simulation program such as

SUNDAY -- and more exact estimates would be
required later when the cost-effectiveness of the

STATEENERGYOFFICESPARTICIPATINGIN measureshad to be evaluated -- but WATTSUN
THE RCDP could evaluate and quantify the energy effects

Washington State Energy Office (Washington of alternate design approaches with results that
SEO) paralleled and closely approximated those
Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) obtained from more complex programs.
Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR)
Montana Department of Natural Resources
0VlDNR). Participating Manufacturers

At the startof the RCDP, a total of 17
plants manufactured HUD code homes within
the region and ali of them were invited to
participate. Although broad-scale participation

A key service performed by SEOs from the wasn't essential to the success or failure of the
point of view of both the project and its demonstrationproject, it was hoped that enough
participants was helping manufacturers to manufacturerswould join the effort to provide a
qualify their homes for Super Good Cents/ representativesample of the industry. The
RCDP. This was done using the same extent of participationwould have a bearing on
engineering tool developed for the site-built the validity of test results as well as the
Super Good Cents program -- the WATrSUN presumed ability of the industryto duplicate
computer program. WATrSUN is a simulated them. Naturally, if none of the manufacturers
energy performance computer model derived were willing to participate, the demonstration
from SUNDAY (see Chapters 5 and 8) a project would simply not have been feasible.
numerical simulation program that uses local
weather datato simulate the effect of weather

on building heating requirements. WATTSUN Initially, five manufacturers "signed up" to
is a simpler tool using an equation derived from participatein the project. Ultimately, seven
numerous SUNDAY simulations to more easily manufacturersoperating eight of the plants in
estimate a building's thermal performance based the region chose to join the program (see Box -
on input values (Baylon et al. 1990). Manufacturers Participating in the RCDP).

This was extremely important and encouraging
because the industry as a whole is generally
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The Marketing Program

MANUFACTURERS
PARTICIPATING What was the final Super Good Cents/RCDP

IN THE RCDP marketing program? And, how had it evolved?
lt must be understood that the struggle to get to

Fleetwood Homes this stage had always been waged on at least
FuquaHomes tWOfronts -- some of the challenges facing theGlen River Industries

Golden West Homes introductionof energy-efficient manufactured
GuerdonIndustries homes were technical and some involved

ModulineInternational financial and marketing issues. Advances or
$iivercrestIndustries decisions in one area could not proceed very far

without some similar progress in the other.

For example, setting up a test that involved
considered to be conservative - a "wait and a "massive" payment to either manufacturers or
see" attitude is fairly widespread. Even so, the home-buyers could certainly site 150
efforts to date had attracted at least some manufactured homes quickly enough -- but such
manufacturers who were willing to innovatively an approachwould prove little and couldn't be
design, produce, and market what was expanded once the standard of cost-effectiveness
essentially a new - and risky -- product, was applied. Some degree of relatively cost-

efficient innovation had to be developed. On
Beyond that, the participants represented a the other hand, if the effort to develop

good cross=section of the industry. For relatively low-cost, feasible production
example, the participants varied in size - their techniques was followed exclusively, in the
plant production ranged from approximately hope that costs could be kept so low that
250 units per year to over 1,000 units per year. energy-saving features would "automatically" be
Most of the participating manufacturers saleable to a price-sensitive market, a lot of
operated their plants with a moderate to high important time could be lost with no experience
degree of autonomy, even though some of them gained in marketing manufactured homes with
were part of a large corporate structure with energy-efficient features.
headquartersoutside the region (Lee and
Harkreader 1989). In the area of marketing, the fact that the

project had been administered in the Consumer
The relatively good start was likely to be Products and Services Branch throughout 1986

psychologically important to the industry. If and 1987 was be,neficial. The Super Good
these innovators could demonstrate that they Cents experience in advancing energy-efficient
could successfully produce such homes, and if construction of site-built homes was available
the proposed marketing effort could support and close at hand. While there were legal
their sale and acceptance by "real-world" • issues and construction details that were unique
buyers, the effort to make the HUD code to the manufacturedhousing industry, the
homes in the Pacific Northwest energy efficient marketing challenges, generally speaking, were
would succeed in the long term, in spite of the not. Site-built experience had clearly indicated
legal barriers, the cost barriers, and the that some incentive was required to initially
production barriers that had originally launch the concept of energy-efficient housing
discouraged the effort in the early 1980s. -- this was both the genesis and the essential

legacy of the Super Good Cents concept and
program.
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Regional characteristics were important. In And, wasn't this exactly the earlier case with
some sections of the country where utility rates site-built homes? Super Good Cents had
are high, people either are -- or could easily be demonstrated that a combination of training,
educated to be -- sensitive to a home's energy incentives, and advertising promotion could
performance characteristics. This is even more effectively overcome the barriers of increased
the case when climates are severe. In the cost and unfamiliarity. As early as January
Pacific Northwest as a whole, however, electric 1986 - nearly 2 years earlier -- a strategy to
rates had long been low and the cost of heating include manufactured homes in the Super Good
a home was simply not a major issue, not Cents effort had been clearly indicated in a
something that home buyers thought about, lt PNL report (see Chapter 6). Ultimately,
was not in their "vocabulary," particularly in perhaps no group knew the marketing challenge
the region's major population areas which better than the manufacturers and they had
generally are in the milder climate zones, always supported the concept of Super Good
While it is a fact that the region's electric rates Cents support, stressing not only the incentives
had been inching up higher and higher -- and (clearly an important factor) but the training
undoubtedly will continue to do so -- in 1987- and advertising components of the program as
1988 the cost of energy was simply not yet a weil.
motivating issue.

When finally determined, the incentives
So, clearly, a marketing stimulus had to be were substantial (see Table 9.2), they were

created. This was the experience of those who designed to overcome nearly ali of the initial
had fought the same battles in the site-built cost barrier, and they were provided directly to
sector. Energy conservation features had manufacturers. Dealers also received
always received "high marlc_" from mLarketing incentives. In areas served by utilities
survey respondents and yet laheyconsistently participating in the Super Good Cents, home
failed to perform in the real-world m_xketplace, buyers and dealers received additional
One way to market energy efficiency in spite of incentives if the utility chose to participate in
this apathy is to essentially force the issue by the demonstration. (Not ali utilities were
encouraging more stringent building codes, willing to participate at this stage; some of
Another way is to encourage individual home them, like some of the manufacturers, preferred
buyers to "trade up" to energy efficiency by to wait until the RCDP program demonstrated
offering an incentive for them to do so. that energy-efficient manufactured homes could

be successfully built, sold, and sited.)
This latter course was the basis for the

Council's and Bonneville's decision, in 1984, to Research Requirements
develop the Super Good Cents program. By
1987, the accumulated experience with As soon as the manufactured housing project
promoting energy efficiency in site-built homes was firmly scheduled as part of the next RCDP
via the Super Good Cents program provided an cycle, work began in late 1987 on firming up
excellent guide to developing an Super Good the specific research requirements of the project
Cents program tailored to manufactured homes (BPA 1988a).
when the technical issues could be resolved. In
fact, manufacturers varied in their assessment Energy Use
of the technical problems -- no doubt reflecting
their individual production practices and Energy use data would be collected from
situations -- but they ali agreed that the ability meters installed in the home:
to actually sell energy-efficient homes was, in
essence, much more a marketing problem than • Heating Usage - A meter placed across the
a technical one (Lee and Harlo'eader 1989). furnace electrical circuit would monitor the
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TABLE 9.2 - RCDP Incentives investment and return in terms of energy
savings. This datawas scheduled to be

...... collected by PNL.Incentive Climate Zone
,,,, ,,,,

1 2 3 _ManufacturerSurvey

SGC/RCDP $2,000 $2,500 $3,000 Manufacturers participatingin the program
Manufacturer wouldbe surveyedby PNL to obtaininitial
Incentive attitudestowardenergyconservationin general
Dealer 250 250 250 andthe programin particular. This information
Incentive wouldbe usedguideBonnevillestaffmembers

in designing futureprograms that would
Utility Dealer 250 250 250 accommodatethe uniquefeaturesof theIncentive

..... industry.
UtilityHome 1,000 1,250 1,500
Owner OccupantSurvey
Incentive

' Informationon occupantswassoughtto
compareto site-builtresultsandto guide

heating energy used by the home. development of the Super Good Cents

• Water Heater Usage - A second meter would marketing effort.
be installed to measure water heater energy
use. Other.Data

• Utility Metering - The utility company meter Other data developed in the course of the
served as a third monitoring teel. project would be includ,_! in the database. This

information included the individual WATI'SUN
Occupants would be solicited to assist the runs that qualified each home, the factory cheek

process by reporting their thermostat list, and the on-site check list (completed at the
temperature setpoints for day, night, and time of initial set-up).
unoccupied periods. Field audits would be

performed during the heating season to measure Off and - Creeping
infiltration. During these audits, investigators

would verify thermostat settings, window In many ways the demonstration project was
orientation, and heating system types. Finally, off to a good start. Besides the SEe resources,
the data on individual homes and occupancy the election to conduct the manufactured
conditions would be correlated with actual housing test as a component of an established
weather data for the closest site to develop Bonneville research mechanism afforded other
energy use estimates of the highest possible benefits. Bonneville staff resources familiar
accuracy, with the demonstration process had been added

to the project; besides having first-hand
_o.s_ Data experience with RCDP's Cycle I, they had good

communication links with SEes and other
Measure-by-measure cost data would be organ.izations such as the Council, PNL, and

sought in an effort to determine the cost- the utilities. From an internal project
effectiveness of each component of the energy- management and staffing point of view, the
efficiency upgrade. Ultimately, this endeavor was richer than it had ever been.
information could lead to an extremely precise
understanding of the relationship between
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Externally, too, coordinationand Nevertheless, it was simply impossible to
communication had been established at enviable initiate a critical new standardand an entirely
levels. The Manufactured Housing Work new procedure without "glitches." Training
Group had helped to build the program in its and orientation were essential; clear
present form. While it was an excellent specifications were essential; close coordination
Nsoundingboard" and industry forum, it had between the SEOs and manufacturers was
also become somewhat of an activist essential. Even so, most participating plants
organization. Its membership actively helped to complained of start-up problems and time-
redesign the specifications, to agree on consuming, cosily delays. The best laid plans
incentive levels, and to establish the details of of mice and men...
the test protocols that would be followed to
provide definitive cost-effectiveness results. *****
The SEOs assumed key roles as vital links
between Bonneville and its needs, the lt had taken over 4 years, but with the
specifications and their demands, individual launch of a comprehensive and "real-world"
manufacturers, some of whom faced unique and test, the region's manufactured housing industry
vexing problems, and home owners. Finally, had clearly entered the mainstream of the
the utilities were involved; although the region's conservation efforts. It was clear to
majority of the participating Super Good Cents many members of the industry that the stakes --
utilities played somewhat limited roles during for them and for everyone -- were clearer and
the RCDP test/demonstration phase of the higher than anyone might have imagined at the
project, many were interested and kept outset.
themselves informed and involved in the project
and would play key roles once the testing phase
was ended.
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CHAPTER 10: A SLOW START -- Problems and Promise

The start-upof the RCDP hadproved to be
time-consuming, difficult, and demanding -- CANDID...ANDCONFIDENTIAL
partlybecause so many people were, of
necessity, involved. Besides Bonneville's Like most industries, the manufactured housing

program and evaluation staff, there were staffs industry is highly competitive. Information concerninginternal structure and practices and details about costs
of varying sizes for each of the four SEes, the andsuppliers is jealously guarded. At the sametime,
management and work crews of seven scattered insight into plant operations and reliable data
manufacturers, outside research contractors, concerning the actual costs of energy efficiency

dealers, utilities, and thehomeowners who upgrades was critical to making an informed

purchased the first energy-efficient homes, asseasment of th© potential of energy-efficient
manufactured housing.

From March 1988, and through the summer A dilemma. Manufacturersparticipating in the
until early fall, the project was neither a programwere aware that the essentialpurposeof
smashing success nor a dismal failure. In fact, RCDPcouldnot be served withoutthis information.
at different points in time, it could be judged Thisknowledge notwithstanding, it was tru!y "a leap

of faith" for them to supply it - as they did.either one or the other. At times it seemed as
though the project was evolving just about the partic:,patingmanufacturerscooperated fully only after
way it ought to -- at other times, it seemed that Bonneville, PNL, the SEes, andothersinvolvedin the
the demonstration program was proving only project provided solemn assurances that al_.linformation

would be kept confidential. Most importantly, it
that energy efficiency and manufactured homes would not be identified with any particular
weren't a very good combination after all. manufacturer. The process worked - a tribute to

Both the "wait-and-sees" and the "movers-and- program participants and the industry!

shakers" had occasion to indulge in "I-told-you-
sos" -- but never for long!

Manufacturer Experience (Lee and Harkreader 1989). In the first
interview, problems encountered in the

The PNL was on the road that spring, preliminary stages of the program were
interviewing the initial five participating discussed. PNL also explored the
manufacturers to collect first-hand information manufacturers' attitudes toward a range of
on their experience with producing their first issues: innovations in the industry, energy
energy-efficient manufactured homes and to efficiency, the market demand for energy
collect the data required for the cost- efficiency, Bonneville, the RCDP effort, and
effectiveness analysis that would come later any other issues the manufacturer wished to
(Lee and Harkreader 1989). Within 10 discuss. Finally, the manufacturer's
working days of the production of the first organizational structure and the decision-making
Super Good Cents/RCDP home, on-site process were discussed.
interviews were completed with each
participating plant's key decision makers. PNL These interviews began in March 1988, and
planned to conduct second interviews to extended as late as March 1989 - 10 days after
complete the documentation once the RCDP the last manufacturer to join the program
goal of 150 homes had been reached, completed its first energy-efficient Super Good

Cents home. As might be expected, the very
Ali of the information on manufacturer first producers to join the effort reported the

experience was summarized from this report most frustration and were more vocal about the
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problems they encountered. In fact, their - Too many people (Bonneville, SEOs,
feedback was instrumental in ironing out some utilities) were involved in the project and
of the difficulties so that by the time later this caused delays.
participants entered the program, the path was The incidence of these problems and such
smoother and easier to follow, conunents declined over time. Project

managers worked hard to see that these
Allitutles Toward RCDP - In general, the problems _weremitigated; project participants
manufacturers' impressions of the concept learned from their experience and learned
behind the RCDP effort were very positive, how to work together more smoothly.
This wasn't really surprising; after all, these • Many manufacturers encountered supply
were the manufacturers who had chosen to problems. Often, they could not use their
participate. Among the reasons for their stocked materials and new inventories had to
positive attitudes, manufacturers voiced their be created and stored. These incidents
beliefs that the program could provide: usually involved windows and insulation and
• Benefits to the consumer by making a better were not regarded as major problems. In

product more available, one case, a supplier was unwilling to

• Energy usage data to support the benefits of warranty heating and ventilation units
owning an energy-efficient manufac_'red installed under the design constraints of the
home. Super Good Cents specifications.

• Benefits to manufacturers from the public's • A number of manufacturers argued that the
association of the RCDP manufactured requirements for building Super Good Cents/

RCDP homes were too restrictive.
homes with the energy-efficient homes Comments included these:
already created in the site-built sector.

- Bonneville wants "a utopian situation': (in

Project ReQuirements- Some manufacturer3, regard to the energy characteristics of the
especially _e ones who joined the program demonstration homes).- Engineering requirements are based on
early, were critical of the project's requirements perfect situations not the "real world "and its administration. Some of the comments ' "

- Bonneville should have monitored the
and problems encountered were:

energy consumption of the homes already
• Dealer training was inadequate and created being produced to see whether the RCDP

problems. There were cases in which was warranted.

dealers had placed orders that could not • One manufacturer complained that the
possibly meet project requirements. As one project requirements were too flexible,manufacturer explained: "Dealers are the
link to the public. They need to know the allowing manufacturers to build less than
nuts and bolts of the program so they can "quality" homes. The specific requirements
sell the homes that meet program mentioned in this regard were:
requirements." -. Allowing self-storing storm windows to

meet glazing requirements defeats the
• There were time delays, too much purpose of the window requirements.

paperwork, and a lot of confusion over (According to the manufacturer, people
project and contract requirements: did not like self-storing storm windows
- Specifications changed and homes had to and the first thing customers would do is

be redesigned; remove them.)
- There were problems in communicating - Allowing blown-in insulation reduces the

project and contract requirements; quality of the home; this type of
insulation shifts and compresses during
transport, reducing its effectiveness.
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- Allowing manufacturers to use paint and and options. Even so, individual manufacturers
ceiling cover to meet vapor barrier tend to become specialized, serving only a
requirementsis too lax. portion of the market. Tending to view

Two manufacturersfelt that smaller homes marketing issues from the perspective of their
were especially penalized by the project's particular "niche," the high-end manufacturers
glazing requirements because the ratio of generally believed their customers were more
glazing to floor area was "unrealistic." energy conscious. The manufacturers selling

homes in the low- to mid-price range stated thatThey pointed out that customers like
their customers were more likely to spend lesswindows and suggested that the performance

requirements should be based on the home's money on energy options and more on other
features of the home (Lee and Harkreader

overall energy use. 1989).
• Early on, the Super Good Cents advertising

was lacking. This support was deemed Dealer Experience
importantby most of the participants.
Again, this seemed to become less a problem A total of 40 dealers participated in the
as time went on. initial RCDP test and were surveyed following

• Manufacturers consistently praised their completion of the RCDP (Onisko 1989).
experiences with the SEOs. Staff members Dealers were important in two areas:
were helpful in answering questions and marketingand set-up. Participation by
getting initial designs approved -- according manufacturersdid not automaticallyensure that
to manufacturers, SEOs provided good dealers would participate; in general, dealers

function as independentagents. They are notadministrativeand technical support.
owned or controlled by manufacturers and, in
many cases, they market homes from more than
one producer. Accordingly, it was important at

SGC/RCDPMANUFACTUREDHOMESALES the outset to establish contact with dealers, to
(MONTtlLY) provide adequate training, and to forge links

Month Sale.____s CumulativeSales between dealers and other components of the
3/88 1 1 program, i.e., utilities, manufacturers, SEOs.
4/88 4 5
5/88 0 5
6/88 2 7 In the marketing area, when dealers were
7/88 19 26 queried about the difficulty of selling Super
8/88 12 38 Good Cents/RCDP homes they reported mixed
9/88 11 49 experiences. About one-third of them found the

10/88 8 57 homes "somewhat difficult" to sell, another11/88 19 76
12/88 12 88 one-third found them "somewhat easy" to

1/89 15 103 market, and one-third reported that Super Good
2/89 30 133 Cents/RCDP homes were "very easy" to sell.
3/89 17 150 Interestingly, those dealers who reported that

homes were easiest to sell also placed
significantly more emphasis on television
marketing support.

The market for manufactured homes in the Based on the manufacturers' comments,
there were perceived deficiencies in dealerPacific Northwest covers a broad spectrum --

from "low-end" to "high-end" consumers. To training. In terms of timing, dealer training
reach as many of these customers as possible, may have somewhat lagged the rest of the
most manufacturers offer a range of products program, based on informal recollections of
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RCDP program managers. If so, this would of the initial difficulties seemed insurmountable.
partially account for the initial sales Somehow the physical, technical issues were
sluggishness. The survey was taken after the being resolved and energy-efficient
fact and sheds no light on this factor as a manufactured homes were up for grabs!
possible sales deterrent.

But very few customers -- in fact, none --
Another possible factor reported by dealers were "grabbing." One problem, of course, was

was the heavy administrative burden the RCDP that start-up problems had pushed the selling
program placed on them (Onisko 1989). effort late into the spring. While everyone
Besides straining the dealers, program knows that winter will rage again, it was surely
requirements seem to have altered the more difficult tc, interest consumers in energy
traditional dealer/manufacturer relationships, efficiency just as daffodils were coming into
The program forced manufacturersto rely more bloom and heating systems ali over the
heavily on dealers for accurate specifications, Northwest were being shut down for the
specific site data, and proper set-up, summer. Also, as manufacturers had indicated,
Conversely, dealers were more closely linked to Super Good Cents advertising was limited and
manufacturers because they were, in effect, this, too, was largely a matter of timing.
selling a new product. Manufacturer support Typically, the heaviest Super Good Cents
was the only marketing factor that was advertising schedules were run during the early
universally perceived as important by dealers fall when people __ think about antifreeze and
responding to the dealer survey conducted in heating systems and heating bills, and, so
May and June of 1989 (Onisko 1989). perhaps, energy efficiency. In marketing

•terms, this issue was the important and
Bonneville relied heavily on its use of elementaryfactor of seasonality, and on this

manufacturer incentives to stimulate demand, score RCDP revealed some disturbing
This effort was buttressed by Super Good Cents limitations.
advertising but little else was done to build a
seliing program, or even the framework for

one. Once the program started, it became clear "Themanufacturershavedemonstratedthat
that dealers had a pivotal role in building energy-efficient homescan be produced but
customer demand--as PNL had pointed out in this new technology will do little good if
its first report--and plans were drawn for there is not a demand for it. Since the
increased dealer training, incentives, and manufacturedhousing industry is eompet-

recognition, itive and sensitive to market demand, future
efforts to transfer energy-related technol-
ogies should be targeted toward the retail

Consumer Response dealers and the customers."

PNL case study of the regional
The first few months of the demonstration manufacturers'participation in

were tense, lt looked as though RCDP was "ali the manufacturedhousing RCDP
(Lee and Harkreader 1989).

dressed up with no place to go." In a program
that required both technical and marketing
support, it appeared that the weak link during
the first few months of the effort was going to
be the marketing component, based on sales
performance. By the end of April 1988, five In general, marketing factors were not
manufacturers had proved that the Super Good strongly emphasized. For example, the initial
Cents homes could be built. To be sure, they consumer response to the program was never
had problems as indicated in the PNL studied. Even though one stated RCDP
interviews cited earlier in this chapter, but none objective for ali innovations studied is to gather
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facts on marketability, the program had, in fact, in the game as weil. To get the first home
developed no consistent methodology for launched, Bonneville and the SEOs had been
assessing marketability in either site-built or heavily and closely involved in getting the
manufactured housing programs. Neither home sold, its specifications determined, and its
RCDP nor Super Good Cents focused much eligibility qualified. Once that home had blazed
effort on the true end user, the home owner, the way, Bonneville's attention and interest
Of ali the reports generated by the RCDP, none focused on the next manufacturer, not the next
of them are focused on marketability, on sale. However, from the point of view of the
consumer response to promotion effort, or on dealer and manufacturer who had just sold their
occupant satisfaction. Any concern with first Super Good Cents/RCDP home, there must
occupants was limited to technical and have been a vacuum as they were suddenly "left
behavioral concerns, i.e., the thermostat set to their own devices."
points, etc.

The effects of the initial uncertainties were
Apparently Bonneville had not approached painfully evident in the monthly sales of

the RCDP effort as a marketing challenge, manufactured homes (see Box - SGC/RCDP
There is no evidence of a marketing plan and Manufactured Home Sales). Absolutely no
program to support and build Super Gt_od Cents Super Good Cents homes were sold in May and
sales and no marketing contingency plans. Not only two were sold in June. A Work Group
surprisingly, therefore, Bonneville had no tools meeting, held during this period in June 1988,
available when RCDP simply went dead in the discussed the problems and probably helped to
water in May and June of 1988. Fortunately, clear the air. 1
the Work Group provided a forum in which the
problem could be aired and -- eventually -- While Bonneville had provided the support
solved by mutual efforts. The manufacturers required to sell the first Super Good Cents/
and dealers participating in the Work Group _ RCDP home for a particular plant, to launch
deal with the rough and tumble world of selling the process and bring the individual
products and did have enough of a retail manufacturer and dealer on board, it became
marketing orientation to recognize and deal with clear in June that Bonneville had no consistent
the problem, long-term marketing plan. Bonneville was not

planning to push 150 homes through the
The Industry Rt._ponds pipeline home by home. The June Work Group

meeting revealed, more by inference than
The timing alone made the sales challenge design, that dealers and manufacturers were

more demanding, but there were also other going to have to deal with the marketing issues,
factors. For example, the new relationship use the tools provided, take advantage of the
between manufacturers and dealers made it incentives, and create a demand for energy
difficult to determine who was calling the shots, efficiency -- even in the summer.
Were manufacturers going to _ the energy-
efficient homes down the pipeline or were The participants rose to this challenge. One
dealers going to create a ground swell of strong suggestion from the Work Group was
market demand and _ the Super Good Cents that Bonneville alter its contract requirements so
homes through the system? With their that homes could be built "on spec." This
traditional affiliations somewhat blurred, it meant allowing manufacturers to build energy-
wasn't clear for a time just where the stimulus efficient homes for dealers to site on their lot so
would originate, that home buyers could see what a Super Good

Cents manufactured home was ali about. The

From the industry's traditional point of view dealer and manufacturer participants convinced
and marketing practice, there were new players Bonneville that without such a tool, it would be
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difficult to motivate buyers to make a major energy efficiency and/or building a franchise
purchase at a premium price, in spite of the for upgraded homes, the industry consistently
incentive. This made sense and Bonneville raised the issue of marketability.
agreed to the premise, taking steps to provide
the appropriate cash incentives even though the In spite of its substantial investment in
"spec-built" home was not, strictly speaking, marketing Super Good Cents to regional
eligible under the terms of the Super Good consumers, Bonneville seems to have learned
Cents/RCDP contract, little from the experience, lt could not provide

strong marketing leadership or direction. In
Besides working out such details, the Work 1988, the agency had no perspective on the

Group meetings and one-on-one contacts problem and no mechanisms to provide
throughout the early summer of 1988 seemed to sophisticated marketing support during those
work. Additional sales of Super Good Cents/ first crucial months of the RCDP. lt was a
RCDP manufactured homes _ made, and lesson not lost on the industry and not one ever
after its initial 3-month flirtation with disaster forgotten. Over the next few years, the
the project began to move and develop a industry would consistently challenge
momentum that, although at times not Bonneville's marketing assumptions and
substantial, it never again lost. Marketing, it jealously guard its hard-won niche in the Pacific
became clear, was an in_.qd.O.g_challenge and Northwest's housing market.
once this was established, sales _ generated.

SEe Experience
A strong factor that undoubtedly helped to

increase the sales of Super Good Cents/RCDP The SEes of the four states comprising the
homes was the innate competitiveness of the Pacific Northwest region had worked with
industry. As more manufacturers joined the Bonneville on research and demonstration
program, it became clear that some individual matters since RCDP Cycle I in 1985.
firms were more intent on aggressive sales of Reporting methods, channels of communication,
energy-efficient homes than others. For a and coordination had ali been ironed out over
variety of reasons, certain manufacturers had nearly 3 years of shared experience.
long been more supportive than others; now Nevertheless, the addition of the manufactured
some of them were moving far ahead of others housing test as an innovation to be tested in
in stimulating demand and generating "real- RCDP's Cycle II had tested their mettle (BPA
world" orders. These innovators not only 1988a).
proved that there was a market for Super Good
Cents homes, their mere success was strong In terms of scale, the manufactured housing
motivation because of the close-knit rivalry that innovation dwarfed the other contemporary
distinguished the industry, efforts. Despite the magnitude, complexity,

and importance of the project, there had been
Bonneviile's lack of marketing leadership or little time to prepare; the decision to include

initiative during this early crisis and its manufactured housing in RCDP came at the
willingness to defer the problem to eleventh hour. There were budget matters,
manufacturers and dealers may have had long- organizat!onal issues, and questions concerning
term consequences. As events unfolded, the the likely participation by manufacturers to
industry appeared to doubt the ability of resolve. When these were settled, in the fall of
Bonneville, the SEes, or the Council to 1987, the SEes had less than 4 months to
recognize and treat the marketing issues marshall their forces and get up to speed.
involved in the shift, to energy-efficient
manufactured homes (and pricing). As the SEes established liaison with the
region moved to change public attitudes toward manufacturers, the IPIAs and the utilities.
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They also finalized the process they would use better solve the types of problems being
to qualify homes for RCDP participation (and encountered, lt was difficult to schedule
incentives). In fact, as indicated by the training sessions and coordinate the activities of
manufacturers in PNL's case study (Lee and a group as diverse as the dealers proved to be.3
Harkreader 1989), SEOs were particularly
successful in this aspect of their responsibilities. A proposal advanced by the SEOs relatively

late in the demonstration effort called for

As part of the process that would be used to providing recogni'_ionfor dealers and coupling
qualify homes for participation in the RCDP this with a dealer incentive program. Such a
(and for the incentive payment), Washington marketing effort, fairly common in many retail
SEO made the changes in the WATFSUN sales programs, was recommended as a possible
program normally used to qualify Super Good means of overcoming dealer resistance and
Cents homes. These changes were required to inertia. Unfortunately, the restrictions placed
adapt WATFSUN so it could be used to qualify on Bonneville as a federal agency severely
manufactured homes under the revised limited its ability to provide such typical retailer
specifications developed by the task group incentives as travel prizes. Anything
during the summer of 1987.2 Bonneville could legally provide would have to

involve attendance at pertinent business
Under the terms of its master contract with conferences or attendance at "essential

Bonneville, Washington SEO ensured that other meetings."3 Hardly a way to build dealer
SEOs were also competent to qualify Super enthusiasm for Super Good Cents/RCDP selling
Good Cents/RCDP homes. As a practical programs.
matter, this involved only the Oregon
Department of Energy (ODOE). There were no A significant amount of SEO attention and
manufacturers in Montana and, in spite of time was involved with issues related to data
strong effort by the Idaho Department of Water collection and database management.
Resources, Bonneville, and others, no Idaho Throughout the RCDP period, Bonneville's
manufacturers joined the RCDP effort during primary concerns were focused on its
the test period, information needs -- Bonneville never forgot its

objective was to demonstrate regional cost-
Bonneville and the SEOs were aware that effectiveness of the recommended specifications

dealers were "the weak link in the chain," from designed to bring manufactured homes to MCS
both technical and marketing points of view. 3 levels of energy efficiency. To better manage
Even as late as October 1988, the Washington and coordinate data issues, Bonneville would
SEO reported that only a few dealer set-up shortly set up a committee to permit these
crews were familiar with the program. At this matters to be handled more directly and more
same time, 8 months into the RCDP effort, efficiently by a smaller, more knowledgeable
only 23 dealers in the region were participating group (see below and Chapter 11).
in the program; most of these (19) were in
Washington State. Utilities

Budget constraints were an issue but Not ali utilities participated actively in the
Bonneville's program managers agreed that RCDP, but those operating in the region's most
training was critical. Modifications to the populated, fastest growing areas along the
Washington SEO contract were initiated to north-south interstate highway -- the I-5
provide more dealer training. The type of Corridor through Seattle and Portland-- had
effort was also called into question; the ODOE long been concerned about manufactured
recommended that more flexible, more housing and its impacts on load growth. These
specifically targeted, one-on-one training could same utilities were generally in the forefront of
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supported the Super Good Cents program for to resolve customer complaints and deal with
site-built homes (BPA 1989b). In the site-built home owners' questions.
sector, their roles were more straightforward
and more central. Utilities ran the WATI'SUN Mid-Course
program to qualify Super Good Cents homes in
the design stage, verified their proper On November 3, 1988, the Manufactured
construction, and paid the ince.ntiveto the Housing Work Group met once again to review
contractoror home owner (based on the sales progress and discuss next steps.4 As of the
contract between contractor and home owner), meeting date, 61 RCDP homes had been sold,

chiefly in climate zones 1 and 2 in Washington
In manufactured housing, such an and Oregon. By this time, however, homes had

arrangement would not have been workable been sold for siting in Idaho and the first home
Because any manufacturercould potentially site slated for climate zone 3, in Missoula, in cold,
a home anywhere in the region, the plant could, cold Montana, had just been sold by an Oregon
in theery, be overrun with utility inspectors manufacturer.
from four state. From the utilities' point of
view, they would, i_ theory, have to cover 17 Sales seemed to be picking up and one of the
manufacturing plants in f_ur states. This, of manufacturers observed that "people don't think
course, was the basis for the decision to have about insulation in July, they think about
the SEOs qualify the Super Good Cents/RCDP insulation in October." By now, the problems
homes, discussed earlier had been thoroughly aired --

seasonality was indeed a factor. More effort
Although that solved problems, it also had been put into dealer training and SEOs

created them. The introductionof the SEOs worked hard to bringdealers and utilities
into the Super Good Cents process required together. Although dealer response to training
adjustments on the part of utilities -- now was not as enthusiastic as the SEOs had hoped,
utilities were not in control of their time, their the feedback from manufacturers present at the
schedules, or the quality of the home being meeting was that the training had been
certified. Like everyone else involved in the effective, lt was their observation that some
RCDP experience, utilities were being asked to dealers were simply more responsive, more
compromise, to work in a new and different competitive, more innovative than others.
manner. For the most part, they rose to the
occasion. Marketing efforts were working and the

homes were being sold. By now, five "spec-
The utilities emerged as key factors in dealer built" houses had been authorized and the

orientation and some of them developed results clearlyjustified the effort. Just as the
extremely good relationships with dealers in manufacturershad predicted, these
their area -- SEOs were often instrumentalin "demonstrators"were helping dispel some of
bringing utilities and dealers in a particulararea the doubts about Super Good Cents
together. The utilities were also responsible, in manufacturedhomes. Some more novel market
areas where Super Good Cents was being run pressures were being felt. Through dealers,
by the local utility, for the finai on-site manufacturerswere astonished at being
inspection of the manufacturedhome once it encouraged (and prodded) by utilities?
had been shipped from the factory. Utilities
became the "experts" on set-up specifications This new liaison between manufacturers and
and many of them worked effectively with utilities was a strange outgrowth of the RCDP.
dealers to improve set-up procedures. Often, At least at the outset, it was not always
utilities played importantroles with home comfortable and, at times the industries were at
owners as weil, in some cases helping dealers loggerheads (see Box - Minimum Shell
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As shown in Table 10.1, average leakage

MINIMUMSHELLREQUIREMENTS rates for double-wide manufacturedhomes were
found to be 8.40 ACH at 50 pascals (Pa)

Even though the SGC specifications for pressure differential. Using a model, these
manufactured homes allowed homes to qualify when
the added efficiency of a heat pump was calculated results were predicted to be approximately 0.50
into an energy budget, an !-5 utility had refused to ACH under natural atmospheric conditions.
certify one such home as Supcr Good Cents. The This suggested that manufactured homes in the
utility maintained that minimura shell (insulation and Pacific Northwest performed moderately better
glazing) requirements must alsobe met. For a time than site-built homes using current residential
feelings ran high. Manufacturers felt they had construction techniques and practices.
complied with requirements while the utility felt that it
had the right - if not the obligatio,a - to require that According to the report, the air leakage rates
all $GC homes be built to minimum standards of for new site-built homes were approximately 10
energy efficiency, and not rely solely on heat pump ACH at 50 Pa (Nagda et al. 1985).
efficiency to qualify inefficient designs.

In addition to collecting the data from
blower door testing, investigators explored the
causes of air leakage. Using a smoke-stick

•loggerheads (see Box - Minimum Shell (which reveals air flow patterns by creating a
Requirements). The Work Group played an visible haze), the researchers determined that
important role as a forum (and sometimes an the major contributors to leakage in
arena) for the two industries to determine their manufactured homes were the marriage lines
goals, resolve their differences, and work between the homes' sections, the heating system
together to achieve the many common cross-over ducting, plumbing holes, windows,
objectives these interchanges uncovered. In the gaps around shower or bath units, and the area
course of the RCDP, the lowering of barriers around the electrical panel. Although glazing
between utilities and manufacturers was area was recorded for about 50 homes, no
increasingly evident, meaningful correlation between glass area and

leakage rate_ was found.
Air Leakage Tests

Other Data Issues
The Work Group had also evolved as a kind

of scientific forum, a "real-world" symposium, Just the day before the November Work
in which the research efforts underway were Group meeting, Bonneville had initiated a new
reported. In many cases, these were of great body, called the Data Management Committee
interest to the industry, providing insight into (DMC), to manage data issues. Much of the
manufactured housing characteristics versus the agenda of the Work Group meeting was
site-built market and/or within the industry, devoted to describing this group and reporting
For example, at the November 3, 1988,. the types of issues with which it was dealing•
meeting a major study of the air leakage The DMC was an important development in this
characteristics of manufactured housing was chronicle and deserves its own chapter, Chapter
presented (Ek et al. 1988). By this time, 1I, where it can be described in detail. The
extensive test experience from a variety of rest of the November 3, 1988, Work Group
sources had been collected; the results of this meeting will be discussed in Chapter 12 -- it
testing were becoming more important as the was a pivotal event marking the end of the
sample was growing larger and larger. The beginning, the beginning of the end of the
report covered 93 double-wide homes produced RCDP experiment.
by 19 different manufacturers (52% of the
homes tested were produced by five *****
manufacturers).
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TABLE 10.1 - Manufactured Housi_ng Air Leakage Performance (93 double-wide homes)

Specific Air Changes Natural Air
Leakage Areac°_ per Hour at 50 Pa Change Ratecb)

, ,,,,

Average 2.70 cm=/m= 8.38 0.50
, ,, ,, , ,,,,,,

Sample Std. Deviation 0.68 1.93 0.15
j, , ,, ,

Coefficient of Variation 0.25 0.23 0.29
, r ,, ,,,,

(a) Effective leakage area (cm=) per square meter of building envelope area, as determined
from the calculated flow rate _;_10 Pa.

(b) As determined usingthe Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratories model, based on flow rate at
4 Pa.

Source: Ek et al. i988
,i i

A slow start indeed. But the beginnings of painful - solutions had been found by a new
RCDP were not without their merit; valuable and somewhat unlikely coalition. Manu-
lessons had been learned. More important, the facturers, dealers, utilities, SEOs, trade
issue_ had been acted upon. And, even more associations, researchers, and even writers were
important than that, they had not been acted working together to create solutions and bonds
upon unilaterally by Bonneville. Rather, more strong enough to withstand even greater
indirect -- sometimes slower, sometimes more challenges in the future.

End Notes

1 The scant documentation of this Work 3 Internal report on the October 21, 1988,
Group meeting, held on June 6, 1988, RCDP Manufactured Housing Meeting
consists only of an agenda and hand-written prepared November 18, 1988, by the
notes. Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,

Oregon.
2 Letter from the Chairperson (Bonneville

Program Manager) to the RCDP Manufac- 4 Internal report on the November 3, 1988,
tured Housing Task Group. August 19, Manufactured Housing Work Group Meeting
1987. Bonneville Power Administration, prepared November 30, 1988, by the
Portland, Oregon. Bonneville Power Administration, Portland,

Oregon.
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CHAFER 11: ENTER THE DMC -- BPA ContinuesExpands Group Activity

The detail involved in the research aspects of reflected the change and expansion in the
the RCDP was immense; the number of steps group's function over time:
and the coordination required was challenging.
To apportion the tasks, help coordinate them, Manufac_re4 Housing Signalled that the group
and continue the cooperative, information- had expanded its outreach from the RCDP and
sharing, teamwork-oriented environment that the regional work group and now encompassed
had been fostered, Bonneville established the entire industry.
another work group, the Data Management
Committee (DMC), in the fall of 1988.t'2 Technical Advisory Group Indicated that the
DMC meetings were held in Portland; the group would no longer be limited to dealing
timing of these events was based on workload, only with data issues (in fact, the group had
availability of key data and reports, and the long dealt with broader technical issues that
schedules of the principal participants in the applied to Super Good Cents/RCDP) but would
process. To help minimize misunderstanding deal with a broader spectrum of technological
and advance the project, reports of ali DMC matters.
meetings were circulated soon after each of
these meetings. Genesis

Initially the attention of the DMC was Such developments were beyond the
focused on data collection and later, as raw data expectations of the RCDP managers who
was collected, the establishment of agreed-upon conceived the idea of the DMC, ar,other
data management guidelines. As data experiment in group dynamics. The origins of
requirements were completed and the RCDP the idea can be traced along two lines of
reached its goal of 150 sited manufactured development. The first, and major influence,
homes, the DMC oversaw the analysis of was the work group experience. Since 1986,
available data and, finally, the preparation of nearly 2 years earlier, the manufactured
RCDP reports. Increasingly, as the project housing project had made excellent use of the
matured, it became clear that the DMC was public process, achieving new levels of regional
becoming a resource in itself, lt was the teamwork. Not only did the work group serve
repository of a great deal of technical as a sounding board, it had moved well beyond
information -- much of which was at once its original purpose and somewhat passive goals
original, reliable, and potentially useful not to become a key factor in launching and
simply to the RCDP but to others, advancing the demonstration project. The work

group had been instrumental in
Gradually, therefore, the role of the DMC

expanded to include technical issues beyond • driving the project to a regional test
data and audiences beyond the RCDP
participants (already large enough by any • securing funding for the project in a period
standard). In recognition of the expansion of of retrenchment
its role and its audience, the DMC eventually
changed its name and its charter. The group * taking advantage of existing programs,
changed its name to the Manufactured Housing experience, and resources by urging that the
Technical Advisory Group (MHTAG) on project be administered as an RCDP effort
September 6, 1990, nearly 2 years after its
inception? The change in name clearly
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s ensuring broad-scale industryparticipation identification codes to RCDP homes. These
and interest in the project issues did have to be resolved; they probably

did not require 40 people to resolve them.
• solving problems -- particularly marketing Earlier, a smaller task group had successfully

challenges -- as they arose in the course of been formed and worked together to tailor
the project. Super Good Cents specifications to manu-

factured housing applications and capabilities
Small wonder, then, that the project's and this was a model for a similar task group to

managers, as they laid out the research plans, deal with data issues.
thought in terms of some type of group
participation. In fact, the work group was The idea that data management could
already functioning as a symposium for become a time-consuming problem for the work
technical reports and discussion of technical group was confirmed by RCDP experience with
issues, lt was therefore a straight-forward, data issues that had arisen on other projects --
logical development to make the work group a this was the primary impetus for the second line
forum for data issues even earlier in the process of development leading to the idea of setting up
-- even before the data was collected, the DMC. The idea of a small but diverse team

to deal with data issues was being explored for
ali RCDP projects as a result of the experience

DMe MEETING SCIIEDULE of the SEe and Bonneville managers who had
(1988-1990) worked together previously, during RCDP

November 2, 1988 Cycle I. This experience had made them aware
December 7, 1988 of the ease with which a research project's data
January 23, 1989 management could go awry, demand time, and
March 29, 1989 compromise a research effort.
May 5, 1989

June 14, 1989 The thought was that the DMC would extend
July 20, 1989 the group process into more technical details
September 12, 1989
October25, 1989 However, because it would be a smaller group,
January 11, 1990 composed of members with technical expertise
February 13, 1990 and interest, it could deal with such issues more
April 12, 1990 quickly and more competently than a larger,
June 27, 1990 more diverse group. At the same time, the
August 2, 1990
September 6, 1990 sense of participation would not be lost --

(At the September 6, 1990, meeting the membershipon the DMC was always open to
group's name was changed to MHTAG; it had anyone who wanted to participate; meetings
concluded the RCDP tasks for which it had were always open to any work group members
been organized.) who wanted to attend.

The First DMC Meeting

The first DMC meeting was held on
The problem was that some of these issues November 2, 1988, at Bonneville Headquarters

were highly technical -- and often not very in Portland, Oregon. lt was attended by
compelling even though important, lt would be technical representatives of the Washington
easy, project participants realized, to completely SEe, the Oregon DOE, the Council, PNL,
overwhelm the work group with picky details Bonneville management, and a Bonneville data
such as what type of computer program to use management contractor, as well as a
for database storage or how to assign manufactured housing trade association
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representative ,anda writer who began to During the meeting, the overall data
develop comprehensive meeting reports.2 management approach and the capabilities of

the Residential Data Acquisition System
(RDAS) that would be used to manage the data

DM('.POLICYGUIDELINES were explained for the group; this introduction

The RCDP Manufactured Housing Data helped participants to understand some of the
Management Committee (DMe) has been formed to data collection requirements. The RDAS was
advise and review the manufactured housing data one of the most straightforward, simplest, and
collection process_, flexible data management systems available --

TheData Mmlagement Committee shall assist in information could be recalled quickly and the

1. The development of procedures to design, system would accept input data in a range of
collect, verify, documem and analyze ali formats. There were highly technical issues to
manufacturedhousing data collectedunder discuss at the DMC's first meeting but, in
RCDP. essence, the intent was that the manufactured

2. The development of guidelines to: housing demonstration project would make
(a) Protect the confidentiality of ali data maximum use of lessons learned from RCDP's

collected from various participants. Cycle I and conformto Bonneville's state-of-
(b)Disseminate all information and ensure its the-art in database management.

appropriate use.
(c) Review publications which use data

collected under the RCDP. Data Collection Requirements

3. The evaluation of ali requests for alternative or To provide background and help establish
addedresearchobjectives, the group's working parameters, the going-in

research objectives of the RCDP project were
outlined and discussed. By reviewing the
objectives, DMC members could better

Much of the attention of the participants in understand the project's data needs and its
this initial meeting was focused on the project's current data collection efforts. At this point,
data needs (see below). Relatively late in the during the first year of the project, data
process, the group discussed the policy collection was the chief concern and priority.
guidelines that had been proposed for the new The most immediate goal for the DMC was to
group. The proposed guidelines stressed establish and coordinate RCDP's data collection
Bonneville's role and DMC members were requirements, establishing a consensus about
concerned that the committee could be viewed how data would be collected and the questions
as simply a vehicle for project management, the information was intended to answer:
This was distinctly not the case; the overriding
purpose of the DMC was to ensure that the Cost Data - To determine measure-by-measure
research being conducted met the region's needs cost-effectiveness and provide guidelines for
and that it would be useful and accessible to the incentive levels, PNL was charged with
region. As one member described it: "We're collecting cost data for: (1) HUD code homes,
putting the data candle on a lamppost and not (2) current practice homes, and (3) Super Good
under a bushel. ''2 The policy guidelines, as Cents/RCDP homes built to the MCS.
developed, reflected this more general approach Obtaining reliable cost data from the industry
(see Box - DMC Policy Guidelines). would be difficult; as discussed earlier,

manufacturers were extremely concerned about
Because the database was going to be large, revealing these figures to competitors.

Bonneville had proposed that an expert database
manager -- one of Bonneville's outside Energy USe Data - Indoor temperatures were a
contractors -- be a member of the committee, tricky part of this analysis -- energy-use data
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would not be useful unless temperature, The Baseline - A problem almost from the start
thermostat settings, and ventilation practices -- and one which was to plague the project until
were known and standardized home-by-heme, the end -- concerned the baseline, i.e., the
Home owners had a role to play beyond "current practice" against which the energy
purchasing the home; the energy usage data was performance of the test homes would be
based on weekly meter readings forwarded by compared. The Washington SEe was charged
the home owner/occupant. The goal of this with developing a 30-home sample of "base-
aspect of the research was to develop Nreal- case" manufactured homes. These were homes
world" energy usage of the RCDP homes to typical of those sold in the region but without
determine their energy consumption versus the energy-saving features called for by the
HUD code and current practice manufactured Super Good Cents specifications. However, the
homes. The data would be used to selection, the role, the characteristics -- even

the nomenclature - of these homes was
• summarize MCS energy consumption/ uncertain. At various times, they were called

performance (heating and hot water) control homes, current practice homes, or
baseline homes.

• normalize energy heating consumption
versus floor areas The homes were not, technically, any of

these. They would not be used as controls or
• compare predicted WATTSUN run to establish a baseline. In fact, a computer

performance to actual performance, program called the _nceton Scorekeeping
_Method(PRISM) (Fels 1986), being used by

Occupant Survey - This research would be Bonneville to evaluate site-built home
based on a format established by earlier RCDP performance, would be used to make these
surveys of the occupants of site-built homes, lt comparisons. The collected data from the 30
would permit factoring quality issues, i.e., control homes proposed as part of RCDP would
occupant satisfaction, into the final analysis, be used only to help calibrate PRISM to the

manufactured home environment. PRISM
Manufacturer Survey - PNL was responsible for would compare the billing data from these
data collection for its case study of the attitudes homes with the Super Good Cents/RCDP
and experience of the manufacturers homes and approximately 300 homes with
participating in the RCDP. billing history data. t lt was agreed that the

larger 300-home sample should be called
Infiltration Testing - Manufactured home comparison homes to avoid confusion. 2
infiltration testing was to be integrated with an
infiltration testing protocol being developed for The issue was discussed at length at the qrst
ali other RCDP site-built testing. The goal was DMC meeting. Bonneville's Evaluation Branch
to base infiltration testing on a single protocol believed the proposed 30-home sample would
that would apply to both manufactured and site- provide a broad enough range of current
built homes procedures and results. This practice manufactured homes to permit analysts
protocol was both the basis and the outgrowth to make any necessary adjustments to PRISM,
of a series of studies call_ the _N__rthwest but several thorny issues emerged. 2
Residential Infiltration Survey -- the NORIS

protocol. One of the timing problems with the • Manufacturers building the Super Good
project was that the NORIS protocol was being Cents/RCDP homes did not represent the
revised. Waiting until the protocol was entire industry. RCDP participants tended
finalized could delay getting into the field to to cluster at the "high-end" and the "low-
check on infiltration conditions in the RCDP end" of the market so obtaining data on 30
homes, homes coming off their lines in 1988 (as
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proposed) would not represent the current Forms and Contracts - One of the functions of
practice of the industry as represented by the the DMC was to coordinate ali the various
300-home comparison home sample, forms (e.g., case studies, occupant surveys,

dealer surveys, home owner postcard data
• The 30 homes would not represent the same forms, in-plant and dealer check lists, etc.)

point in time, either, because the comparison required to administer the test program. A
homes were built somewhat earlier (1987 secondary purpose of this coordination effort
and 1988). Ideally, the control homes was to design forms to facilitate the entry of
should be selected as a sub-sample of the vital information into the RDAS database.
300 comparison homes to which PRISM was
being calibrated. The DME Over Time

• Many sources of potential bias in the way Initially, the DMC met for a full day on
the homes were selected or measured were November 2, 1988, in an exhausting and
cited and discussed: concentration of lengthy meeting that set the tone and the agenda
comparison homes in parks because these for many more meetings to follow. The group
were easier to canvass, confining the continued to meet regularly throughout the
comparison home sample to double-wide RCDP test and evaluation period. Functioning
homes, unusual buyer selection criteria as a forum, a clearinghouse, and a peer review
affecting the control homes selected, mechanism, the group met regularly during
skewing of the sample because the most of the next 2 years (see Box - DMC
manufacturer producing the most homes Meeting Schedule). In the process, the DMC
would be over-represented, etc. acquired more and more shared and unique

knowledge as the RCDP test of the
Before the RCDP would run its course, this manufactured homes program matured.

issue was to recur; it was troublesome and
confusing from the start. Eventually, a sample

of only eight control homes was obtained and, DMCSTUDYITEMS
the energy-savings analysis was performed by
simulating the performance of RCDP homes DMC#I - ManufacturersCostData

without their energy-saving features and not by DMC#2- Energy Use DataDMC#3- Manufacturers'Survey
using PRISM to establish the energy DMC#4- Infiltration Study
performance of a comparison home sample. DMC#5- Occupant Survey

DMC#6 - Design Cheek List

Thermal Performance - The test program's slow DMC#7- In-PlantCheekList
start meant that 150 homes could not be sold DMC#8- Set-UpCheckList

DMC#9 - Dealer Costs

and sited prior to the end of the 1988-89 DMC#10- Baseline (Control) Homes

heating season, lt appeared that the home DMC#11 - Control (Comparison) Homes
owner monitoring and the scheduled ventilation DMe#12- DealerExitSurvey

testing required to assess thermal performance
would present problems: (a) In some cases
there would be 2 years of home-owner data
covering the 1988-1989 heating season and the
1989-1990 heating season. (b) Because of the At its second meeting, on December 7,
expense of getting people into the field, 1988, the DMC dealt in detail with issues such
ventilation testing would be delayed until after as the 12 "study items" (see Box) that
ali 150 homes were sited, placing time and constituted the research planned for the project
scheduling pressure on this aspect of field and the design of forms so that the data
research effort, gathered would be useful and consistent?
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Other issues included timing, data quality upgrades. This was a concern for two key
control, and potential use and usefulness of reasons:
RCDP data in the development of a new,
upgraded HUD code. (A review of the Federal • Because the costs being provided were
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety actually prices, these figures were market-
Standardhad been underway at HUD for some driven and not reflective of the true cost of
time and PNL was under contract to HUD to the upgrades.
assist in developing a new standard.) The only
item that presented any difficulty during this • Methodologies used by different
meeting was continuing concern and confusion manufacturersto determine pricing varied so
over the issue of control homes: that the cost data was not comparable across

the industry.
Early Issues - As 1989 began, preliminary cost
data was available and the DMC discussed the The DMC urged that these concerns be aired
shortcomings and problems this information with the work group and that manufacturer
suggested. The group also reviewed the need cooperation to help obtain more relevant cost
for a comprehensive analysis plan, explaining figures be solicited at a work group meeting
how the individual study items would be used scheduled for the next day. Another approach
and how they related to one another? suggested was to have the SEe representative

accompany PNL to the interviews and deal with
ContrQIHomes -: Unresolved - Events each manufacturer on as intimate a basis as
somewhat overtook the DMC's schedule in possible to encourage fuller disclosure of costs
early 1989 as the volume and momentum of and the manufacturer's methodologies.
Super Good Cents/RCDP sales rose suddenly.
By early spring 1989, the RCDP target of 150 The ManufacturedHousing Institute - HUD's
homes had been sold. As it turnedout, the development work to study possible new
DMC did not have much time to exert any standards for the Federal Manufactured Housing
substantial influence on the way this phase of Construction andSafety Standard had led the
the RCDP was being run. One of the industry's chief trade association, the MHI, to
consequences of this relatively rapid turnof form a consensus committee to examine the
events was that the Washington SEe was issues and make recommendations to HUD on
unable to develop a successful effort to recruit proposed new construction and safety
the 30 control homes as originally planned, standards.7 MHI's involvement, actions, and
There were funding and contracting difficulties recommendations were of great interest to the
and by the time these were straightened out, the members of the DMC. The DMC (and later
RCDP phase of the project was complete.6 the MHTAG) would follow these developments

over the next 3 years for two overriding
Th¢ Need For Imoroved Cost Data - Another reasons:
thorny issue was the cost data being collected
by PNL. The DMC had helped develop the • The cost and thermal performance data that
collection protocol and was directly involved were beginning to be collected on the RCDP
with the type and quality of the data that PNL certainly represented the most recent and the
had been able to obtain with this approach, most accurate (even if less than optimal)
The technique was yielding cost estimates that information available on manufactured
the DMC found "unreliable" and homes. The DMC felt strongly that this
"inconsistent. °'_ lt appeared that the costs information should be considered by the
manufacturers were providing to PNL were the MHI at the outset.
prices that manufacturers were charging for the
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• Any action ultimately taken by HUD that • Developing accurate and consistent U-values
altered current standards would affect the to assign values to the estimated heat loss
"gap" between current practice and the characteristics of manufactured home
MCS; this, in turn, affected cost- components. U-values would change with
effectiveness calculations, incentive levels, variations in design, construction, and
degree of manufacturer participation, etc. materials. RCDP Cycle I1built on the

experience and data gained from earlier
planning for lnfilf;ratignTesting - As the DMC RCDP tests; the DMC was concerned with
met during the summer of 1989, one of its main the accuracy, usefulness and consistency of
concerns was finalizing plans for the infiltration the U-value data used.'

study that would be conducted during the 1989- • Reviewing and commenting on a dealer exit
1990 heating season by PNL. s The team survey that was conducted by Washington
discussed and reviewed the development and the SEO and summarized by Bonneville (Onisko
timetable of the revised NORIS protocols for 1989).such measurements.

• Ironing out concerns over variables in the
New Members - Two new members joined the way WATI'SUN runs were conducted. For
DMC. In September 1989, a manufacturer's example, there were differences in the way
representative joined the team as a full-time cut comers, entryways, bays, and other
member, g The following month, a principal of design features were handled. Investigation
Ecotope, a Seattle-based research and consulting revealed that even in "worst ease" situations
firm, was added to the committee. Ecotope had the variations had minimal (less than 10%)
been awarded the data analysis contract for the effect on predicted heat loss performance, s

RCDP analyses that would be conducted once • Revisions in Super Good Cents specificationsali the data were collected. 1°
that seemed to be required once the thermal
performance analysis began. Ecotope's

Data Analysis Timetable - Information from the analysis provided a more detailed look at
ventilation study conducted by PNL was several assumptions that proved to be
essential to Ecotope's thermal performance incorrect. For example, floor insulation was
analysis. Early in 1990, the DMC learned that not as effective as supposed. The DMC
because of delays in finalizing the NORIS served as a forum for discussing the issues
protocol and the time required to ensure that the and then as a conduit to program managers
field data was checked for accuracy and who could institute whatever changes in
reliability, this information would not be turned Super Good Cents specifications seemed
over to Ecotope until June 1, 1990.11 This clearly indicated by the analysis results as
affected the schedule for the data analysis phase they progressed. 12
of the project and delayed the first thermal
analysis and cost-effectiveness reports until fall • Other findings derived from the analysis in
1990. progress were reviewed, such as the

performance benefits of insulating ducts and
Qt.her Issues - The DMC was likely to take up the evident difference in the effectiveness of
almost any issue that presented technical or blown-in insulation versus batt insulation
programmatic challenges and/or to share any which had to be "stepped" to fit into the
experience of its members that was potentially tight attic spaces where the low-pitched roof
helpful to the program and to others working on meets the wall. 13
the project. Besides the issues highlighted in • Discussion of a Heat Loss Reference Manual

this section, the DMC worked on: and coordinating its preparation with the
expressed needs of manufacturers. Ecotope
undertook the preparation of the manual to
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provide manufacturers a relatively simple These opportunities to share experience and
means of evaluating design options.t4 achieve technical agreements undoubtedly

• Development of minimum component smoothed the transition from the RCDP
requirements that ali Super Good Cents demonstration and test experience to the "real
homes must meet regardless of the home's world" of Super Good Cents. They also helped
estimated energy performance. I_ to discuss other issues, such as the Council's

response to MHI's preliminary analyses or its

A Bridge to Super Good Cents - and Beyond recommendationsto HUD regarding climate
zones to be used in conjunction with any new

It is easy to see that, although the marketing energy standard.
and siting phase of RCDP had ended, the DMC

It is difficult to imagine how some of thesecontinued to meet to oversee the RCDP analysis
issues would have been aired, analyzed, andefforts and these meetings expanded to include

a host of expanded activities. Many of the resolved withou_the DMC. Through the
DMC members were SEO representatives who interchange of ideas and the dynamics of
would play roles very similar to those they had teamwork, it became a stimulating forum,
carried out in the RCDP in the broad-scale performing far more extensive andflexible
Super Good Cents program that would functions than those imagined when it was first
immediately follow the demonstration effort, proposed and established. Among the
These DMC members naturally continued to accomplishments of the RCDP, the
use the DMC as a forum for sharing establishment of a regional technical forum -
experience, as a sounding board, and as a which is not what was planned but what the
means to obtain technical advice. DMC came to be - must certainly be included.

As a kind of technical "brain trust," the
DMC was simply a logical place to discuss

By early 1990, the DMC was becoming amany of the issues that inevitably arose. It was
a busy time for technical issues -- the RCDP different body. It was at once an RCDP

institution, helping to complete the analysisresults suggested change, Bonneville was
reviewing the Super Good Cents specifications phase of the demonstration project, an Super

Good Cents institution, coordinating theas part of a normal review cycle, HUD was
undertaking a review of the Federal technical changes that were taking place in the
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety regular Super Good Cents program as it
Standard, MHI was making recommendations to expanded to include manufactured homes, and a
HUD. By this time, there simply was no better regional technical advisory panel, a
forum and members had learned to function as clearinghouse for technical issues and
a team. DMC members were case-hardened information for the region and for the country.
and experienced both in the field and in the
sophisticated computer simulations that had
been developed to evaluate energy performance.

End Notes

1 Meeting minutes from the RCDP 2 Internal Report on the November 2, 1988,
Manufactured Housing Task Force meeting Manufactured Housing Data Management
on August 19, 1988, Bonneville Power Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
Administration, Portland, Oregon. November 22, 1988, by the Bonneville

Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
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3 Internal report on the September 6, 1990, 10 Internal report on the October 25, 1989,
Manufactured Housing Technical Advisory Manufactured Housing Data Management
Group (MHTAG) meeting prepared October Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
9, 1990, by the Bonneville Power November 3, 1989, by the Bonneville
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.

4 Internal report on the December 7, 1988, 11 Internal report on the January 11, 1990,
Manufactured Housing Data Management Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DMC) meeting prepared Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
December 21, 1988, by the Bonneville January 22, 1990, by the Bonneville
Power Administration. Portland, Oregon. Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.

5 Internal report on the January 23, 1989, 12 Internal report on the February 13, 1990,
Manufactured Housing Data Management Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DMC) meeting prepared Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
February 11, 1989, by the Bonneville Power March 6, 1990, by the Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Administration, Portland, Oregon.

6 Internal report on the March 29, 1989, 13 Internal report on the April 12, 1990,
Manufactured Housing Data Management Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DM£'.)meeting prepared April Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
20, 1989, by the Bonneville Power April 24, 1990, by the Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Administration, Portland, Oregon.

7 Internal report on the June 14, 1989, 14 Internal report on the June 27, 1990,
Manufactured Housing Data Management Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DMC) meeting prepared June Committee (DMC) meeting prepared July
24, 1989, by the Bonneville Power 12, 1990, by the Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Administration, Portland, Oregon.

8 Internal report on the July 20, 1989, 15 Internal report on the August 2, 1990,
Manufactured Housing Data Management Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DMC) meeting prepared August Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
11, 1989, by the Bonneville Power September 11, 1990, by the Bonneville
Administration, Portland, Oregon. Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.

9 Internal report on the September 12, 1989,
Manufactured Housing Data Management
Committee (DMC) meeting prepared
September 25, 1989, by the Bonneville
Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 12: RCDP TAKES OFF -- The Proof is in the Program!

Outwardly, the RCDP had moved somewhat

slowly throughoutthe summer of 1988; spirits s0 HOMESPERMANUFACTURERPOLICY,
at the first DMC meeting on November 2,
1988, and the Work Group meeting the next WhenRCDPwas designed in the summerof 1987,

one of the ground rule,s built into the demonstration
day were not running high. Nevertheless, the , projectwas thatno participating manufacturerwould
participating manufacturerswere "hangingin," be permitted to build more than 50 homes. This
and some of them -- perhaps to their surprise - poncywasestablishedso that thetest wouldinvolvea
were selling more and more Super Good Cents/ sufficiently broad sample of the industry.

RCDP homes. The Manufactured Housing By fall 1988, seven manufacturers were participating
Work Group meetings had continued and were in RCDP and the consensus was that this wa_.ja good
growing ever more spirited, if not always cross-section;in fact, the initial"sample" was broader
larger. Several key manufacturers remained than that achieved for the RCDP Cycle I site-built

interested in RCDP developments and innovations.

participated wholeheartedly in the Work Group Some of the more aggressive manufacturers asked

meetings. The group, over time, had become thatBonnevillereviewthispolicy and at the November
in every sense a true team. 1 3, 1988, work group meeting it was agreed that the

policy should be dropped. In effect, this was a highly
competitive stance taken by the manufacturers who had

It is likely that at least some of the continued d_coveredthe salespotential of SGC- and a not-so-
manufacturer interest wag stimulated by the subtle message not overlooked by RCDP participants

keen competition within the industry, andnon-participants alike.
Participating manufacturers couldn't help but
notice that some of their number were
extremely successful in selling the Super Good
Cents/RCDP homes and wanted to sell even many utilities, and many prospective home
more (see Box - 50 Homes per Manufacturer owners. Difficult as it may be to pinpoint
Policy). At the same time, Bonneville had which segment or diverse interest in this
taken great pains and every opportunity to keep "marketing mix," drove eyelets in late 1988, the
ali regional manufacturers informed and effect was clear enough -- new ideas were
motivated whenever there was occasion to do developing in several quarters and enthusiasm
so. Through this combination, industry for marketing energy-efficient manufactured
involvement and interest was sustained homes was growing across the board!
throughout the RCDP period.

Some of the stimulus was artificial and
Judging from the kinds of discussion taking unintentional -- because the higher RCDP

piace at the Work Group meetings, the project incentives had been guaranteed for only 150
had lost some of its identification as simply a homes, at this stage the future was uncertain.
Bonneville exercise; as participants learned to But it was clear that the RCDP participants
maneuver the bureaucratic shoals of the were beginning to reassess, at some level, the
program, they began to see that the sales potential of energy efficiency to impact sales of
potential was, in fact, significant, that the manufactured homes. What at first had been a
homes could be built to specifications, and that kind of *shotgun marriage" -- an awkward
the RCDP incentive could move the product, imposition of costly features and troublesome
Magic words in any business, specifications into a price-sensitive, competitive

market -- evidently began to make sense
If industry interest had been sustained and (somewhat ali at once) to manufacturers,

even stimulated, so had that of many dealers, dealers, and consumers.
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Dealer Initiatives had opted to include the upgrade costs in their
price to the dealers while passing through the

One major reason these homes sold, noted incentive to the dealer, earmarked as a buyer's
by perceptive dealers, was that buyers evidently incentive. Although in the long run this was
equated the Super Good Cents homes with more costly because the manufacturers and
quality (Onisko 1989). Without necessarily dealers were now taking a mark-up on the
knowing or caring about the specific benefits energy conservation measures, the higher cost
the energy-saving options provided (partly no may have been offset andjustified to a degree
doubt because of the region's long-standing by the marketing value of the relatively
reliance on low electric rates), consumers were lucrative consumer offer. The industry had
nevertheless impressed that something was long maintainedthat its customers were
different about these homes and that something extremely price-sensitive; participating
indeed had value. And, for the time being at manufacturers were convinced that cash-in-hand
least, this something was virtuallyfree! would talk louder than a lower price.

The RCDP incentives made it possible for a With this approach, even though more
prospective buyer to acquire a home with industryprofit was generated and ultimately
energy-efficient features (and its "aura" of paid for by the consumer, dealers were able to
quality construction) at no extra cost. The key offer a substantial consumer cash incentive on
factor not to be overlooked is that during this the spot. The increased price of the Super
period consumers - even though they were not Good Cents\RCDP homes could be amortized
particularlyresponsive to the idea of saving over time while the cash incentive was available
energy - began to perceive that somehow the in the "here and now." The cash-back offer
Super Good Cents/RCDP homes provided permitted customers to increase their down
genuine extra value. Without this perception, payment or pocket the extra cash for moving
incentives would not have been truly effective, expenses, furniture, or the countless extra costs
A general marketing truth is that a price of buying and moving into a new home.
incentive alone, no matterhow high, cannot
induce customers to buy an item perceived as Manufacturersexpressed the view that the
non-beneficial. Or, putting it another way, pass-along motivated dealers to participatein
price incentives work best when they are the adventure of selling energy-efficient homes
applied to products people already want! and permitted them to make a sale that they

may otherwise be unable to make. _ In a survey
Throughout the summer and into the fall of conducted among 39 dealer participants after

1988, slowly but surely, the Pacific Northwest's RCDP had ended, 34 rated the incentives as
manufactured home buyers had obviously been very important and 4 rated them as somewhat
persuaded to want the quality they saw in Super important (Onisko 1989). Rather than using the
Good Cents/RCDP manufactured homes. But it incentives to simply level the playing field so
wasn't that simple or automatic; as Super Good that energy-efficient homes could compete in
Cents/RCDP homes were being sold, it was not price with "regular" manufactured homes, the
a matter of writing up easy orders because of manufacturersparticipating in RCDP made a
subtle changes in buyer perceptions. People marketing decision to use it as a sales teel
still weren't coming onto dealers' lots and instead.
asking for Super Good Cents/RCDP homes!

In effect, by passing on the incentive,
Other factors were at work. Key dealers manufacturershad also taken the dealers into a

were selling the consumers with a strong marketing partnership. They had given dealers
emphasis on a cash-back bonus. Instead of a costlier product to sell but they also provided
keeping the Bonnevill_ incentive, manufacturers a promotional opportunity. The tact that this
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opportunity was "rationed," i.e., only 150 Bonneville that manufactured housing, by
homes would be eligible, may have been one of Bonneville's own estimates, accounted for 50%
the key factors in the sudden burst of sales that of the new housing in many areas of the region
characterized the end of the RCDP effort, and that "utilities ought to be as interested as

BPA" in having ali advertising include
Sizing Up Potential manufactured housing?

By November 1988, the participating This keen interest in marketing issues and
manufacturers had begun to diverge. About long-term Super Good Cents planning clearly
half of them were "going through the motions" indicated that some of the region's
but not aggressively selling the concept of manufacturers saw great potential in marketing
energy efficiency. While certainly continuing • energy efficiency as a feature of manufactured
to cooperate, their involvement was low-key -- homes, lt was also clear that they saw Super
one manufacturer sold only one Super Good Good Cents participation as a means of
Cents/RCDP home. These participants positioning manufactured homes in the context
remained informed but did not attend the Work of the total housing market. If that could be
Group meeting in November; only two achieved, increased sales could be generated by
manufacturers attended that meeting, t The expanding the category not by price wars within
attendance level was a crude mirror of the a limited, specialized segment of the housing
status of the RCDP with many manufacturers at market.
the 8-month mark. Rather flat, rather
lackluster, neither a failure nor a success. Wait The same manufacturers who advocated
and see. increasing the manufactured home "share of the

pie" in Super Good Cents advertising also made
But another group was taking a different, far several suggestions to improve marketing

more active view. At the meeting in effectiveness at the retail, the dealer, level.
November, it was clear that some Although Bonneville was limited in the type of
manufacturers viewed the test as a real incentive that could be provided to dealers,
opportunity; it was also clear they were looking manufacturer representatives at the November
beyond RCDP. One of the key discussions at Work Group meeting voiced general support for
the November Work Group meeting involved any effort that would provide more recognition
Super Good Cents marketing plans after RCDP to salespeople actually making the sale. At the
"winds down." These discussions strongly same time, they emphasized that the incentive
suggested that some of the region's itself was an important tool that gave
manufacturers were approaching the Super salespeople a chance to make a sale they might
Good Cents and energy-efficient manufactured otherwise be unable to make. Other ideas --
housing as a long-term effort. At the Work significantly positioned as having long-term
Group meeting, manufacturers volunteered to value beyond RCDP - included special Super
serve on Super Good Cents's advertising Good Cents caps, jackets, pens, etc.
advisory committee, made up of the utilities
participating in Super Good Cents. The Final "Push"

The manufacturers pressed the point that Meanwhile, back at the plants, things were
they ought to be full partners in the long-term humming along as weil; the new techniques had
Super Good Cents marketing program. In their been assimilated. The manufacturers who had
view, the Super Good Cents concept hinged on taken the "leap of faith" were discovering that
marketing energy efficiency, not on any they could build homes to Super Good Cents
breakdown of promotion eflbrt into site-built or specifications with something approaching their
manufactured homes. They reminded usual efficiency once the awkward -- and
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sometimes frustrating - learning phase was As 1989 began, RCDP was not "limping
over. The Washington SEe reported that along" as one might have thought in the first
dealers were learning to make good use of few months of the project. The December and
WATI'SUN runs and some of the earlier January 1989 sales levels were "respectable,"
problems with specifications and definitions had and, in fact, sales at this rate would have
been straightened out. In terms of plant achieved the programobjectives of 150 homes
efficiency and administrativedetail, the in the first year if it weren't for the first low-
program was running smoothly but not yet at volume months. What seems to have happened
full volume, is that participatingdealers and manufacturers,

realizing that the RCDP was in its final stretch
And yet - looking back - there were signs and knowing these homes were saleable, turned

that several key events had occurred that were up the "heat" and approximatelydoubled
likely to increase the sales momentum. It was February 1988, sales of Super Good Cents/
really just a matter of time. Any one of these RCDP homes. This momentum continued into
events - buyer perception of value, trained and March; many more Super Good Cents homes
sharpeneddealer skills, increased manufacturer than those covered by the RCDP quota were
efficiency (and hence interest in the product) - sold and their status, for a time, was uncertain?
could have triggered sharply improved sales of
Super Good Cents/RCDP homes but sales were The final RCDP sales breakdowns (see Box
simply "so-so" ali through the summer andfall - Final RCDP Sales Breakdown) first reported
of 1988. in a DMC meeting,2 reflect the degree to which

RCDP sales varied by manufacturer. As might
Nor was there a sudden sales upsurge be expected, those manufacturerswho achieved

following the November Work Group meeting, the highest RCDP sales were also among the
although November sales were as high as any most active participants in the Work Group
since the demonstration project had begun (see process. However, no manufacturer or group
Table 12.1). of manufacturers dominated the process nor did

they seek to do so. The difference in levels of
What had been achieved, however, was a participation was based on several factors:

clear-cut indication that these homes had carved earlier commitment, perception of long-term
out a niche in the market that now wouldn't sales potential, size of plant, ability to dedicate/
simply vanish. Even though Bonneville had invest the required resources, impact on current
intended that these homes would be sold by the plant operations, plant schedules, etc.
end of the year, it was clearly only a matter of
a little more time.

TABLE 12.1 - RCDP Home Sales

,,i i

Month SGC/RCDPSales Total SGC/RCDPHomesSold

November1988 19 76

December1988 12 88

January 1989 15 103

February1989 30 133

March 1989 17 150
, ill T,1 , r ' , " f i i u,
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Bonneville's program managers tracing the
FINALRCDPSALESBREAKDOWN arduousbeginnings of the project and

describing the stress of getting the innovation
Salesby Climate Zone: launched under RCDP auspices, and concluding

with kudos for everyone involved --ClimateZone 1 Climate Zone 2 Climate Zone 3
a2 66 2 manufacturers, dealers, utilities, SEOs. lt was,

for the manufacturers and dealers, the end of
Sales by State: their chief tasks: designing, building, selling,

ID MT OR WA and siting 150 homes in a real-world test of
4 2 30 114 energy efficiency that would stand as a symbol

of regional cooperation for a long time to come.
Sales by Manufacturer:

SilvererestModuline Guerdon GoldenWest lt was not, however, the end of the research.
9 2s ' 4 15 The sale of the 150th home marked the point at

GlenRiver Fuqua, Fleclwood/WAFlectwood/OR which research could begin in earnest. The
40 1 44 9 DMC's activities over the past 5 months,

reported to the Work Group, had helped to
clarify the research objectives and requirements.
The data on each of the 150 test homes from
which the all-important cost-effective analyses
would be constructed was being entered into the
database and included information on the

The final results also show that penetration manufacturer, the original WATTSUN
of the region's colder climate areas was limited; information, the set-up check list, and the
this had been an ongoing concern throughout homes' locations.
the project. There were two reasons for this
and they were related. First, the manufacturers Cost Data - Along with the congratulatory
who participated in RCDP tended to be those messages, some hard issues were addressed in
located in, and serving, the region's milder this last RCDP meeting. As discussed in the
climate zones. Second, the Super Good Cents previous chapter, the cost data that PNL was
specifications for climate zone 3 were extremely collecting from participating manufacturers was
hard to achieve with the window technology a key concern to the DMC. The Work Group
used by most manufacturers in 1988 and 1989. was advised that the DMC felt that the cost data
As a result, Super Good Cents specifications that manufacturers were providing to PNL were
severely restricted the glazing area in these prices and not the true costs of the energy
homes. Manufacturers believed that from a upgrades of the Super Good Cents/RCDP
consumer point of view, these homes would be homes) Only one manufacturer had been
nearly impossible to sell. The issues were willing to provide separate costs for material
related because the stringent regulations for the and labor, for example. ManuFacturers, of
colder areas were one of the chief reasons cited course, had made it clear from the beginning
by manufacturers who did not participate in the that they would not supply information if they
RCDP for not joining the RCDP effort initially felt it could harm them competitively.
(Lee and Baechler 1990).

At the Work Group meeting, it was pointed
RCDP's Last Work Group Meeting out that the cost information thus far developed

was, in many cases, questionable. For
The last RCDP Work Group meeting was example, in some cases insulation upgrades

held in Portland on March 30, 1989.3 In many were priced the same regardless of square
ways, it was typical of such events, with footage. Without separate costs for labor and
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materials, it was difficult to tell where potential Bonneviile's RCDP manager explained that
savings could be achieved. These costs would scripted questions would be prepared and asked
heavily bear on the region's future in terms of during the exit survey to attempt to obtain more
the incentive levels and overall cost- specific information than the package price
effectiveness of conservation efforts and also in information many manufacturers had thus far
determining which energy conservation provided. Until more specific data could be
measures to pursue, lt was emphasized that the obtained, RCDP cost data would have to be
cost data situation was unfortunate because the used very cautiously. Having now been
cost data coming out of the program through the energy upgrade process, the

manufacturersat the meeting felt they were in a
- was potentially the best information better position to assess the true costs of the

available in the entire United States energy conservation measures built into the

- would establish the best values for future Super Good Cents/RCIDPhomes.
programs (with major impact on both Understandinghad been improved, they assured
manufacturersand home owners), the Work Group?

Lookin_ Backward - One of the most useful
The Work Group was advised that, in an

effort to improve the cost data, the exit surveys aspects of this meeting took piace at the end
PNL was planning to conduct with each when participants were asked to review their
participatingmanufacturerwould ask each of experience and share what was good and what
them to revisit their cost reports and reconsider Wasbad about the program. What features did
some of the reported data. This was an they want to carry forward into Super Good

Cents? Some of the highlights of thatextremely important issue, and Bonneville
wanted to highlight it especially for the interchange:_
manufacturers and trade association

• One manufacturer felt that the project wasrepresentatives attending the Work Group
meeting. Later in the meeting, the Council also completed because of everyone's
addressed the issue, explaining that the RCDP commitment to "stick with it." He believed
cost data would be used for two purposes: it was a step in the right direction, a unique

cooperation between government, utilities,
and private industry.- inputfor federal standard development

- regional cost-effectiveness issues. • Another participant assured the Work Group
the RCDP experience had left no bad taste.

The Council emphasized that upgradecosts He urged that every effort be made to make
had to be accurately allocated by component the process simpler, "as simple as possible."
(i.e., walls, ceilings, floors, windows) so that In net, he believed the program ought to be
true costs of a measure are accurately reflected acceptable to manufacturers.
in the data. The square footage of these
components must be taken into account. The • in this regard, it was noted by an industry
Council stressed it was important for representative that not ali manufacturers
manufacturers to understand how the cost were enticed, but that the program did entice
information was going to be used. "Pricing is the largest manufacturers.
not necessarily what it costs to produce," the
Council cautioned. One of the manufacturers • The Bonneville project manager was pleased
present believed that this relatively sensitive there were so many more homes in Zone 2
issue could be resolved but that doing so would than had been anticipated.
require "asking the right questions."3
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• Another manufacturer felt the program's project. The demonstrationaspects of the
success was a compliment to the utilities, manufactured housing RCDP were at once
"The incentive, the 'push,' came from the unique and also particularly importantbecause
utilities," he said, "dealersweren't that they involved and could influence a single
interested." industry. Although hardly monolithic, the

individual plants making up the industry dealt
* Asked about the effect of the cash incentives with many of the same factors and thus were

on sales, this Work Group member felt that bound to evolve into somewhat similar
about 20% of the home buyer's motivation organizations. Common influences affecting the
came from energy-consciousness and 80% manufacturers including the following:
from the cash incentive. Another

manufacturer commented that the role of * HUD code requirements affected the design
incentives varied, depending upon the home and production processes of each of the
and on the customer. He surmised that manufacturersin much the same way.
energy-consciousness may have been a • Retail mechanisms and outlets were similar
somewhat bigger factor with the higher end and in some cases even involved the same
manufacturedhome customer, dealers.

• A manufacturer who had spoken earlier • Although prices varied, the industry tended
asked to introduce a negative. For 2'h to operate in a relatively narrow price range
years, he stated he had heard the terms compared to the entire range of housing
"stick-built"and "manufactured." "Brothers options.

and sisters," he said, "we use sticks too! • Building materials were in many cases
And ours are dry!" unique and specialized, often because of

Federal Manufactured Housing Construction
The Importance of Demonstration and Safety Standard requirements and/or

cost/pricing/marketing constraints, and so
Most often, the chief emphasis in research

the same suppliers were frequently used by
: and demonstration projects such as the RCDP several manufacturers.

tends to be placed on their research aspects.
Certainly, in terms of administrative and * Producers essentially competed for the same
management time, the research tasks in a customer -- customers were likely to make a
typical project require the lion's share of "category" choice, i.e., manufactured home
attention. The research also tends to get most versus site-built, and then "shop around."

of the "publicity," particularly in a technically • Price was always a significant if not the
oriented organization such as Bonneville. And, dominant factor in developing a total
it tends to be the most expensive. In the case marketing plan -- design, production,
of the manufactured housing RCDP, the promotion, and profit.
research was certainly no small task; the

coordination of research efforts spawned a task While, broadly speaking, these common
group dedicated to dealing with research influences created an industry in which
matters -- the DMC -- that worked as an individual firms were more alike than different,
effective team long after the more tangible there were differences. The region's
aspects of the project were completed to solidify manufacturers weren't creating "one-of-a-kind"
the research component of the project, custom homes but they weren't "cookie cutters"

either. One key and consistent Bonneville
But in the case of the manufactured housing effort was to design its programs and

innovation, the RCDP was aptly titled -- the specifications to embrace the entire industry,
"D" indicated it was indeed a demonstration not simply one segment of it. This desire to
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embrace the entire industry was, fi_rexample, played an important role (Lee and Baechler
the driving force behind BPA's strong attempts 1990).
to build at least some homes in ali climate
zones, ali price ranges, ali models and sizes.

MANUFACTURERS
At the very outset of the manufactured INTERVIEWED

housing project, in 1983, as "rumblings"of 0tCDr Nonparticipants)
some type of conservation effort began to
circulate, the industry made no attempt to take Guerdon Industries (Idaho)

the initiative. In the minds of many KitManufacturing (Idaho)
Nashua Homes (Idaho)

manufacturers at that time, manufacturedhomes Fleetwood Homes (Idaho)

were already being built to higher-than-average Champion (Tamarack)
energy efficiency. Many producers viewed any Homes Division (Idaho)

additional effort as unnecessary and -- if it Marlette Homes (Oregon)

pushed insulation levels higher and glazing Liberty Homes (Oregon)

areas lower - impractical at best and a potential Redman Homes (Oregon)
boondoggle at worst.

Bonneville's cooperative approach, inviting
manufacturersinto the early planning stages
through the ManufacturedHousing Work Group Most of the nonparticipatingmanufacturers
may have been viewed with suspicion; were located in Idaho and for the most part the
nevertheless, it was also disarming. Initiating interviews were conducted with the plants'
the industry forum in 1986, the meeting that general managers. According to the study,
would evolve into a true Work Group, was the "their nonparticipationappears to have been a
key that unlocked the first of several doors, result of (1) a perception that the RCDP
The manufacturers who attended the early focused on the western part of the region and
meetings in 1986 and 1987 as well as those who (2) the tighter MCS requirements for the
did not -- ali of them knew what went on at eastern part of the region."
these meetings -- began to trust their instincts
and the process. Some of them discovered they Every plant in the region was aware of
were willing and able to take the risks involved Bonneville's general desire to increase the
in participating. Their demonstration that Super energy efficiency of manufactured homes and
Good Cents was workable in the plants and its proposal to research and demonstrate this
saleable on the dealers' lots was the only proof effort via the RCDP. Information came from
that a generally conservative industry would several sources, one or more of the following:
accept.

• A visit by Bonneville staff, explaining the
About 6 months after the RCDP had ended, project.

when the case study of the manufacturers
• Attendance at work group meetings on the

participating in the RCDP had been completed, RCDP either at Bonneville or in Idaho.
it was decided that a study of the manufacturers
not participating in the RCDP could provide * Communications about the RCDP from
useful insight into ways in which the program industry associations.

could be broadened. This study, conducted by • Industry, utility, or Bonneville newsletters.
PNL among eight Northwest manufacturing
plants (one would not participate) revealed that • Dealers, although the amount of information
the RCDP's demonstration aspects had clearly coming from dealers was described in the

report as limited.
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Besides the general perceptions that the revealed that ali of the plants were likely to
RCDP was oriented to the western part of the participate in Super Good Cents (Lee and
region and that requirements would be difficult Baechler 1990). RCDP, in other words, was an
to meet, there were other, more specific option, only an hers d'oeuvre, Super Good
reasons, these manufacturers had not Cents was the main course.
participated. Some of the plants were enjoying
a production boom at the time and were too Would it have been so without the RCDP?
busy to participate. One producer was engaged lt appears to be unlikely. The "chargers" in the
in purchasing an additional plant and other RCDP - those manufacturers who had surged
plants were bound by corporate decisions ahead in sales -- may have temporarily irritated
outside the region. There were several some of their cohorts by garnering "more than
comments related to the amount of paperwork their share" of the RCDP incentives, but they
and detail required, performed a valuable service in return! They

demonstrated that energy efficiency had sales
Onward and Upward potential when aggressively pursued. They

demonstratedthat they were going to pursue it.
From the beginning, the RCDP was viewed The writing was on the wall. Without RCDP,

as only the first part of a broader, more the message could never have been so clear or
ambitious scheme -- the incorporation of so convincing.
manufacturedhousing into the region's
Bonneville-sponsored Super Good Cents In terms of technical issues, the RCDP
program. Although manufactured homes had uncovered and resolved problems with the
nominally been part of this program since the specifcations, with suppliers, and with
RCDP began, utilities and manufacturershad equipment and materials. In terms of process
developed a common characteristic -- they were and administration, the project was a useful
both holding off expanding Super Good Cents means of ironing out the initial difficulties faced
manufacturedhousing participation until after by a large number of organizations
the RCDP was over. The manufacturershad an unaccustomed to working together, determining
even stronger, more compelling reason: the training needs, and coping with paperwork.
Super Good Cents incentives were only $1,000 The RCDP had launched a unique body, the
per home when not supplementedby the $2,000 DMC, to look first at research issues and
RCDP incentive (using climate zone 1 as an subsequentlyat broadertechnical issues that
example). This issue was viewed by the affected the region's goal of producing energy-
industry as critical -- manufacturers had insisted efficient manufactured housing. And finally,
from the outset that strong incentives were the RCDP had tempered the Work Group into a
required to offset the higher cost of the Super cohesive regional team; it helped an incredibly
Good Cents homes because of the price diverse group of people learn to work together
sensitivity of their market, toward a common vision.

There is little doubt that the industry was *****
distinctly motivated by the long-term aspects of
Super Good Cents participation; regional Like so many other times during the effort
producers would probably never have to make energy-efficient manufactured housing
participated in the RCDP if the research and a fact of life in the Pacific Northwest, this point
demonstration effort hadn't been linked to the in time -- March 30, 1989 -- was a significant
longer-term program commitment by Bonneville one. The RCDP had been successfully
and the region's utilities. This appraisal is completed. Without a hitch, a new effort --
confirmed by the case study of the broad-scale Super Good Cents participation by
nonparticipating manufacturers. The case study ali the region's utilities -- began the same day at
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the same meeting. The transition was almost Work Group in piace to coordinate the
imperceptible. With the SEOs trained and case- technical, marketing, and administrative issues
hardened by the RCDP, with the manufacturers that were sure to arise, the prospect was simply
and the utilities aware of the potential and the a new, almost familiar, almost comfortable,
pitfalls of producing and marketing energy- phase of an astonishing evolution.
efficient homes, and with the DMC and the

End Notes

1 Internal report on the November 3, 1988, 3 Internal report on the March 30, 1989,
Manufactured Housing Work Group meeting Manufactured Housing Work Group meeting
prepared November 30, 1988, by the prepared April 21, 1989, by the Bonneville
Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Power Administration, Portland, OregOn.
Oregon.

2 Internal report on the March 29, 1989,
Manufactured Housing Data Management
CommiRee (DMC) meeting prepared April
20, 1989, by the Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 13: MAINTAINING MOMENTUM -- Super Good Cents and Beyond

W2tenthe RCDP ended, at the end of March RCDP were modified Super Good Cents
1989, the final burst in sales of energy-efficient specifications, the incentives were based on
manufacturedhomes had generated considerable Super Good Cents incentives, the marketing
enthusiasm. Optimism filled the air. The supportwas Super Good Cents support. From
demonstrationclearly was a success; it wouldn't the manufacturers' perspective, the image of
take the scheduled, more detailed research quality that the Super Good Cents designation
analysis to convince most RCDP participants provided manufacturedhomes was evidently a
(manufacturers, dealers, energy planners, majorbenefit of their participation in the
SEOs) that the RCDP "experiment"had been energy-savings effort. Hence, the decision to
encouraging, to say the least. The energy maintain sales and production momentum by _
conservation measures tested during the RCDP initiating Super Good Cents was not surprising;
had obviously lowered the amounts of what was unusual was the bold move to launch
electricity requiredto heat manufactured homes; the program before conclusive cost-effectiveness
the open question was the exact degree of cost data was in hand.
effectiveness the measures had achieved.

lt appears that Bonneville had learned, too,
The last-minute surge in sales was heady from the RCDP effort. While manufacturers

stuff; the desire to press forward was strong, learned about energy efficiency, Bonneville had
However, if Bonneville were to follow its grasped good lessons about marketing and
normal course, it would be months before the timing. The give-and-take atmosphere that had
RCDP results could be fully analyzed. The evolved in the Work Group meetings had
prospect of delay was particularly frustratingat engendered true teamworkduring the RCDP
this positive point in time because, effort. The effects of participationwere
directionally, the answer was hardly in doubt, evident. Manufacturers were at least slightly
Fortunately, the energy savings demonstrated more tolerant of the administrative
during the RCDP were substantial enough to requirements; utilities had come to understand
justify some risk-taking by Bonneville. At the the industry's need for smooth, standardized
same time, the sales results the energy-efficient plant proc_ures; and SEOs played the "go-
Super Good Cents manufactured homes had between" roles that had crystallized with more
ultimately generated were impressive enough to sureness. For its part, the process had made
justify risk-taking on the industry's part as weil. Bonneville a much more savvy, marketing-

oriented "team player" than it had been at the
The vehicle for maintaining momentum was outset.

Bonneville's ongoing Super Good Cents
program. The eventual inclusion of Super Good Centsgs First Work Group
manufactured homes in Super Good Cents was Meeting
never in doubt. Super Good Cents had
provided the "template" -- the underlying On March 30, 1989, the Work Group
structure and rationale for Bonneville's overall meeting scheduled at the Red Lion/Coliseum
plan to develop energy savings in the Hotel in Portland, Oregon, was a history-
manufactured housing sector -- since the making event. It featured a new "mix" of
decision to focus conservation effort on new participants and a dual agenda._ lt was in many
manufactured homes as recommended in the ways a landmark meeting, the first that would
retrofit study in 1984 (Onisko and Van Orden be scheduled under combined auspices. Half .
1984). The specifications tested during the the agenda of the Work Group meetings from
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this point forward would be devoted tO the past,
i.e., the unfolding and more definitive RCDP BONNEVIIA,F'S.RFGIONAI,NETWORK
results; the remaining agenda would concentrate
on the present and the future represented by the Bonneville operates througha regional network.

Administratively, the region is divided into four areas
Super Good Cents marketing program and the that, even today, are required to translate regional
experience and issues this activity generated, programs and operations to widely varying local

conditions. Each of BPA's major "headquarters"
At the first such meeting in March, activitieshas an area office representative who is

Bonneville confirmed for Work Group members responsible for implementing central programs and
that the RCDP had been completed and that the providing local feedback. Area office managers andthe chiefs of each BPA office constitute BonneviUc's

analysis was aboutto begin. After a bout of Policy Committee, ensuring regionwide representation
self-congratulation to be expected at such at aneffectiveadministrativelevel.
events, a bold move was announced. An The areas and their offices are:
interim Super Good Cents incentive program,
tailored as closely as possible to the successful pugetSound Seattle

RCDP "formula," had been authorized. The Lower Columbia Portland
Upper Columbia Spokane

overall purpose of this effort was to maintain (Montana) (Missoula)
the extremely encouraging momentumof the SnakeRiver WaUaWaUa
market - to maintain "business as usual," (Idaho) (Boise)

which had become very good, indeed. Activities include operations and maintenance,
"Business as usual" was, in fact, highly powersales, andongoing conservationprograms.For
unusual. Keeping the manufactured homes the manufactured housing project, the effect of the

program as intact as possible, the interim shilt from a centrally administered test program to a

program would be administered by the regionwide programadministeredthrough the area
offices was to bring BPA, the manufacturers, the

permanent New Residential project staff at utilities, and the SEOs even closer together.Bonneville I

In the sea of faces that day, many were new
and most of these were Bonneville and utility Bonneville proposed an interim program that
staff members who would administer the would operate for 3 months, until July 1, 1989.
continuing program. Providing a broad In July, manufactured homes would be included
regional cross-section, these individual in Bonneville's Super Good Cents program until
managers carried out ongoing Super Good December 31, 1990. Bonneville stressed that
Cents operations throughout the region (see Box its decision to directly launch the interim and
- Bonneville's Regional Network). Along with the follow-up Super Good Cents programs was
these "newcomers," the most seasoned not based on completed research but on its
manufacturers and industry representatives, desire to maintain continuity, to preserve the
those who had taken part in activities from the encouraging momentum. Unlike most
beginning and participated in the RCDP, were Bonneville actions in its conservation activities,
at this landmark meeting. Evidently, most of the decision had been based not on research but
the non-participating manufacturers were on judgement, not on formulas but on common
"holding fire" until they learned what sense, not on results but on faith, not on "off-
Bonneville and the region's utilities would again/on-again," but on consistency.
propose. These manufacturers were, to some
degree, the more conservative, more cautious For both the interim program and the
members of the industry; they were also, it continuing program, incentives were continued,
would be learned, the manufacturers whose and the following incentive levels were
markets tended to be in the region's colder proposed levels:
climate zones (Lee and Baechler 1990).
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$2,000 Climate Zone I These factors bore importantly and decisively
$2,500 Climate Zone 2 on the incentive levels that various utilities were
$3,000 Climate Zone 3 able and/or willing to pay for conservation.

The variety and contrasts of the region were
Bonneville had put careful thought into mirrored in the participants and their concerns?

designing the transition program and had taken
pains to leave as many of the RCDP elements Because of the differences in utility
in place as possible. For example, even though priorities, power availability, and procedures,
the contractual relationships would be entirely method of payment was an early issue. Closely
different, SEes would continue to provide the linked to this issue was that of inspection.
interface for qualifying homes; this was Money was changing hands and utilities wanted
different from site-built practice where the mechanisms to ensure that the conservation
utility qualified the homes as meeting Super measures they were paying for were, in fact,
Good Cents specifications. Even so, the built into the Super Good Cents homes.
qualification process would be technically Utilities were uneasy about the inspection
different because the inspection would serve a process. For their part, manufacturers were
different "master;" utilities and not Bonneville concerned about the pin-point timing that
would be paying the incentive. As a practical inspections by individual utilities would require.
matter, however, manufacturers would not be For example, filling the roof cavity with the
forced to undergo another "shakedown" and required insulation was typically a rapid, 45-
would continue to deal only with their by-now- minute process. If an inspector didn't happen
familiar SEe representative instead of the utility to be in the plant at just the right moment, that
inspectors at the home's eventual site. manufacturer nemesis -- a line shutdown --

could occur. In the end, Bonneville's
Even so, and not surprisingly, there were recommendation to have in-plant inspection

issues to resolve at that trail-blazing first carried out by the IPIA and certified by the
meeting. A new working and contractual manufacturer carried the day. t
relationship was being forged -- between
utilities and manufacturers -- and the industry One of the most provocative issues to arise
was concerned about the differences among was whether the Super Good Cents
utilities. In some cases, these distinctions were specifications developed for the RCDP would
clear-cut and potentially troublesome. Some satisfy utility requirements. At this point in
utilities simply didn't pay the same incentives as time, a controversy was beginning to develop.
others. Utilities would perform on-site One PUD along the I-5 Corridor had refused to
inspections and there were likely to be allow heat pumps to qualify an Super Good
differences in procedures, in approach, in any Cents/RCDP manufactured home that did not
number of nuances. Given the nature of the meet minimum envelope requirements. This
manufactured housing industry, its tradition of incident triggered manufacturer concerns that
standardization -- its reliance on it, in fact -- they could end up serving over 100 masters --
these concerns were not to be taken lightly, each utility participating in the Super Good

Cents program. For their part, utilities --
More voices needed to be heard as weil. particularly those with strong conservation

Other regional institutions were now involved programs of their own -- were adamant that
and perspectives were often dissimilar. Some they would not be coerced into paying for
utilities were PUDs, some were private energy savings achieved by energy conservation
independently owned utilities. Regardless of measures that their own research and experience
ownership, other factors -- financial status, had demonstrated to be not cost-effective, t
cost and availability of energy, and the utility's Several utilities were beginning to agree that
relationship to Bonneville -- were different, any manufactured home for which they paid an
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incentive should meet minimum shell

requirements. When it became clear they TYPICALWORKGR()U!DMEETIN(;AGENI)A
would not back down, Bonneville promised that (Oetaber 26, 1989)
this issue would be broadly aired and
understood by including a discussion of the This agenda is a good example of the type and range

of subjects treated in the work group meetings during
question in a technical update circulated soon thisperiod (BPA 1989c):
after the meeting.2

• HUD/MH! Update

In spite of disagreements at this meeting, • SGC Manufactured Housing Program

utilities and manufacturerswere able to air • Lender'sIncentiveforSGCManufactured Housingmany of their respective concerns in a
surprisingly good-natured manner. They did • SGCManufacturedHousing WorkPlan
not so much solve problems that day as lay the • Update: ManufacturerandIPIATraining

groundwork for working them out. And, it • Energy SmartTeamActivities
appeared, they began to develop some mutual

• Marketing Program (Snohomish, Tacoma, and Puget
trust. In the final analysis, the "players" were Power)
beginning to sense that the self interest of ali

parties was best served by building bonafide • Update:1990 SGC Ad Campaign

energy-efficient homes for the region. Long- • Manufacturer/Dealer Marketing Preferences
term investments tbr the region, not short-term - Lunch-
gains for either utilities or manufacturers, were
the prize that was being identified and the goal • RCDP Update
that was being set. t - Manufacturers Case Study

- Dealer's Exit Survey
- Energy Use Monitoring

Continuing Work Group Meetings - InfiltrationTesting

• Data Management Committee
There wasn't any real precedent for DMe Update

continuing the Manufactured Housing Work TaskOrderAnalysis Contract
Group meetings once manufactured homes were TaskOrderSchedule

incorporated into the Super Good Cents • Cost-EffectivenessAnalysis
program after July 1, 1989. But the Work
Group had become an extremely functional
institution; the experience of working together

had tbrged new relationships, an intimacy, the meetings were nothing new; site-built homes
beginnings of trust. Like the DMC (see had been part of the Super Good Cents program
Chapter 11), the Work Group had become a since its inception, and many builders and
useful forum, lt was a convenient means of contractors had also participated in the original
communicating information, soliciting feedback, research and in subsequent task groups. But
developing a regional consensus, achieving these participants lacked the innate cohesiveness
cooperation. Although perhaps less tangible of the manttfactured housing industry. HUD
than the 150 Super Good Cents homes that had code builders already had a relatively long
been constructed and sited for the test and history of working together, a relatively more
demonstration, the Work Group as it now "common cause," and were, because of federal
function_ was just as much a legacy and an codes and manufacturing processes, more
accomplishment of the RCDP as the homes similar to one another than not.
themselves.

October 26, 1989, Meeting - At this stage, the
In part, these meetings had worked well Super Good Cents program had completed a

because of the close-knit nature of the industry, somewhat awkward transition; by this time the
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contracts required to get the SEOs "up and many ways typical of the Work Group meetings
running" were in piace. As the scope of the held during this period (see Box - Typical Work
program now expanded to cover the entire Group Meeting Agenda). An advantage for
region, many more potential dealers, manufactured housing under the Super Good
manufacturers, utilities, and home owners were Cents "umbrella" was that participating plants
involved and the SEOs were required to play a could now benefit from the professional
more demanding and pivotal role than they had marketing services provided by the Energy
in either the Super Good Cents site-built Smart Team -- a regionwide marketing support
program or the more limited RCDP. In group contracted to Bonneville to assist in
developing the contracts, Bonneville project marketing Super Good Cents and other
managers had been careful to rely on RCDP programs. Team members were active
experience and manufacturer input to guide the participants in this and future Work Group
development of negotiations. The contracts meetings.
called for the SEOs (Washington, Oregon,
Montana, and Idaho) to provide 3 The Energy Smart team had developed a

highly successful promotion that had initially
• in-plant manufacturer training been run by three utilities in the 1-5 Corridor.
• ipia training Before the meeting was over plans were drawn
• dealer training for regionwide use of this promotion, supported
• design qualifications by an 800 number. The formation at this
• on-site inspection assistance, meeting of a regional marketing network of

HUD code manufacturers was an unusual,
An important issue discussed at this meeting unexpected but positive outgrowth of

was a review of HUD's progress toward a new Bonneville's quest for energy-efficient
energy standard and the MHI's response. The manufactured housing. While energy efficiency
MHI had formed a consensus committee and had been the driver creati__ closer industry
hired a consultant to provide an industry cooperation, the manufacturers had begun to
response to HUD's rulemaking. The Council sense there was even more to be gained.
had taken the lead on following this issue and Although it was never completely articulated,
reviewed the situation with participants. 3 the Super Good Cents provided the industry a

vehicle for expanding its share of market via an
improved quality image.3

RCDP UPDATE

Ma_y9, 1990. Meeting_- A year into the Super
The work group meetings functioned as a forum for Good Cents program, the issues and concerns

updating the manufactured housing industry and other
of the Work Group remained focused onparticipants on BonneviUe's progress in developing final

reports on the energy performance and cost effectiveness marketing, impending research results,
of the RCDP homes, specifications, and training. Not much

By the end of 1989, an analysis contractor had been different, really, than the issues and concerns
secured, interim cost data was in hand, and case studies that arose at the first meeting. What was
of manufacturer and dealer participants in the RCDP had different, however, was that the tenor of the
been completed. Plans for the upcoming infdtration second meeting was significantly more oriented
study were outlined and explained, toward solving problems, toward finding ways

to maintain and increase the momentum that
had never been lost. 4

This was the first meeting at which a
Marketing issues seemed to be dominant as revolutionary idea was broached, half in jest.

indicated by the day's agenda which was, in The Bonneville manager of the Super Good
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Cents program (both site-built and And then, the program manager said:
manufactured housing) was discussing long-
term planning for Super Good Cents, trying to A wilder variation on this approach
give participants a sense of what was likely to is simply to buy ever), home in the
happen and to solicit their input. As he region and have it built to energy-
explained, Washington State had recently efficient specifications.
adopted a stringent new energy code, based on
th_,'MCS, and as a result nearly 70% of the Have Local Code Officials Do Site l_spection_ -
site-built howes in the region would be required Why not provide training to local code officials
to be energy efficient, lt was only a matter of so that they could perform the additional
time before the other Pacific Northwest states inspections? This would permit utilities to
would follow. Th_ts, of course, rendered the "back off" from the intensive role they were
continued effectiveness and need for Super required to play at this time.
Good Cents questionable. The program had

served and would soon perhaps outlast its Continuing Along Present Lines - This would
purpose for site-built homes, continue the 3uper Good Cents effort which in

effect was focused on the consumer, motivating
_,lthough Bonneville had taken steps to the consumer to demand the energy-efficient

continue the Super Good Cents manufactured home via a combination of promotion and
housing program through June 1991, it seemed incentives.
unlikely that Super Good Cents could or should

continue into the indefinite future if its only To help gain insight, perspective, and
participants were manufactured homes. While feedback on these broad questions and issues,
sales continued to grow each month and had the project manager announced that he and
been encouraging on a relative basis, the effort Bonneville staff members intended to travel the

hao started from _scratch." Total penetration region and talk with manufacturers during the
of energy-efficient manufactured homes summer of 1990. Utilities would be brought
achieved by the Super Good Cents effort had into the dialogue through Utility Round Tables
been only 2% in 1989 versus a 23% penetration (another Bonneville public process). The states
rate achiev_ for site-built homes. _ And, as the would also be involved if Bonneville opted to

participants well knew, the number of people have site inspections performed by "the code
required to co_,rdinate the manufactured housing route."

effort was significant- and disturbingly high

for the modest results achieved, lt was November _. 1990 Meeting - Technical and
essential that any long-term approach would research issues were discussed during the
have to reduce administrative overhead. At this morning, marketing and other issues in the

point, the program manager, reviewing some of afternoon. By now PNL had completed its
the possibilities, outlined three alternatives: 4 preliminary cost data report (Weakley et al.

1990); the cost data in this report were

P_y Manufacturers Directly - This would subsequently revised by Ecotope in the course
require sending a RFP to the region's 17 of their cost effectiveness analysis (Baylon,
manufacturers and possibly to other associations Lubliner, and Davis 1990). These revisions
and/or SEC"_.,.The questions would revolve were based on additional cost information that

around who should be int:luded in the purchase Ecotope and the Washington SEO developed by
negotiations z:nd whether this approach would direct contact with the primary component
accomplish what needs to be done at less suppliers to the region's manufacturers. In
overall co_,,t, addition, an initial report of the thermal

performance of the RCDP homes and the cost

effectiveness of the energy-sa_ ag measures,
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based on a computer simulation, had also been methods, permitting the use of more
completed and circulated to the Work Group insulation and resulting in better U-values.
(Baylon et al. 1990). Increased efficiency results because wood is,

essentially, a poor insulator compared to
Ecotope reported on the status of a major other insulating materials in common use.

project to provide a heat loss reference manual
for manufactured homes. The format would be Much of the meeting was dominated by
based on a similar reference work Ecotope had discussion of the future of the Super Good
prepared for Super Good Cents site-built homes Cents program and the impact of the current
(Baylon and HeUer 1988). The content would uncertaintyon marketingeffectiveness. Some
be based on the specifications used for the utilities were discouraged by the low pene-
RCDP, modified by the RCDP experience and tration (5% was reported by one) achieved by
by the results of an in-plant review of the the Super Good Cents in their service
construction processes used in a dozen of the territories.$ But this view was not universal and
region's plants operated by eight different was definitely not shared by manufacturers; one
manufacturers. Ecotope reported that manufacturer reported that 33% of its
manufactured and site-built construction production was now Super Good Cents. Other
practices differ widely at several stages and manufacturers reported somewhat lower figures,
capsuled three of the most significant in the 10% to 20% range. At the dealer level,
examples:s however, the discrepancies in performance were

even more marked. One dealership estimated
• Trusses are generally used in roof that fully 70% of its sales were Super Good

construction and this creates uninsulated Cents homes, strongly suggesting that more
"slots" in the ceiling when bar insulation is dealer involvement may be the key to higher
used and the batt or batts meet the truss, penetration. Following are some of the
Ecotope reported that six of the eight suggestions proposed at the meeting:
manufacturers studied used batt insulation.
Using foam insulation in the slots can • Make demonstration homes available on
mitigate the loss in insulating effectiveness, dealer lots.
but Ecotope argued that the best approach
would be the use of blown-in insulation. • Build closer utility/dealer liaison.

• Conventional floor construction methods • Reduce the communication barriers/lead
create a situation in which the central time/administrative delays.
heating duct would typically be sandwiched
between the belly blanket and the batt The Specifications Review Committee
insulation of the floor above. This creates

an area around the duct with no effective Throughout this period, a busy one for
R-value between the interior and the cavity Bonneville in conservation matters, a great deal
below. The effective U-value of the home's of coordination was required to orchestrate
floor is determined not by the extra batt various activities that impacted one another. In
insulation but by the belly blanket below the the area of technical specifications, for
duct. The solution advocated by Ecotope example, the manufactured housing project was
was to cut the batts and ensure that they are only a small part of a much larger and
positioned on the underside of the central ambitious Bonneville project to revise the entire
heating duct. Super Good Cents technical specification. A

great deal had been learned from field
• Wall construction techniques used by the experience since 1987, when the present Super

industry utilize less wood than site-built Good Cents specifications had been
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established. 6 This review effort involved manufactured housing. This was the exact
Bonneville's area office staff, utility moment that utilities were beginning to be
representatives, and the SEOs, with the involved in manufactured housing and most of
Washington SEO as the lead agency, them were on "new ground" and anxious to

learn.
The review effort was launched on March 8,

1989 - about the same time that the RCDP was The schedule anticipated development of a
concluding and the interim Super Good Cents draft specification to circulate to ali interested
program for manufactured housing was parties for comments by October 1, 1989. By
beginning. 6 In fact, the need to incorporate January-February 1990, plans were to have the
manufactured housing into the Super Good specification finalized, based on suggestions and
Cents effort was one of the reasons Bonneville comments received in response to the draft.
undertook the review effort at this time. The During 1990, support materials - fine-tuning,
project was coordinated by a body called the WA'VrSUN changes, training, manuals, etc. -
Specification Review Committee (SRC). The would be developed. Bonneville's (and the
tasks required would be carried out by SRC's) goal was to have a fully-supported
individual working committees whose specification ready to implement in 1991._
chairpersons would also sit on the SRC. Work

was divided into four main categories and each The Bonneville manager of the RCDP
of these would become a working committee.6 project was a key member of the Manufactured

Housing Working Committee. The chairman of
• ventilation the Manufactured Housing Working Committee
• heat pumps was a conservation manager for a mid-

Columbia public utility. Manufacturers who
• manufactured housing were active in RCDP were also helpful in this
• general specifications, effort. In mid-1990, the Working Committee

Chairman began to attend DMC/MHTAG meet-

Sources of input for the working committees ings to (a) seek input from RCDP participants,
would include particularly manufacturers and utilities, and (13)

use the DMC as a channel to keep participants
• utilities in the manufactured housing Super Good Cents

• NWEC officials program informed.'

• RCDP New Rules, New Tools

• builders The system worked; by early 1990 -- on
• HUD Code manufacturers, schedule -- the entire revised Super Good Cents

specification was in draft. Both DMC/MHTAG
Initial meetings were held in nine locations meetings and Work Group meetings were often

in March-April 1989; these meetings dealt occupied with discussions of Super Good Cents
primarily with site-built issues because there specifications. For much of 1990 and 1991, the
was relatively little field experience with specifications for manufactured housing were
manufactured housing and Super Good Cents; "in flux." in early 1990, for example, several
manufactur_ homes were at this time only a events were taking piace at once -- they were
"centralized" test experience. In most cases, ali inter-related and they ali affected the Super
however, there was a great deal of interest Good Cents specifications for manufactured
throughout the region in both the RCDP final housing:
analysis reports and in having a well--developed,
well-supported technical specification for
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• regional input into draft Super Good Cents uncertainty; changes meant delays and delays
specifications (prepared by the SRC) meant loss of vital efficiency. On the other

hand, building less-than-optimal Super Good
• field infiltration study of RCDP homes (by

PNL) Cents homes was hardly a desirable course.

• initial thermal analysis of RCDP homes (by Without the DMC and the Work Group, the
Ecotope) unsettled situation would simply have been

• Super Good Cents program implementation/ unmanageable. Because these mechanisms
experience, existed, developments were discussed and

participants were kept aware of the situation.

The new specifications were in draft form, Although formal changes in specifications were
and preliminary RCDP analysis indicated kept to a minimum, manufacturers were aware
several ways in which the specifications could of impending change and some of the
be improved, such as the use of blown-in improvements in construction processes were
insulation to avoid insulation gaps and cutting implemented. In April 1991, the Super Good
in insulation below the heating duct. The final Cents specifications were officially changed and
RCDP reports were still in process and the region gradually converted to the new

standards with conversion mandatory by AugustBonneville management was concerned that new
1991 (BPA 1991c). The "reference path," thespecifications should not be issued if there was

any possibility they could change. Manu- basic standard that manufactured homes were
facturers, too, were concerned about such now required to achieve to qualify for Super

Good Cents incentives is shown in Table 13.1.

TABLE 13.1 - SGC Reference Path for Electrically Heated Manufactured Residences

Climate Zonet')

Component Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
(< 6,000 HDD) (6-8,000 HDD) ( > 8,000 HDD)

Ceilings (Attic) U-0.036 U-0.030 U-0.027

Walls (above Grade) U-0.054 U-0.054 U-0.051

Floors U-0.033 u-0.033 U-0.033

Glazing
Maximum Tested U-factor U-0.40 U-0.38 U-0.35
Maximum Area (% of floor) 15% 15% 15%

Exterior Doors U-0.19 U-0.19 U-0.19

Assumed Infiltration Rate 0.35 ACH 0.35 ACH 0.35 ACH

Crossover Duct Insulation R-8 R-8 R-8

Overall U-factor (Uo) Uo-O.060 Uo-0.057 Uo-0.053

(a) Mechanical ventilation and pollution source control was required in ali climate zones.
HDD = heating degree day
Source: BPA 1991c
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In the interim, Bonneville's Super Good Calling the Super Good Cents/MH "an
Cents program managers contractedfor outgrowth of the Residential Construction
videotape study guides for set-up crews DemonstrationProject," the analysis failed to
(Sullivan 1990) and for manufacturers(Sullivan appreciatethe relatively complex history of the
and Philbriek 1990). This supportmaterial was manufacturedhousing project and to understand
furtherbuttressed from 1990 onward by the that the RCDP was conducted not as pure
publication/productionof additionalreference experiment but to confirm a decision that had
material. These tools included a comprehensive basically been made, namely that Super Good
and clear-cut guide to be used by IPIAs for in- Cents should embrace manufacturedhousing, lt
plant inspections (OSU 1991). An initial also minimized the cooperative natureof the
version of the Heat Loss Reference Manual was undertaking,virtually overlooking the Work
also completed at about this time, providing Group and the long history of cooperation that
manufacturers,SEOs, and utilities similarly began at its first meeting in November 1986
clear-cut guidelines to follow at the design (see Chapter 7).
stage; this publication underwent several

updates and a final version of this tool was Without knowing that a "master plan" had
completed later (Baylon and Davis 1992). been established long before Super Good

Cents/MH was initiated, and that Bonneville,
Evaluating RCDP and Super Good Cents key utilities, and the manufactured housing

industryhad approachedthe challenge of
Both the RCDP and the Super Good Cents building energy efficiency into manufactured

were evaluated by outside contractors;such homes as a cooperative venture, it is easy to see
reviews, called process evaluations, have that the true nature of the Super Good
evolved into standard Bonneville procedure. Cents/MH as a kind of "holding operation" was
Because the RCDP analysis was (a) included as never perceived. The analysis perceived the
only one part (20%) of an extremely broad uncertainty in Super Good Cents/MH as a kind
review of five projects, and (b) included ali of program flaw, attributing the cause to the
four RCDP cycles, the amount of attention lack of measurableobjectives.
focused on manufactured housing was scant

(Peters 1992). Beyond that, apparentlyby In fact, Super Good Cents was hamstrung at
design, the analysis tended to focus somewhat the outset because of the need to await

narrowly on process issues and devoted much definitive RCDP data before "nailing down"
of its discussion to SEO contract issues, specifications and objectives. By the time this

information was in hand, the manufactured
The Super Good Cents analysis is a different housing project had moved on to "bigger

story. This review provided a fairly complete game._ This was the idea, introduced in near
chronology of Super Good Cents developments jest, that perhaps the best way to achieve
and evaluated nearly every aspect of the energy efficiency was not one house at a time
manufacturedhousing program, which the but by finding a key to converting an entire
report designated as Super Good Cents/MH industryto make only energy-efficient homes!
(Barry and Jennings 1991): This idea, the ManufacturedHousing

Acquisition Program(MAP) was broached in
• to document the process of program late 1990 and so dominated the situation that

development and delivery Super Good Cents, in many ways, was obsolete
before it was even launched!

• to identify strengths and weaknesses

• to provide recommendations pertinent to the
future direction of Super Good Cents/MH.
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Far from being a routine program that magnitudein a relatively predictable way.
needed "fixing," Super Good Cents was perhaps Once the RCDP demonstratedthat these speci-
the critical element in the long-term success of fications could be modified to manufactured
the manufactured housing project through ali of homes and that these homes could be sold, the
its incarnations, lt was a palpable goal at the Super Good Cents provided a means of main-
outset of the Work Group, a known and taining and expanding the program until an
respected regional program that offered the even bigger idea could be made tangible and
manufactured housing industryan opportunity practical, lt was never the destination -- only a
to compete with site-built homes in a new way. well-marked, inviting road to the region's
lt had clear-cut specifications that were known ultimate adventure -- a map to MAP!
to deliver energy savings of a relatively certain
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CHAPTER 14: MAP-- The Ultimate Conservation Program!

MAP was an inspired, creative, unique, resources, while Bonneville was beleaguered by
positive response to several "roadblocks" in the ali these concerns and the costs and
region's drive to achieve energy efficiency in inefficiencies they created.
new manufactured homes built and sited in the

Pacific Northwest. Essentially, MAP was But different as they were, and diverse as
spawned and fostered by the idea that there their interests, ali these players were on the
ought to be an easier, simpler means of aequir- same stage; in many cases, they had now been
ing now-known energy savings. As Bonneville, working together for years. With the same
the utilities, the manufacturers, the Council, the serendipity that had seemed to bless the
SEOs, and others were working hard to ad- manufactured housing project in the past, the
vance the Super Good Cents approach, frustra- Super Good Cents provided a kind of safe
tions were growing - for different reasons, haven while the idea of MAP could first be
Utilities felt that penetration wasn't increasing given form and then negotiated. With the trust
fast enough, the Council felt that not enough and familiarity bred by Work Group efforts,
energy savings were being pursued, the industry continued through RCDP and, now, Super
felt there was too much paperwork and not Good Cents, participants reached out for new
enough certainty, SEOs were strained by staff roles and new consensus. The result was not

Energy Efficiency in Manufactured Homes
Indoor Air Quality
Controlled mechanical ventilation

Ceiling Insulation combined with specific measures
Lonse.fiU or batt insulation (R-33 to to prevent pollutants from entering
R-49) keeps heat inside in the winter the home provides a high qualityand holds heat out in the summer.

Air Leakage Control
Tight windowsanddoors
eliminateexcessdrafts, Extra
caulking and tight construction
reduceleaksthroughwalls,
ceilings,floors and along the
marriage line,

_nt Water Heating Insulating Windows
Insulatedwater heaters Double-glazedwindows
reducetank heat loss. with vinyl or insulated

frames reduceheat loss,

Duct Work Insulated Doors
Ductwork is well sealedand Exterior doors haverigid
insulated to R- I 1. foam insulatedcores.Storm

doors also may be used.

Floor Insolation Moisture Control Wall Insulation
Homeswith crawl spaces Vapor-retardingground Full-wall insulation and
are insulated(R-19 to R-44) coversandventsin attic and sheathingmaterials, totaling
under Ihefloor, crawl spaceshelpprevent R-19 toR-22, are combinedto

moisturebuild upand reduceheat lossand insulatethecondensation. home from outside noise.
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only a new program to achieve energy awaiting research results and Bonneville's
conservation, it was yet another "new world" pending revision of the Super Good Cents
opened by the manufactured housing project, specifications. Later, the future of the program

was uncertain because of impacts beyond the
The core idea underlaying MAP was simple control of program participants.

enough, lt called for nothing less than
acquiring ali regionally cost-effective electric Specifications - Throughout 1989 and much of
energy savings via the most direct means 1990, the anticipation and discussion of the
possible, i.e., contracting directly with final RCDP research results was as much a part
manufacturers. And ali meant all. Not some of Super Good Cents Work Group meetings as
cost-effective energy conservation measures, concerns about day-to-day Super Good Cents
Ali cost-effective energy conservation measures, operations. While program elements were not
Not some electrically heated manufactured in question, and participation was growing and
homes. Ali electrically heated manufactured becoming more routine, the question of
homes. Not some manufacturers. Ali specifications was troublesome. Ali p',u'ticipants
manufacturers. Not some of the region's knew that the specifications would change as a
utilities. Ali of the region's utilities, result of the RCDP findings and that these

changes would be incorporated into
Such audacity required an extraordinary Bonneville's overhaul -- through the

stimulus, an extraordinary approach, and Specifications Review Committee (SRC) -- of
extraordinary trust. By the end of 1990, Super Good Cents specifications for both site-
developments in the manuhctured housing built and manufactured housing.
project had brought ali of these to just the right
stage fi)r MAP to be successfully crafted out of

ali the experience, both good and bad, that had A BRIDGE TO SUCCESS
gone before.

The SuperGood Cents effortplayed a vital role in

The Stimulus bridgingthe tremendousgap betweenthe initialresearch
and demonstrationeffortand the final plan to upgrade
every manufacturedhome in the region. UnderSGC,

Much of the stimulus for MAP arose froma the programexpandedfrom li to ali 17 manufacturing
series of potentially negative conditions and/or plants in the region, lt expandedbuyer participation
developments in several key areas: from 5 homes or ao a month to 100+ by December

1990 and 150+ by the summer of 1991. lt showed

* Super Good Cents Uncertainties utilities and manufacturersalike that energyefficiencywas a workable, paying proposition, lt gave
- specifications manufacturcr_the time to improve components
- long-Term Super Good Cents Planning (particularlywindows)and ferretout suppliers for the

new type of home theyw©rcbuilding, lt permittedthe
• HU D Code Developments initiallyopposedobjectivesand almost naturalhostility

- MH! Consensus Committee of manufacturersand utilitiesto evolve into profitable
- Council Recommendations effortfor e_,'h.

* Utility Hook-Up Fees

• Regional versus Consumer Cost-
Effectiveness.

Super Good Cents Uncertainties - Much of Long-Term Super Good Cents Planning - The
the time, the Super Good Cents program was region's long-sought objective of achieving
conducted in a state of "eclipse." When it first energy savings through stronger energy codes

began, in the spring of 1989, Super Good Cents was beginning to be realized. Washington, the
operated in the shadow of the RCDP program, region's most populous state, enacted a strong
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energy code, patternedon the MCS, in 1990. imposition of a utility hook-up fee fi)r any new
Indications were that the region's other states home not meeting minimum energy-efficiency
were soon to follow. As discussed in Chapter standards. If Super Good Cents was a "carrot,"
13, once codes were in place there would be no the idea of hook-up fees was a "stick," a
need for Super Good Cents for site-built homes, development and a technique that ran counter to
There was little enthusiasm for continuing Bonneville's approach and the Super Good
Super Good Cents as a manufacturedhome Cents program most utilities were undertaking
program only, and even less for the inefficient, to encourage more energy-efficient
resource-intensive methodology that had manufacturedhomes in their service territories.
evolved.

Nevertheless, the argument had some appeal
HUD Code Developments - A development and validity for some of the region's utilities.
with potential influence on the Super Good lt could be, after all, fast if not friendly. Faced
Cents program was the development of a new with runaway energy consumption, utilities with
HUD code energy standard which was needs for more power resources felt they had
generating an industry-wide, national dialogue, the right (if not the obligation) to discourage
In theory, if the new standard were rigorous inefficiency and to allocate the costs of new
enough it could render Super Good Cents energy resources to those who made them
unnecessary, necessary. Legalisms filled the air -- was this

preempting the HUD standard or was it simply
MHI Consensus Committee - The primary a rate issue? -- and the future of attorneys in the
action in this quarterwas taken by the MHI Northwest seemed bright.
which undertook the development of
recommended new standards and industry But, at the heart of the matter, neither the
consensus on their implementation. Although region's utilities nor the region's manufactured
the MHI was invited to participate in the RCDP housing producershad much enthusiasm for
(via DMC membership) and results had been spending their hard-earnedprofits and perhaps
faithfully communicated to them at every stage, the rest of their lives in court. By this time,
they had evinced no real interest in the utilities and manufacturershad, in some cases,
revolutionary events that were changing the over 4 years' experience in working together.
manufactured housing industry in the Pacific While it was obvious that they were often at
Northwest. cross-purposes, it was equally obvious they had

more often than not reached workable solutions.
Council's Recommendation - While HUD The utility/manufacturer dialogue was critical
would eventually play the key role in because, even though Bonneville was writing
establishing any new standard, HUD, too, had the checks, the serving utility ultimately paid
declined the invitation to participate in the for the Super Good Cents incentives. The
Northwest upgrade experimeut. In June of interchange and disagreement between
1990, the Council tried another tack. lt passed manufacturers and utilities was more than idle
a tbrmal resolution asking HUD to establish the conversation -- money was changing hands.
Northwest as a separate climate zone (based on This was where the "business" of conservation
HUD's mandate and standard) and to declare was conducted.
the MCS the standard for this new zone.

Cost Effectiveness - Determination of cost
Utility Hook-Up Fees - If these events weren't effectiveness relied upon accurate performance
enough, an even darker shadow was cast by yet data, and reliable cost data. Amassing and then
another approach to achieving energy analyzing this information for 150 homes was a
efficiency. In 1990, a different mechanism huge task and could not be accomplished
began to gain converts among utilities -- the immediately. In fact, the infiltration data,
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essential to accurately establish thermal energy conservation measures in its Super Good
performance, could not be collected until at_er Cents specifications. The Council, on the other
the RCDP was complete and ali homes sited, hand, viewed the situation as a potential lost
In a race against time, PNL was able to opportunity. This was not the first time the
complete the infiltration study before the end of Council and Bonneville had differed on their
the 1989-1990 heating season; even so, this was approach -- it was the first time that the
a full year after the RCDP had ended. 1 Based Council, in effect, helped to create a regional
on modeling techniques, the analysis contractor alternative!
provided an early indication of results about this
same time; the real-world data would be used to Hatching the Plot
verify.the models and the analysis (Baylon et al.
1990). There is an inexorable logic to the way the

manufactured housing project developed -- but
The final thermal analysis and cost- only in hindsight. At the time, participants

effectiveness report confirmed the earlier were struggling to maintain and expand the
tentative conclusions and established that the Super Good Cents program; coming off the
Super Good Cents/RCDP package had been "high" at the end of RCDP, that was easy
cost-effective to the region and the consumer enough. By the end of 1990, over 1,000
(Baylon et al. 1991). The study included energy-efficient Super Good Cents
"optimization packages" that assessed individual manufactured home,s had been built and sold
energy conservation measures separately to (BPA 1991a). Depending upon one's mood and
determine their contribution to the cost- perspective that figure was high enough and
effectiveness results. Using this information, low enough to justify either optimism or
Bonneville planned to revise the Super Good pessimism, lt was certainly more energy-
Cents specifications to call for ali energy efficient homes than would have been built,
conservation measures that had proved to be maybe as many as 1,000 more. On the other
cost-effective to the consumer, hand, the industry produced over 10,000 homes

per year -- was the glass "10% full or 90%
The RCDP analysis had shown, however, empty"?

that slightly more stringent standards could be
applied and still be cost-effective for the region Ali of the taunting issues described were
although not to the consumer. That is, the percolating in 1990 and one "shadow" or
home owner would not save enough on energy another had led several participants --
bills to amortize the cost of the energy individually and sometimes in "huddles" with
conservation measures but the measures would, one another -- to become impatient for a more
nevertheless, save energy at less cost than the direct, more dramatic approach to the
projected cost of replacing it. The challenge. A masterstroke, if you will. The
manufacturers were willing to risk the higher movement toward hook-up fees was a symptom
cost of energy-efficient homes as long as the of this impatience. The Council's proposal to
incentives were in piace and as long as the carve out the Pacific Northwest as a separate
home owner's cash flow was positive. From HUD code climate zone was another. The
the beginning, however, they had made clear Work Group meetings provided the setting for
that, in their view, there was great risk in such musings. Significantly, no one laughed on
driving the costs of manufactured homes higher; May 9, 1990, when the Super Good Cents
this was particularly true for the "low-end" of program manager, discussing simpler
the market, approaches, had said, as quoted earlier: 2

Bonneville was not willing to "take the
push" to include ali regionally cost-effective
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A wilder variation on this approach is simply potential battle over hook-up fees before it
to buy every home in the region and have it started, and disperse a lot of the other
built to energy-efficient specifications. "shadows" as weil!

it wasn't the first time participants had heard Besides its positive appeal, its directness and
such a thought, or thought of such a direct efficiency, the Council saw this approach as a
route to acquiring the inherentconservation possible alternative to Super Good Cents.
potential in the region's manufactured homes. Perhaps it could include ali regionally cost-
And, it wouldn't be the last. In the meantime, effective measures and simply bypass the
even as participants struggled with Super Good disagreement over how far Super Good Cents
Cents requirements and uncertainties, another specifications could go; Bonneville was possibly
more direct approachwas gaining ground - correct in its assumptions about the limitations
more utilities were looking somewhat longingly of Super Good Cents. But if the energy savings
at hook-up fees as a way to pole-vault into were treated as an acquisition, from
success, manufacturers, Bonneville could acquire ali

regionally cost-effective energy conservation
At a meeting in the Council's Portland office measures and it wouldn't cost consumers a

in late August 1990, called by the Council to dime!
brief a small group of manufacturers and a
trade association representativeon the Council's Back to the Salt Mines
recent resolution asking HUD to establish the
region as a separatezone, the manufacturers Negotiations -- with ali parties hardly daring
dropped a bombshell) They raised the issue of to think about the difficulty and complexity of
hook-up fees, it was clear they were concerned, what they were doing -- began. Without much
They had, they said, an idea that would render discussion, somewhat by default, the Council
the issue of hook-up fees moot. They asked the assumed the role of "honest broker" -- the
Council representative what would happen if, Council had been "in the mix" from the very
instead of buying energy efficiency house-by- first Work Group meeting, its representatives
house via Super Good Cents, the region's were known as part of the "team," and it had
utilities simply paid to upgrade every the dubious distinction of being the least biased
manufacturedhome to a single regional of the participants. It is significant that they
standard! were trusted as an "insider," not as an

"outsider," and this alone may have justified the
Probably at a point even a few moments hours and hours the Council invested in

earlier in time the idea would have been viewed attending the Work Group, the DMC, and the
as preposterous. But by now even as the MHTAG meetings since 1986. The
situation was becoming more exasperating, it manufacturedhousing and utility industries and
was also more clearly known that the potential other participants had come a long way toward
energy savings of energy-efficient manufactured understandingone another -- this would
homes were real, they could be quantified and undoubtedlybe a squabble, but it would be a
had definite value. Manufacturers, for their "family squabble."
part, had learned to work with utilities on an
optional basis and were learning to both build A working committee was formed called
and market energy efficiency as a feature of "the MAC," the Manufactured Housing
manufactured homes. In this milieu, it was not Acquisition Committee. The program acquired
madness to suggest that, in effect, the region's a title -- MAP -- and with the title and its very
manufacturer could simply wholesale energy own committee it gained acceptance as an idea
efficiency -- deliver a walloping energy worth investigating. The MAC was seen as
resource and with one fell swoop, end the worthy of the time, resources, and ingenuity
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that had wrought such change since the first Representatives of dealers, utilities, SEOs, and
RCDP test home was sited in early 1988. set-up crews were charged with developing a

viable means of ensuring that this task could be
Four subcommittees were established; these accomplished for each and every manufactured

indicate the scope and the complexity of the home produced and sited in the region.
undertaking. _

Contract Development - lt was apparent at the
Product Dc,sign - Representatives of outset that Bonneville would have to function as
manufacturers, SEOs, the Council, and the contracting agent -- again, experience was
Bonneville served on this subcommittee. The clear that manufacturers could not deal with

essential goal of this group was to determine over a hundred contracts and, conversely, that
the specifications that would be incorporated utilities could not deal with each of the region's
into the final plan. This was where the issue of manufacturers. Two agreements were
regional cost-effectiveness versus home owner necessary._
cost-effectiveness would be threshed out. How
far did the region want to go? How far could • an agreement between the utilities (including
the manufacturers go'?. Who's in? Who's out? the investor-owned utilities) and Bonneville
The ultimate goal was always 100% that they would reimburse Bonneville for
manufacturerparticipation, energy-efficient manufacturedhomes sited in

their service territory and
Utilities- This group included representatives
from ali the region's utilities. Manufacturers • an agreement between Bonneville and each
could not participate in a regionwide scheme manufacturer that they would be paid an
unless ali utilities - including the investor- incentive for the production and siting of
owned utilities -- participated. By this time, new manufactured homes in the region that
manufacturers had made their point: met the specifications agreed upon by the
construction practices, plant operations, and contracting parties (MCS or beyond).
cost-efficiency demands discouraged (and in
some cases would probably prevent) A Mosaic of Cm_peration
customization. The industry could not be
expected to build homes customized to over 100 Any and ali of these "variables" were in flux
different utility service territories. If throughout the balance of 1991 as negotiations
manufacturers were to function as "one big began. What was surprising was not that there
plant," the region's utilities would somehow were problems, points of disagreement,
have to figure out how to function as "one big complexities no one had anticipated, or
utility" -- something they had achieved in seemingly unbridgeable gaps. What was
coordinating their resources but never done in surprising was that no one "left the table." No
the area of energy conservation, one was willing to "lower their sights." No

one _dug in." There were battle scars from
On-Site Quality Assurance - Both the RCDP RCDP and Super Good Cents but there was
and Super Good Cents had taught valuable another legacy most vital during these ticklish
lessons about the importance of proper set-up times -- a hint of trust.
and its impact on the energy efficiency of a
manufactured home. Super Good Cents Throughout 1991, the technical people who
specifications required more stringent had labored so diligently to work out the
procedures and improved materials compared to thermal performance and cost-effectiveness
current practice; now suddenly the magnitude of analysis of the RCDP that were the
the challenge to expand these procedures to underpinning and support for the Super Good
include ali homes became apparent. Cents incentive payments shifted gears to
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develop a regionwide single standard. These could be dropped if minimum component
MAP specifications were not fixed once and for standards could be agreed upon. The final
all, they were a changing element in the MAP specification had the distinction of
negotiations. At one stage, for example, simplifying requirements and improving energy
manufacturers proposed that homes with extra performance.
glazing be paid a premium MAP incentive
because of the increased solar gains they Both the specifications and the level of

achieved. Similarly, while blown-in insulation incentives were "moving targets," variables in
had been shown to be much more cost-effective the negotiations. Achieving 100% utility
than batt insulation and several attempts were participation was no small challenge and it took

made to incorporate this technique into the several "passes" before agreement was
MAP specification, it was ultimately dropped achieved. One early compromise offered by the
because not ali manufacturers had the capacity utilities, for example, was a declining incentive.
to insulate homes in this way. This permitted utilities to agree to an offer. In

a region as diverse as the Pacific Northwest,
the appeal (and value) of energy-efficient

MAP manufactured housing stock was far from
ProposedFinal Speclt'_tloas universal. In the 1-5 Corridor, particularly near

burgeoning Seattle and Tacoma, almost any

- Applicableto ali zones, easing of energy demand requirements had

- No glass area limitationwhen a home's overall heat appeal. But in the windswept reaches of
loss rate is equalto or less thana house built with: western Montana or the high plateau of eastern

• Atticarea (if any) insulatedto U-0.25 (R-40) Washington almost the opposite was true.

• Vaultarea (if any) insulatedto U-0.30 (R-33) Because of the need to solidify utility
• Walls insulatedto U-0.052 (R-19) participation, the public utility commissions

• Floors insulated to U-0.032 (R-31) 0aUCs) of the four states in the region played a
role in negotiations. The utilities were required

• Windows/skylights and patio doors -U-0.35
to justify any payments for acquisition of

• Doors- U-0.19 (R-5) resources and PUC regulations established cost-
effective limits based on each utility's least-cost

* R-values shown are actual "as installed" values, planning estimate. PUCs needed to be oriented
to the nature and potential value of the energy
resources that were being negotiated. In turn,

this eased the path to agreement for many
utilities. Another hurdle for many was the

What was finally crafted (see Box - MAP) contract they would be required to sign with
was a specification that went "much farther" '. Bonneville. An astonishing amount of detail
than the Super Good Cents specifications. In had to be discussed and resolved.
the course of discussions and in the spirit of
"aiming high," the MAC subcommittee began

to think in terms of a single specification for A breakthrough of sorts helped to resolve
the entire region. While this would result in the issues and problems connected with set-up

homes that exceeded requirements in climate quality control. While regional practices
zones 1 and 2, it leveled the playing field for varied, most dealers were responsible for set-up
manufacturers; and analysis revealed that the and this had created a wide variety in set-up
enhanced measures were regionally cost- materials and, in turn, procedures. As the
effective even in the mildest climate areas, negotiations proceeded, it was proposed that
Similarly, previous limitations on glazing area set-up materials be provided by manufacturers;
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incentives not once but twice a month and to
MAP accomplish this via electronic funds transfer.

Final IncentiveArrangements While this flexibility cost relatively little for
Bonneville to accomplish, it solved a serious

s Bonnevillewill be the program's"banker." problem for the manufacturers; the radically
• Manufacturerswill be reimbursed$2,500 foreach improved cash flow kept their financing costs

energy-efficientelectricallyheatedhomeconstructed and their risk to the minimum.
to MAPspecifications.

• The utilities will then pay Bonneville$2,500 for Finally, there was the matter of tracking.
every oneof these homessited in a utflity'sservice Each and every manufactured home in the
territory (plus $250 to cover BPA's costs to region had to be iJentified. Was it built to

administerthe program). MAP specs? When did it leave the plant?
• Bonnevillehasagreedto servein thiscapacityforat WhO Was the dealer? Where was it sited? Has

least 4 years, it been inspected at the site? Which utility
s incentivelevelsandothercontractrequirementswill owes Bonneville repayment for the incentive7

be reviewedevery 6 months and revised when Providing instant answers to each of these
circumstances (for example, changes in the HUD questions for 10,000 homes a year posed no
code energy standard) dictate, small challenge -- a challenge ultimately met by

the ODOE which was able to design a tracking
system that could serve Bonneville, each of the
region's utilities, and each of its manufacturers.

this would standardize materials used in the

field and ensure their quality. Similar materials In the final analysis, MAP was just another
would go an incredibly long way toward business deal. Something of value, in this case

standardizing techniques as weil. It would a highly abstract commodity - potential energy
simplify the development of set-up training and - was changing hands. Manufacturers saw the
permit more specific training aids to be transaction as a potential risk to their market,

produced, an increase in their product investment, and a
decrease in their cost efficiency. They put a

Another sticking point involved payment price on h_is. Conversely, utilities saw the

schedules. As a federal agency, Bonneville was energy savings as difficult to quantify, possibly
constrained by federal purchasing and available via other means -- hook-ups or HUD
contracting regulations and schedules. Code, and (in some cases) an unnecessary
Manufacturers were concerned about the purchase. They put a price on this.
tremendous increase in material costs they were

being asked to incur; the industry by this time Putting lt Ali Together
had made its point that cost control and cash

flow were vital ingredients to survival, let alone Considering the vast difference in

success, in a price-driven industry. The "lag" perspective -- and of course there was a range
in payments was tolerable when energy-efficient of viewpoints within both the manufactured

homes accounted for only a percentage of housing industry and the utility industry -- the
production. A cost increase across-the-board, wonder is that negotiations were able to proceed
however, was another matter and a at all. When they did, these intrinsic

complication that hadn't been anticipated, differences and their more numerous cousins,

the nit-picking details, would -- as always --
The "Feds" proved to be a player too! present obstacles to agreement. But the stakes

Recognizing that the capitalization required was were high and the track record of working out
not likely to be cost-effective for anyone, disagreement -- thanks to RCDP and Super

Bonneville was able to institute a means to pay Good Cents -- was good. In the end, a forging
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o,f common interest, a merger of ambitions, was more and more importantas the Northwest
achieved, load/resource balance began to shift under the

pressure of continued growth. The energy
By the fall of 1991, the Council had surplus was fast disappearing and in the heavily

prepared its Draft 1991 Power Plan for the populated 1-5 Corridorbetween Tacoma and
region and MAP was included as a targeted Seattle peak loads and transmissionlimitations
a_.ion iter,_(NWPPC 1991). History was were straining utility capacity to meet demand
written in_ that Power Plan; neither the Pacific - regardless of how much power the region a.s
Northwest nor its manufacturedhomes would a whole might possess.
ever be the same. For better or for worse,
every elec_ically heated HUD code home built *****
in the Pacific Northwest would be built to much

higher standardsthan anywhere else in the No one had to do it. But they did - the
world, lt was bound to affect not only the region's utilities, manufacturers, associations,
energy picture but the housing picture for years energy planners, SEOs, federal agencies, the
to come! DAPIAs, the IPIAs, and the Indians too! The

Pacific Northwest, as we stated at the outset, is
Of course, the HUD standard,_we,aid "aunique region of surprising contrasts." Just

eventually change and they were bound to be at as it pioneered in development of "the light
least somewhat more stringent, narrowing the fantastic" in the 1880s and 1890s, it is
gap between the efficiency of homes that pioneering the more prudent, more efficient use
1,,anufacturersbad to build compzred to what of electrical energy resources in the 1980s and
they were paid to build. But, i-, the meantime, 1990s. The manufactured housing project and
these energy savings would not be lost. its culmination in MAP is part of that
Capturing available conservation was becoming development, a respectable little saga for our

time!
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF KEY EVENTS IN NORTHWEST

MANUFACTURED HOUSING HISTORY

Dates Event

1981

Passage of the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and
Conservation Act ("the Act") and creation of the Northwest
Power Planning Council (NWPPC).

Organization of Office of Conservation at the Bonneville Power
Administration.

1983

NWPPC releases first Regional Power Plan and Residential
Model Conservation Standards (MCS) as required by the Act.

,L March 16, 1983 An internal Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) memo
recommends retrofit heat pumps in manufactured homes as a
pilot program.

June 27, 1983 Issue paper draft is circulated at Bonneville and serves as a
catalyst to develop a strategy for including "mobile homes" in
Bonneville programs -- chiefly, at this stage, the weatherization
program.

October 12, 1983 Bonneville convenes a Technical Issues Group to discuss
manufactured homes (among other issues).

October 1983 Bonneville memo outlines issues of interest and concern on U.

S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD code
homes. The memo suggests dealers and dealer associations as a
good resource to consider on an advisory committee and
expresses interest in two HUD programs: (1) HUD standards,
and (2) an "Affordable Housing Demonstration Program."
Bonneville also expresses an interest in participating in future
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demonstration projects, including (a) verification of heat loss
methodologies, (b) determining actual energy savings of homes
built to HUD's 1976 standard, (c) determining number, age,
size, and location of manufactured homes sited in the Pacific
Northwest, (d) determining savings and cost-effectiveness of
heat pumps, (e) evaluating effects of mitigating devices and
methods to reduce formaldehyde concentration levels.

1984

June 22, 1984 Internal Bonneville memo says preliminary investigations
indicate that _ manufactured homes have the potential to
offer cost benefits to the region. Homes using one-half to two-
thirds less energy could be developed without design or
structural modifications.

November 5, 1984 A Bonneville memo proposes an Energy-Efficient Manufactured
Housing Test and Marketing Program.

1985

July 1985 PNL completes draft of "Marketing Energy Conservation
Options to Northwest Manufactured Home Buyers" (PNL-5496).
A presentation is made to Bonneville on August 8, 1985. (Final
publication date is October 1985.)

August :23, 1985 Demonstration home project contract is awarded to The Levy
Partnership and Glen River Homes.

October 1985 Bonneville initiates the Residential Construction Demonstration

Program (RCDP) for site-built homes.

June 1986 Bonneville writes up initial cost calculations of upgrade costs
versus energy savings based on the five initial test homes and
the 34 Tulalip Indian Reservation upgrades, lt concludes
prophetically, "The choice seems clear. A cash incentive paid

/ directly to the manufacturer would benefit the region."/
/

November 17, 1986 Bonneville creates the Manufactured Housing Work Group to
establish working relationships and lay the groundwork for a
regional manufactured housing energy savings program.
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1987

1st Quarter 1987 Bonneville cuts back ali conservation programs; manufactured
housing project is reduced to "bare bones" activity -- cost-
effectiveness studies and marketing efforts are cut to minimal
levels.

June 1987 NWPPC strongly supports the manufactured housing program
proposal and recommends that Bonneville accelerate its efforts
to develop reliable cost-effectiveness data to support a long-term
program and inclusion of manufactured housing in the Agency's
Super Good Cents promotion.

June 1987 The Work Group meets again to resuscitate the program and
recommends that manufactured homes (a) be included in the
SGC program, and (b) be included in Bonneville's Residential
Construction Demonstration Program (RCDP) to determine the
cost-effectiveness of specified measures.

1988

January 1988 RCDP/SGC Manufactured Housing Program is officially
launched. Manufacturers, dealers, utilities, and home buyers
participate in program that features $2,000 to $3,000 incentives
(varying by climate zone). Dealer incentives ($500 in SGC
areas, $250 in non-SGC areas) are also featured.

March 1988 First RCDP/SGC manufactured home rolls off the assembly
line. Even though progress the first year is uncomfortably slow
(only half the RCDP target are sold by December 1988),
Bonneville makes the decision to continue the program into
1989.

November 2, 1988 The Data Management Committee (DMC) is formed to
coordinate and oversee data issues developing in the RCDP. lt
holds its first formal meeting. Ali meetings are formally
reported.

1989

February 27, 1989 Bonneville receives word that the 150th RCDP home has been
sold.
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March 30, •1989 A Work Group meeting is held to determine the future SGC
program for manufactured homes. SGC incentives of $2,000 to
$3,000 for the balance of 1989 are authorized; incentive
amounts and/or technical specifications would be reviewed and
may change once the RCDP cost-effectiveness studies are
complete. This landmark meeting put the region's cooperating
manufacturers under an interim SGC plan.

3rd Quarter 1989 Mason County PUD #3 initiates a proposal to charge a hook-up
fee of $2,000 on any home sited in its service territory that does
not meet Bonneville's standards for energy efficiency. This
includes (for the first time) manufactured homes.

1990

June 1990 (NWPPC) passes a resolution formally asking HUD to declare
the Pacific Northwest a separate climate zone and establishing
the MCS as the standard for that zone.

September 6, 1990 In landmark DMC meeting the group's name is changed to the
Manufactured Housing Technical Advisory Group (MHTAG)
and consensus is reached on its goals/purpose. DOE and HUD
are invited to participate. Issues include a bombshell --
concerned about hook-up fees, manufacturers broached the
possibility of a region-wide acquisition of _ manufactured
home energy savings of a meeting at the NWPPC, and NWPPC
is following up quickly.

Fall 1990 Utilities and manufacturers begin to negotiate the possibility of
requiring ali manufactured homes to be built to SGC
specifications--the Manufactured Housing Acquisition Program
(MAP).

1991

March 1991 Final results of RCDP published.

July 11, 1991 Utility representatives, including IOUs, meet at NWPPC
headquarters to discuss and finalize a MAP offer that relies on
declining payments to bridge significant differences in utility
evaluation of the value of MAP.
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August 30, 1991 NWPPC presents a revised and simplified MAP proposal
developed by the Acquisition Committee to utility
representatives. Although additional agreement needs to be
reached, the meeting's results indicate that the utility and
industry groups could/should proceed to further negotiation --
agreement is close.
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